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In Memory of Dr. Peter David Beter (1921-1987)

Dr. Beter was General Counsel for the Export-Import Bank of Washington; a
candidate for the governorship of West Virginia; cofounded SODESMIR, a mineral
exploration company in Zaire; represented American gas utilities building a pipeline
the length of Argentina; represented mining interests in underwater manganese
nodule exploration in the Pacific; was featured at financial seminars in New York
City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal, Geneva, and other international
financial centers. As a political and economic commentator, Dr. Beter worked with
Wall Street luminaries including Franz Pick, Edward Durell, Colonel Curtis Dall,
Norman Dodd, Emmanuel Josephson, and many others. He wrote prolifically,
including Conspiracy Against the Dollar (Braziller New York).
Through his tapes, Beter influenced various people such as the 1980s punk band, The
Wanderers. In the controversial Crusaders Comic book series published by Jack T.
Chick, Double Cross: Alberto, part two, Peter Beter is cited as a reliable authority on
why the body count changed in the wake of the Jonestown massacre.

These papers are a legacy of great value left by the author, the late
Peter D. Beter. They relate the events as they really took place behind
closed doors in the theater of politico-military operations in the midst
of the Cold War. These are Audio Letters transcribed into texts.
They cover the period from the years 1975 to 1982. Monthly reports
that gave details of the real occurrences as opposed to the falsified
official false versions conveyed by the major media controlled by the
Establishment of the international Satanic cabal.
Their reading will give you a clearer idea of what the Geopolitical
Strategy is and the danger that this world has faced and continues to
encounter in the hands of the different power factions competing for
its control.

Book II: Audio Letters # 11-20.

Dr. Peter David Beter - Audio Letter N° 11.
"AUDIO LETTER(R)" is a registered trademark of Audio Books, Inc., a Texas
corporation, which originally produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open
license granted by Audio Books, Inc.
----------------------------------------------------------------This recording is a product of AUDIO BOOKS INC. (Current 1981 address: 1629 K St.,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20006)
Hello, everybody, this is Dr. Beter. Today is April 24, 1976, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 11.
This year of 1976 is of course our Bicentennial, the 200th anniversary of the founding of
our beloved country. It should be a time for reflection on our hard-won unique
heritage and for thankful celebration of it. At the same time, it is only fitting that we
also look ahead and give some thought to our future destiny and that of our trusting
children. But on all sides we Americans are being bombarded with propaganda
enticing us to focus only on the future without bearing in mind the lessons of the past.
Bicentennial programs and articles dealing with our nation's early days keep the
spotlight narrowly focused on the Revolution itself most of the time instead of on the
wonderful free Republic that was the product of that Revolution. This is no accident.
It is intended to gradually make us more revolution minded in order to make the socalled "Second American Revolution" being promoted by John D. Rockefeller III seem
more and more acceptable to us.
The wise first President of our Republic, George Washington, left us with advice in
his "Farewell Address" that was so forward-looking that it is still valuable today, and
time after time he referred to experience as, quote: "the surest standard" by which to
judge existing and planned governmental measures.
This stands in stark contrast to the approach that is preached regularly by the man
who wants to preside over the end of our free Republic, Nelson Rockefeller. He keeps
saying, quote: "Forget the past and let's look to the future."
To what sort of future does Nelson Rockefeller ask us to look if it has nothing to do
with our past? It is the future that was spelled out as early as 1924 by the father of
Nelson and his brothers, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., in a talk to a group of students. John
Jr. was quoted by his attorney, agent, and biographer Raymond B. Fosdick as saying
on that occasion, and I quote:

"We are standing tonight on the mountain top with the world spread out at our feet-your country, your country, my country, all of us--so it may come to pass that
someday, someday the people of all nations will stand on the mountain top together
and no one will speak of 'my country' but we will speak of 'our world'."
So, my friends, the real question of America's destiny that now confronts us is one
which has been forced upon us by the Four Rockefeller Brothers--David, Nelson,
Laurance, and John D. III--pursuing this objective spelled out by their father. It is
essentially the same question that faced President Abraham Lincoln just over a
century ago: whether or not the United States of America was to be destroyed. The
threat then was one of destruction by dismemberment and fragmentation, and it was
met by the use of federal powers to maintain the Union. The threat today lies at the
opposite extreme of overcentralization of power, and it can be met only by reasserting
individual and State powers and rights under the CONSTITUTION.
To explore the radical change of direction in America's destiny that is being plotted
and manipulated by the Four Rockefeller Brothers and their allies, I want to talk
about the following three topics today:
Topic #1 -- HOW INDIVIDUALS ARE BEING REDUCED TO SACRIFICIAL
PAWNS IN THE ROCKEFELLER PROGRAM TO PROTECT AND ADVANCE
THEIR OWN INTERESTS
Topic #2 -- HOW NATIONS ARE BEING MANEUVERED INTO WAR AND
DESTRUCTION AS PART OF THE ROCKEFELLER SCHEME OF PROGRESS
Topic #3 -- HOW WE ARE BEING PUSHED AND TRICKED INTO
DISCARDING OUR HERITAGE OF FREEDOM TO ACCEPT ROCKEFELLER
DICTATORSHIP.

Topic #1--One of the strangest and most sensational kidnap episodes in history began
on February 4, 1974, when a young lady named Patricia Hearst was kidnapped from
her apartment in Berkeley, California. Her kidnappers soon identified themselves as a
radical group called the Symbionese Liberation Army, or SLA. Thus began a nightmare
of impossible demands, tape recordings, merciless publicity, shoot-outs and
unrelenting pressure behind the scenes for Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Hearst.
On April 3, 1974, a tape recording announced a "new twist" that Patty Hearst had
joined the SLA under the new name Tania, and a few days later Tania helped rob a
bank as if to prove what she said. Just for good measure, a few days after that Tania
was seen spraying bullets from an automatic rifle to cover SLA member William
Harris as he left a store where he had allegedly been shoplifting.

Soon the SLA was all but wiped out in the spectacular shoot-out in Los Angeles, but
somehow Tania just happened to be elsewhere watching it all on television. Tania
had escaped, and for more than 16 months in spite of an alleged manhunt nation-wide
by the FBI, she and her SLA companions William and Emily Harris reportedly
continued to evade capture. But finally on September 18, 1975, the manhunt suddenly
ended as abruptly as it began. Tania and the Harrises were found right in San
Francisco, no less, where it all began, and the trio were quickly rounded up without
much fuss.
I mentioned briefly in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 7 that the SLA was a CIA
operation, and that its purpose, in which it was successful, was to bring about a
Rockefeller take-over of the huge Hearst empire. But now I believe the time has come
to tell you more, for two reasons: First, I fear for the life of Tania, the impersonator of
Patty Hearst who is currently in custody; and second, I am now convinced that Mr.
and Mrs. Hearst, Patty's parents, do not know that the girl captured last September is
an impostor.
Until very recently there were indications that they knew this but were keeping their
silence about it to protect the rest of their family. For that reason I have refrained
from discussing the details of the Patty Hearst case other than to tell you about the
Rockefeller take-over of their holdings. The Hearsts of all people have good reason to
fear additional CIA-engineered reprisals against them and I would never want to
usurp their personal prerogatives; but I have at last obtained evidence which
convinces me beyond question that Mr. and Mrs. Hearst are still in the dark. And it is
for their sake and for the sake of the life of the girl whoever she is, that I am about to
reveal the truth in the Patty Hearst case, for I truly believe that the truth even when it
is unpleasant, is always to be preferred over lies no matter how pleasant or
convenient; and only the truth can provide the basis for justice to be done.
The Hearst newspaper chain first incurred the wrath of the Rockefeller Brothers three
decades ago when they led the campaign to expose major abuses spawned by the
Rockefellers. For example, it was the Hearst chain that publicized secret
Congressional testimony showing that America's atomic secrets were handed over to
the Soviets--not stolen by them--even before our first atomic bomb was finished; and
that the Rockefellers were directly involved in this. This was very easy for the
Rockefellers, by the way. The world's first controlled nuclear reaction was achieved at
their own University of Chicago late in 1942; and the Manhattan Project worked
outward from there. Even this name "Manhattan" for the atomic bomb project was
chosen as a subtle acknowledgment of the real bosses of both atomic energy and the
nation's power centers in Manhattan, the Rockefellers.
The Rockefeller interests launched savage counterattacks on the Hearst empire, using
financial and other means to force many of the Hearst newspapers out of business, just

as they are presently strangling the Star here in Washington by means of an
advertising boycott. But the Rockefeller Brothers never forget, and their ultimate goal
was to eventually take over complete control of those portions of the Hearst business
complex that managed to survive the initial Rockefeller counterattacks. Patty Hearst
was the pawn they used in order to do so.
The first tapes after Patty was captured were full of fear and urgency, and relayed
crushing demands to her parents as conditions for her release. Mr. Hearst was coerced
into incredible outpouring of his resources in a giveaway program only to have the
demands from the SLA keep rising until they became unreachable. Then, after a period
of silence, came the first Tania tape claiming that Patty was disgusted with her
parents and was joining her captors. But, my friends, the real Patty Hearst was no
longer alive by that time. On February 28, 1974, just 24 days after her abduction, Patty
was drowned in a bathtub by three SLA men against whom I am told Patty put up a
tremendous fight. Afterward cremation was used to prevent any chance that her body
might be discovered and identified. This is common practice in covert CIA executions,
by the way and I am reliably informed that this was also Jimmy Hoffa's fate after his
abduction late in July 1975, which I discussed in my monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 3.
The rest of the charade up until the capture last September of Tania, the impostor
who is alleged to be Patty Hearst, had just one purpose--to maintain unmerciful
pressures on the Hearsts in order to crack their control of the Hearst interests. And
the prime pressure point in this campaign was Tania herself who was used in order to
convince the Hearsts that their daughter Patty was still alive.
Any loving parents in the position of Mr. and Mrs. Hearst would cling desperately to
the hope of having their child returned to them, and the Hearsts are no exception. So
long as she was not captured there would be no chance for the Hearsts to discover
Tania was an impostor; and by allegedly being spotted from time to time, the
assurance was maintained that she was still alive. Thus in the best Rockefeller-CIA
traditions, Mr. and Mrs. Hearst were tricked into believing that they were bargaining
for the life and for the return of their daughter Patty even after she had actually been
murdered.
This deception continued for nearly a year and a half until at last the CIA achieved by
way of the SLA what the Rockefellers had sought all along--a transfer of the control of
the far-flung Hearst interests to the Rockefeller Brothers. As soon as the arrangements
were made for this transfer of control, the bargain was for Tania (alias Patty) to
surface, and surface she did. This was a simple matter since the FBI had known even
before Patty's kidnapping that her abduction was planned, and was aware of her
whereabouts and that of Tania, Patty's impersonator throughout the so-called
manhunt of 19 months duration.

The Hearsts gave up practically everything in a deal to get their Patty back; and the
last most critical part of the SLA operation was to convince them that they had gotten
what they had bargained for--namely, their daughter Patty. Tania, therefore, had to be
captured and convince the Hearsts that she is their daughter Patty; and the
psychological profiling techniques which were so useful in Watergating Richard
Nixon and his aides out of the White House were also used on the Hearsts in order to
minimize the risk that they would see Tania as a fraud.
The Patty Hearst-Tania manhunt was dragged out over 19 months, and during that
entire time the Hearsts were subjected to cruel psychological pressures of all kinds for
the purpose of damaging their capacity to perceive anything from a normal
perspective. During most of that time the Tania charade was utilized to get them
gradually accustomed to the idea that if they ever did see Patty again she would be
drastically changed by her ordeal and therefore not like they remembered her. And
Tania, for her part, was herself schooled and psychologically programmed in order to
be as convincing as possible in brief encounters with the Hearsts after her alleged
capture.
Even in spite of all this, the whole elaborate trick almost broke down when Mr. and
Mrs. Hearst first got to see their alleged daughter after her capture. She was even
more different than they had imagined, and afterward Mrs. Hearst sadly said to the
press, quote: "That girl just isn't our Patty." She apparently meant it in a figurative
sense, but her words unconsciously expressed the literal truth. But the natural deepseated wish to believe that Tania is Patty apparently won out, reinforced by all the
inhuman pressures which even now still rest heavily on the Hearsts. For the moment
the Rockefeller Brothers have won their gamble, they have fooled the Hearsts.
Now there remains just one more detail to be attended to--the girl herself, Tania, the
girl who is alleged to be Patty. She has now completely served her purpose and it is
her turn to be double-crossed. The one thing the Rockefeller-CIA agents cannot
permit to happen is for Tania to be released and have extended contact with Mr. and
Mrs. Hearst. It is one thing for Tania to hoodwink the Hearsts into believing she is
Patty during brief encounters under tense unnatural conditions in unfamiliar
surroundings and against a two-year backdrop of nightmarish events. But it would be
quite another matter for Tania to return home with the Hearsts and continue to
convince them she is their daughter during the course of an ongoing relationship in
what should be familiar surroundings. The Hearsts would without any doubt soon see
that something was terribly wrong about the girl who is supposed to be Patty Hearst,
and that, my friends, is why I fear for the life of this girl who has called herself Tania in
the past. She cannot be allowed to go free; and now that her job is finished as far as
the Rockefeller Brothers and the CIA are concerned, she has become a liability for
them. If she is very fortunate she may just be locked up out of sight and the key

thrown away; but I fear for her life because if she is silenced, the deception of the
Hearsts will have been sealed permanently and any chance that she herself might
someday blurt out the truth will be ended as well. If this happens, Tania will have
gone the way of Lee Harvey Oswald, Jack Ruby, and many others before her.
The Patty Hearst case is a tragic example of the way in which individuals are seen as
nothing more than pawns to be pushed around on the chessboard of power by the
Rockefeller Brothers and their helpers. But you do not have to be a Hearst, or a Nixon,
or a Hoffa to become a Rockefeller CIA pawn.
I revealed in my monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 5 for October 1975 that electronic
psychological programming techniques are being used by the CIA to program people
like human robots to do all kinds of things they normally would not do. There is now
a rising demand by the CIA for people who can be made to run involuntary errands for
them this way, busy as they are with bombings, terrorism and other projects to warp
America's Bicentennial to Rockefeller purposes. But people vary considerably in their
receptiveness to such programming, and a catalog of highly receptive individuals is
therefore of great interest to the CIA. Therefore the CIA has secretly aided in the
establishment of a chain of centers which offer to help you quit smoking, lose weight,
or stop drinking almost overnight.
What they use are psychological conditioning techniques which are related to the
very much more advanced techniques used by the CIA; and if you go to such a center
and your therapy reveals a very high susceptibility rating, your name, with or without
the knowledge of the particular center you visit, will end up in a special CIA file for
possible future use. If you contemplate using such therapy, you should be warned of
this hidden liability. If you have already used it, I can only suggest that you exercise
due caution whenever you must receive medical care, especially if hospitalization is
involved. If possible, stick with your family doctor or others you know you can trust.
On March 24, 1976, President Ford announced still another effort to treat us as pawns,
and this time every man, woman, and child in the United States is intended to be
involved. I refer, of course, to the trumped up Swine Influenza threat, and the proposal
to inoculate everyone against it.
The stated medical reasons for this totally unprecedented project are so patently
flimsy that everyone from the World Health Organization to individual doctors all
around the country have sharply questioned what is proposed. Many doctors have
gone so far as to openly ask what the real political reason for it is, so unconvincing is
the medical basis for it. Meanwhile the Rockefeller-controlled major media are
beating the drums in favor of it. Some groups have questioned whether perhaps
something sinister is to be added to the vaccine; but while this could be done, it is not
the underlying reason for the Swine Flu program. The whole Swine Flu swindle is an

elaborate cover-up, the most diabolical so far of the truth about the horrible CIA
radioactive plutonium super poison which is now contaminating the entire
southeastern portion of the United States and is even beginning to show up now in
traces nation-wide. This is the poison which was stored in the Central Core Vault of
the Bullion Depository at Fort Knox, as I first revealed in my monthly AUDIO
LETTER N° 5, October 1975.
As part of the federal government's cover-up, they made matters a thousand times
worse when they deliberately dumped it into underground streams under Fort Knox
during January, as I have previously reported. Now they are beginning to realize the
hideous extent of their folly; but instead of honest remedial action, their response is
still cover-up.
First, the Swine Flu campaign began by alarming everyone with its alleged threat.
Then it was pointed out that even those who do get the vaccine run a considerable
risk of getting sick anyway due to side effects. And to cap it off, officials expressed
public doubt by the end of March that it would be possible to produce and administer
enough vaccine to inoculate everyone by late this year, when the Government
allegedly fears a Swine Flu epidemic.
The whole thing is intended to condition us all to the idea that this will be the cause if
and when Americans start dying like flies in some area soon due to poisoning from the
spreading CIA plutonium poison from Fort Knox. And just for good measure,
preposterous stories have also found their way into print recently, alleging in effect
that plutonium is practically harmless based on records which have 'suddenly' been
discovered recently about people who were injected experimentally with plutonium
years ago. It's all big game of "look over there"; and you, your children, and your loved
ones are the pawns in this cold-blooded game.

Topic #2--Down through the centuries, war has always been an evil which the vast
majority of individuals have feared and wanted to avoid, yet we all know they keep
right on happening. And why? Because there also have always been small groups of
men who have viewed war from a very different perspective. To them, war is just one
more tool to use in both the exercise and the expansion of their own political and
economic power.
In the 20th Century, wars have become bigger, more frequent, and more savage than
ever before. For nearly three generations, one place or another around our planet has
been aflame with the fires of war and revolution; and now, having already suffered two
World Wars, we are stepping across the threshold of a third!

What's wrong? It's said that "From a little acorn, a mighty oak will grow"; and where
war is concerned, a very important acorn was planted shortly before World War I.
The Trustees of a tax-exempt foundation, known at that time as the "CARNEGIE
ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE" which involved an alliance with
the Rockefeller and Carnegie interests, spent a full year debating just one question: Is
war the best way by which to alter the life of a nation? And incredibly, my friends, the
conclusion they decided upon was: Yes.
Shortly thereafter World War I began. President Woodrow Wilson, a Rockefeller
puppet, was enthusiastically supported by the Trustees of the Carnegie Endowment
when he got America into the war; and on at least one occasion, they even sent Wilson
a telegram urging him not to let America's involvement in the war end too soon! They
did not want to cut short all those desirable changes in America that were to be
expected as a result of our involvement in that war--"desirable" according to their
criteria, of course, not yours or mine.
By the time World War II was brought about by the Rockefeller interests and their
allies, this philosophy was even more entrenched and more powerful. The United
States was deliberately dragged into World War II by means of Pearl Harbor with the
active help of President Franklin D. Roosevelt; and as in World War I, World War II
was also deliberately dragged out longer than necessary, in order once again to bring
about major changes in national life--not only in the United States but in other
countries as well. For details on this subject I refer you to the recent two-volume
AUDIO BOOK talking tape No. 7 entitled "THE TRAGIC TRUTH ABOUT THE FDR
ERA" recorded in February 1976 by Colonel Curtis Dall and myself. FDR was Colonel
Dall's father-in-law, and Colonel Dall speaks from personal knowledge about many
very important things.
Three years ago in my book "THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR", I pointed
out the very intimate connections that linked politics, economics, and matters of war
and peace. And in this regard I tried to call attention to the very powerful, important
new economic and political forces now emerging in Asia, and I ended my book in
these words, and I quote:
"If the new Asian forces are not understood, but are met with ignorance and
arrogance, then the world will indeed be headed not for a 'generation of peace' of
which President Nixon has so proudly boasted, but for World War III".
In the same context, I referred to the crucial importance of the Panama Canal, and on
June 1974 on a radio program in Dallas, Texas, I relayed Intelligence information I had
just received confirming that the Temehri Airfield in the Republic of Guyana, next to
Venezuela, is now ringed with atomic missiles aimed at the Gatun Locks of the
Panama Canal and at cities in the United States. But, as usual, the federal government

still refuses to this very day to permit an honest investigation of this life-and-death
situation. And, by the way, Temehri Airfield is being used by Cuba nowadays to ferry
its mercenaries and supplies to southern Africa for more wars there. Temehri Airfield,
25 miles outside Georgetown, Guyana, is larger than our Kennedy Airport in New
York!
In my monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 6 last November, I was able at last to reveal the
whole grand strategy of the coming war, including the opening rounds in the Middle
East and the succeeding stages by which it is presently intended to mushroom into a
full-fledged world war. And on April 19, 1976, just five days ago, the United States
Government gave the official green light for the Middle East war to begin. On that
day, April 19, the White House quietly dropped its previous opposition to all outside
military intervention in war-torn Lebanon.
All of the blocks in the Middle East war plan are now falling rapidly into place. On
March 13, 1976, Saudi Arabia sealed its own doom when the negotiations with
American top oil people in Panama City, Florida ended in an agreement for Saudi
Arabia to buy the remaining 40% of the assets of ARAMCO, the four-company
Rockefeller oil combine that operates in Saudi Arabia. Oil minister Sheik Yamani
revealed that the take-over transaction will be carried out all at once within four to
six weeks. What they do not realize is that after the Rockefellers get their money, the
oil wells will be bombed out of existence by an American limited nuclear strike
emanating from the Sinai. The White House go-ahead signal April 19th to get the ball
rolling in this war, came exactly five weeks after Sheik Yamani's announcement.
Meanwhile Prime Minister Vorster of South Africa injected his country into the
Middle Eastern fray by making a secret visit to Israel two weeks ago for the sole
purpose of obtaining military hardware in exchange for raw materials. By doing so, he
also left his country open to infiltration by a client state of the Rockefeller-controlled
CIA. On top of that, he inflamed the Arabs and most all of Black Africans. So, South
Africa has jumped from "the frying pan into the fire". And Henry Kissinger on his
African trip will be handing out millions of American dollars to the so-called
Liberation Fronts who are bent on liberating Rhodesia and South Africa for the
Rockefellers. And so the Black leaders here and abroad will be used by the
Rockefellers in their attempt to help their ally, Soviet Russia, do the dirty work for
them in southern Africa for the rich mineral resources there.
The war situation we face, my friends, is increasingly dangerous; and as far as the first
stages of it are concerned, imminent. But before I leave this subject, I should add that
we must now not allow ourselves to lose our resolve to halt this trend into disaster. I
believe we can still do it, and WE MUST DO IT!

Until recently, Rockefeller propaganda sought to create false optimism about our
foreign policy, military posture, and other factors in our national strength. But now
people are waking up. They know something is wrong. So now we are entering a new
phase of defeatism propaganda designed to ruin our morale so that we will just lie
down conveniently to be conquered.
An example of this on the domestic scene was the statement by Senator Frank Church
last summer to the effect that Americans would have no way to resist in the event of a
take-over by a dictator, so vast are the spying abilities of the federal government. This
alleged warning, greatly exaggerated for effect, came from one of the earliest
accomplices in the cover-up now in progress about the hideous CIA plutonium
poison!
Other voices are also lending their weight to the defeatism campaign but on an
international scale. One voice stands out above all others--that of the allegedly exiled
Soviet author Alexander Solzhenitsyn. A recent quotation from Solzhenitsyn, which
is a condensation of practically everything he publicly says today, is and I quote: "I
wouldn't be surprised at the sudden and imminent fall of the West." Then he goes on
regularly and at great length to build up an image of Soviet power, supposedly
matchless in its propaganda and quickly becoming invincible militarily. He speaks of
all this in disapproving terms, thereby sounding as if he is on our side; but the image
he paints, my friends, is still one of defeatism for us and imminent victory for our real
enemies. He spreads seeds of hopelessness--not of hope as some would have you
believe. Such hopelessness could cause the West to be defeated from within, just as
France was in the 30's and early 40's. Even when he admits for a moment that the
West could still save itself from complete take-over--which it still can, my friends--he
follows that up by putting down any notion that he actually expects that to happen.
But Solzhenitsyn is very powerful in his use of words, and he has become a Pied Piper
with patriotic, freedom-loving individuals and organizations following in his train.
What will be the effect, my friends, if a year or two from now with war and economic
and political chaos on all sides, Solzhenitsyn should dramatically announce: "The
West is doomed, I'm going back home to the home of Communism, the wave of the
future"? Might not this be the crowning stroke the Soviets need to collapse remaining
patriotic morale in the West? Apparently the Rockefellers and their Soviet allies think
so.
That's why their controlled media are now giving Solzhenitsyn tremendous publicity;
and according to highly reliable intelligence information I have received recently, this
is the real purpose for which Solzhenitsyn was sent to the West, while other Soviet
dissidents remain unable to follow his path.

Whether Solzhenitsyn himself is consciously involved in this, or whether he is simply
the victim of psychological profiling and programming, the defeatism he is spreading
could prove to be one of our most mortal enemies. Remember, it was Lenin who also
was in exile in Zurich and who longed for the collapse of Russia! So why could not
Solzhenitsyn, who also is supposed to be in exile in Zurich, long for the collapse of the
West?

Topic #3 -- If you have one of the newly-issued $2.00 bills in your pocket, please take
it out and look at the back, which depicts the signing of the DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE in 1776.
The seated gentleman that is N° 7 as you count from the left is supposed to be Robert
Morris according to the original painting of this scene by John Trumbull. Morris was
then a wealthy financier who gave his all for the cause of freedom and independence,
and ended up penniless as a result. In his original painting, Trumbull honored Morris
for his sacrifices in the cause of freedom by depicting him prominently in a shining
light with a proud look of determination on his face. After all, if it had not been for
Morris, the rag-tag Army of the United States might have collapsed for lack of funds.
On the new $2.00 bill, Morris' important role is also symbolically acknowledged--but
by people who want to undo the freedom which his sacrifices helped bring about. On
the bill, Morris is darkened into obscurity, just as our Unseen Rulers want to obscure
and blot out our freedom. As I have mentioned before, such subliminal propaganda
messages and signals are all around us--such as the State flag postage stamps which
say "Bicentennial Era", code words which refer specifically to the so-called "Second
American Revolution" program of John D. Rockefeller III.
In more direct ways, too, Rockefeller propaganda is designed to advance their
program toward dictatorship. On April 18, 1976, the Rockefeller-controlled Atlantic
Richfield Oil Co., known as ARCO, began taking out full-page ads nation-wide for
something they called a "Tricentennial". It pictures a mock American flag consisting of
300 white stars on a field of blue with the number
2076 in computer-style numerals against a field of red, and below that it encourages
you to write and tell what changes you want to see in America--without even a
passing nod to the fact that you might like some things to remain as they are. The crux
of the whole ad is contained in the words, and I quote:
"In about six months we plan to gather your responses, analyze them, and make a full
report of what we found out". And, quote: "We'll make sure it reaches the people who
are in positions to consider and act on it".

What people do they mean? The Rockefeller Brothers and their helpers, that's who!
The new ARCO Tricentennial campaign is nothing more or less than a replacement
for John D. Rockefeller III's National Committee for the Bicentennial Era, which was
forced to shut down a while back after its Bicentennial Declaration ad of a year ago
was exposed as the kickoff for the secret new Rockefeller Constitution.
Meanwhile, Rockefeller progress toward implementing their secret and dictatorial
"New States of America Constitution" is proceeding as fast as they are able. During the
first week of this month, April, a so-called "critical appraisal" of the UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION was held in Philadelphia with over 100 attendees representing
universities, business, labor, civil rights groups, the judiciary, Congress, and others.
Prominent names from the WATERGATE investigation were on the list, including
Henry Ruth, Jr., who served as the Watergate Special Prosecutor in the final phases.
Can you imagine?
Labor was represented by Victor Gotbaum of the AFL-CIO; and Stephen Schlossberg,
General Counsel of the United Auto Workers.
On the business side were Board Chairmen of three corporations: J. Irwin Miller of
Cummings Engine Co.; John DieBold of the DieBold group; and Fletcher L. Gramm of
Coppers Company, an especially outspoken proponent of ideas which appear in the
Rockefeller "New States Constitution".
The Presidents of the Council on Foreign Relations, the League of Women Voters, and
Common Cause were there; as well as the Executive Director of the American Civil
Liberties Union; and the Co-Director of the admittedly radical, anti-capitalist Peoples
Bicentennial Commission, Jeremy Rifkin.
Top representatives were present from Time Magazine, the Federal Reserve System,
and the American Bar Association. Nearly a dozen federal judges were in attendance;
plus a retired Supreme Court Justice; and the head of the General Accounting Office
himself, Elmer Staats.
It's hardly any wonder that Professor Marvin E. Wolfgang, President of the
sponsoring American Academy of Political and Social Science, confidentially declared
at the meeting, and I quote:
"Neither the Congress nor the White House can ignore what we say here".
And this is no idle academic comment, my friends, because on May 12, 1976, the
Philadelphia World Affairs Council, a unit of the Council on Foreign Relations, plans
to come to Washington to begin seriously pressuring Congress in preparation for
formal adoption of both the dictatorial Rockefeller "New States of America

Constitution" and the treasonous "Declaration of Interdependence" first introduced
last October in Philadelphia.
Meanwhile the four Rockefeller Brothers continue working to position themselves to
take full command of the dictatorship they hope to create soon. Front man Nelson is
rapidly emerging now with the publicity campaign I mentioned he was planning in
my monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 9 two months ago, and he is pulling out all the stops.
On one hand to one audience he says: "Forget the past, and let's look to the future"; but
to another audience he professes to be an unabashed believer in, quote: "the oldfashioned virtues". Can you imagine? He says living by example is his key religious
precept; but, of course, he doesn't mention any of the examples of his past record that
I revealed for you in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 1. Most recently he has even begun
lashing out at old friends and allies, even close family friends of long standing--such as
Dr. Dorothy Fosdick of Senator Henry Jackson's staff--in his consuming ambition to
harness for himself the so-called "Conservative sentiment" that is now sweeping
across America.
Nelson Rockefeller and his brothers are still playing their deadly end game of tactical
maneuvering to meet contingencies, trying to time political and economic events here
in the United States to mesh with fast-breaking events overseas in the build-up for
war. To this end, my latest information is that two prime options have now been
developed for Rockefeller's take-over of the presidency; and, as usual, I reveal them in
the hope that by doing so such actions as may be necessary may be taken to prevent
their happening.
Option 1 may be exercise of the forces for Middle East war that have now been
unleashed to progress very rapidly leading to war there and a "Declaration of
Emergency" here before the conventions this summer. In that event, President Ford
may be removed from office one way or another before the Convention, in which case
Rockefeller will become President and serve out Ford's term until January 20, 1977.
But, my friends, Option 2 is now at the top of the Rockefeller preference list. I can
now reveal that Nelson Rockefeller plans to use his infamous 25th Amendment to the
Constitution again--but in a different way. He has already made Ford to agree that he
be his Vice-Presidential candidate. Rockefeller now plans for Ford to be nominated
for President and himself for Vice-President regardless of what happens in the
Primaries! Then, after the Convention, the plan is for President Ford to be
incapacitated for one reason or another, thereby activating Clause 4 of the 25th
Amendment of the United States Constitution.
Under this Clause, and I quote: "...a majority of the principal officers of the executive
departments"--who are now 99% Rockefeller client followers--will send a written
declaration to the President pro tem of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of

Representatives that, and I quote: "...the President is unable to discharge the powers
and duties of his office..." Thereupon Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller, who himself
is the President pro tem of the Senate, quote: "...shall immediately assume the powers
and duties of the office as Acting President".
Now get that, Acting President! Rockefeller plans to achieve this on or about
September 19, 1976; and in this capacity under the provisions of the 20th Amendment
he will serve, quote: "...until a President shall have qualified..." But that could be
indefinitely, because part of the plan is also to call off the elections because of the very
abnormal circumstances and attendant confusion--all of this paving the way for
acceptance of their dictatorial "New States of America Constitution" by a National
Referendum!
And if you think such a thing just couldn't happen, just remember: The banks were
closed and the people's gold was confiscated by FDR in 1933--and the people accepted
it because of the abnormal circumstances.
And World War II--Japanese Americans were rounded up and herded into
Concentration Camps. An unthinkable act, yet it was accepted due to the abnormal
circumstances.
And would you have believed, just four years ago that both a Vice-President and a
President could be hounded out of office and be replaced by two appointees?!!
My friends, our Founding Fathers realized that the day might come when our
governments, both federal and state, would fail us and their Constitutional duties to
represent the people. It was for that reason that they included ARTICLE X of the Bill
of Rights. Often it is called the States' Rights Amendment, but it should be called the
Peoples' Rights Amendment. It reads, and I quote:
"The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by
it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people".
I repeat: "reserved to the people". So we have to look to ourselves, and it has now come
down to that--to you, to me, to all the people of the United States! It is time for us to
highly resolve, as did Abraham Lincoln:
"...that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom; and that government
of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth."
Until next month, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each and every one
of you.
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Hello everybody, this is Dr. Beter. Today is May 26, 1976, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 12.
This issue completes the first year of the monthly AUDIO LETTER series, and what a
year it's been!
In his Farewell speech as the first President of the United States of America, George
Washington warned:
"In proportion as the structure of government gives force to public opinion, it is
essential that public opinion be enlightened".
That is what my monthly AUDIO LETTER is all about. Public opinion is always
wrong when it's based on false and incomplete information, and that is exactly what
is served up daily by the Rockefeller-dominated major media under the guise of
"news." Every month I try to help you cut through the exhausting flood of Rockefeller
propaganda in order to focus on more basic underlying matters.
This month I want to pull together some of the most basic threads that run through
everything I've been telling you about. After hearing this issue, I strongly urge you to
go back and review what I have passed on to you in previous tapes--both my monthly
AUDIO LETTERS and the AUDIO BOOK talking tapes I have recorded; and always
keep in mind that it is physically impossible to repeat everything from one month to
the next to remind you of everything that's going on. Instead, every issue is devoted to
matters which I believe will remain relevant for a long period of time. Whenever plans
are later changed in any drastic way, I try to alert you to those changes. Otherwise
you may assume that what I've told you in the past continues to have a bearing on
what is happening today.
What I want to do today is to try to give you a peek into the minds of the Four
Rockefeller Brothers and their allies--in other words, to show you what makes them
tick. By this, of course, I do not mean a peep show or prying into their personal

behavior even though they themselves have launched such gutter level peep shows
lately without total regard for truth or good taste to debunk the late President
Kennedy, former President Nixon, former Vice-President Agnew, among others; but I
do think you have a legitimate and pressing need to understand in the clearest terms
possible what they are trying to achieve, why they are trying to achieve it, and how
they exercise vast power to suit their own purposes. As an old saying goes,
"Know your enemy".
The entire program of the Four Rockefeller Brothers boils down to one of conquest
and enslavement by any and all means! Wherever possible, resistance to their schemes
is reduced by using techniques which are not understood by the general public, and
control of the major media through various "fronts" is used to help guarantee this lack
of public understanding. But all of their most powerful techniques involve a common
denominator, DESTRUCTION -- economic destruction, physical destruction,
destruction of individual choice; and whenever it suits their purposes, destruction of
human life world-wide!
My three topics today are:
Topic #1 -- ENSLAVEMENT THROUGH MONOPOLY AND THE DESTRUCTION
OF COMPETITIVE FREE ENTERPRISE
Topic #2 -- ENSLAVEMENT THROUGH INFLATION AND THE DESTRUCTION
OF AN ECONOMY
Topic #3 -- THE COMMITMENT TO ENSLAVEMENT THROUGH ONE-WORLD
GOVERNMENT AND NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION.

Topic #1--In my home state of West Virginia, John D. Rockefeller IV, also known as
Jay Rockefeller, is breaking all records there for campaign spending in his bid for the
governorship. He's campaigning openly on the theme that he's too rich to steal, and he
won the Democratic Gubernatorial Primary by a landslide. He spent over $4,000,000
just to win the Primary! Can you imagine?
This is not to say that Jay would steal, but the fact that he can actually campaign on
the "Too rich to steal" theme is a vivid illustration of what has been accomplished by
three generations of Rockefeller public relations aided and abetted by ever-expanding
Rockefeller domination of the major media.
Jay's great-grandfather, John D. Rockefeller, Sr., was America's first billionaire by the
dawn of the 20th Century, but he most emphatically was not viewed as too rich to
steal. Rather, he was widely regarded as "too rich to trust" because the source of his

immense wealth lay in ruthless grasping and destruction of competitors. Through
these methods, the huge Rockefeller Standard Oil Trust had been built into a monster
that was depicted in political cartoons of that time as devouring everything in sight.
No wonder.
An honest United States Supreme Court not yet packed by the Corporate Socialists,
ruled in its 1911 Standard Oil Company dissolution decree, and I quote:
"For the safety of the Republic, we now decree that this dangerous conspiracy must be
ended by November 15, 1911".
The Rockefellers, of course, paid no real heed to this legal order to dissolve their
monopoly. For the sake of appearances only, their infamous Standard Oil Trust was
carved up into several allegedly separate companies--but behind the scenes,
Rockefeller control was retained over all of them through the use of nominees, banks,
and tax-exempt Foundations which hold the controlling interest in these companies
for the benefit of the Rockefellers.
The Standard Oil decree of 1911 exemplified one very basic fact--the incredible fortune
amassed by John D. Rockefeller, Sr., was acquired by unjust, corrupt means. It was,
therefore, susceptible to being erased if justice were allowed to take its course. This
posed an ever present danger to the Rockefeller fortune, to which the Rockefellers
responded in two ways:
On one hand they launched the most elaborate sustained public relations program the
world has ever seen in order to create a more favorable image in the public eye. The
centerpiece of this campaign was, and still is, so-called "philanthropy" through an
ever-growing complex of tax-exempt Foundations. These were sold to the public as
"something for nothing" devices, thoughtfully set up by the Rockefellers to help them
'give away' their money for the 'public good' without the slightest thought of benefit
to themselves.
The other side to the Rockefeller program was to continue the actual expansion of
their monopolistic empire to ever grander proportions, using these very Foundations
to cover and hide their control and to escape taxation; monopoly in business with the
same motivation as before, greed. Soon this expanded into monopoly in labor by
bringing into their camp more and more of the most important Labor leaders--they
were housebroken. And monopolistic control of money itself through their
unConstitutional private central banking system--the Federal Reserve System!
To protect their economic monopolism from being tripped up by law and justice,
Rockefeller efforts spilled over more and more into control of politics, of our Judicial
system, and of Education.

Soon after the troublesome Supreme Court decree of 1911, Woodrow Wilson became
President--the first president to be a complete Rockefeller puppet! And in 1930, the
Supreme Court acquired a new Chief Justice, direct from the Rockefeller Standard Oil
stables--Charles Evans Hughes. This began the gradual packing of the Supreme Court,
which later reached scandalous proportions under Rockefeller puppet President
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Key factors in the successful advancement of Rockefeller monopolism and the
resulting destructive effects on American life were none other than the very
Foundations which were hailed in Rockefeller public relations propaganda as
"philanthropies".
In 1917 Senator Chamberlain of Oregon warned on the floor of Congress:
"The Carnegie-Rockefeller influence is bad. In two generations they can change the
minds of the people to make them conform to the cult of Rockefeller or the cult of
Carnegie, rather than the fundamental principles of American democracy".
Truer words were never spoken; and even as Senator Chamberlain made these
remarks, Rockefeller termites were busily at work on Congress too, eating away the
true representation of the people and leaving nothing but the weak, hollow shell we
have today!
By means of World War II the Rockefellers acquired an economic weapon which
enabled them to make a giant leap forward, outdistancing all of their rivals both here
in America and around the world. That weapon was their control of Saudi Arabian oil,
whose surrender by Britain to the Rockefellers was the price of America's entry into
World War II.
The Saudi fields were then developed by G.I. labor at practically no expense to the
Rockefellers, who then obtained the oil for 30 years, up until two years ago, at just five
cents (5) a barrel! Using the tremendous windfall profits that resulted -- hundreds of
billions of dollars -- the Four Rockefeller Brothers, operating through various fronts
here and abroad, were able to buy up the industrial base not only of America but of
Europe, Japan, Latin America, and elsewhere. Soon thereafter, global corporations
under Rockefeller control posed an un-precedented economic challenge to the very
sovereignty of nation after nation.
Today, after three generations of relentless striving, the Rockefeller empire controlled
by the Four Rockefeller Brothers--David, Nelson, Laurance, and John D. III--is on the
threshold of total monopoly here in America if they can implement their dictatorial
"NEW STATES OF AMERICA CONSTITUTION". But you may ask: "What does total
monopoly really mean? How would it affect me?" In a total monopoly, my friend, you

would be surrounded, boxed in. You would be a complete slave! And to the extent
that partial monopoly already exists, you are a half-slave already.
This brings me back full circle to West Virginia once again. There on a localized scale,
you could have seen total monopoly in action not long ago. I've seen it with my own
eyes; and I have to tell you, my friends, it was not a pretty sight. I have seen it over
and over again all around my home state--miners working long, hard days in
dangerous mines for low wages which were not even paid to them in currency but in
tokens called "scrip". The miners and their families lived in houses owned by the coal
company, paying their rent in scrip--houses which often would not have been
accepted as meeting minimum standards anywhere else! For all the necessities of life,
the miner and his family had to go to the company's store, the only place where scrip
could be redeemed.
Years ago I knew a high official of a large railroad which owned coal fields in West
Virginia. One day he tried to bring to the attention of the Directors of a large financial
institution in Cleveland, Ohio, which controlled the railroad, that prices in the coal
company stores were inhumanly high and kept the miners perpetually in debt to the
company store. He said: "Why not pay the miners a living wage and reduce prices to a
fair level in the company stores?" At this, the Directors shouted: "Socialism,
Communism"; and within a few months they forced him into early retirement. Far
from being a Communist or a Socialist, my friend was simply a Christian with a
sincere concern about the working and living conditions of the miners. But the bank
itself was controlled at the top by the Rockefeller interests, who are in league with the
Soviet Union, which is run by nothing but a bunch of Communists. What irony!
The same sort of thing is all around us today. The Rockefeller Brothers always make
sure that they have plenty of spokesmen giving a lie that they 'support the free
enterprise system'--when actually they are monopolists through and through. They
are Corporate Socialists, just as their counterparts under the Soviet system are State
Socialists.
The goal of the Rockefeller Brothers for the United States is that our entire nation be
brought under their total monopoly so that we can all be exploited, as were the coal
miners. Living in company-owned housing, buying the necessities of life at outlandish
prices from the company store, paid in scrip which could not be redeemed elsewhere,
and deprived of educational or other opportunities to break the vicious cycle they
were in, the miners were economic slaves!
Living a life of hard, dangerous work, they fought an ever-losing battle against
mounting debts to their slave masters--the coal companies. They were not merely
employed, they were consumed! They were disabled by occupational hazards like
Black Lung and on-the-job injuries. They left destitute widows and children without

pensions. A miner did not last indefinitely, but the company didn't worry too much
when he fell by the wayside. Generally he would be replaced without any difficulty by
his or another miner's son growing up, caught in the same economic spider web. And
if the Rockefeller Brothers get their way, we will all end up as their slaves, just like
those miners in the coal fields then.

Topic #2--We Americans today are becoming more and more like the enslaved coal
miners of yesterday. We carry out our financial transactions in scrip instead of in real
money. The scrip we use called "Federal Reserve Notes" is denominated in dollars but
it's not redeemable by your Government for gold, silver, or anything else; nor is it
backed up by gold, silver, or anything else except the assurance of a corrupt
government that we should think of it as if it were money. As I know from personal
experience, even the Blacks in the bush in Africa know that if the government is
corrupt, the money is corrupt; but most Americans have been educated out of
understanding that and are therefore learning the hard way now.
The scrip that used to be paid to the West Virginia miners was not issued by the
Government but by their private, employers, the coal companies; and in America
today our scrip is not issued by the Government but by the Federal Reserve System
owned and controlled privately by the very same Rockefeller-dominated corporations
and financial institutions which increasingly control your job, directly or indirectly,
and from whom you must buy most of what you need. So our monetary situation in
America today increasingly resembles that of the coal-mining districts of yesterday.
We hear a lot about the money supply and the "balance of international payments";
but as I explained three years ago in my book THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE
DOLLAR, these things no longer really matter under the monopolistic control of the
Rockefellers. Inflation is produced now not by money supply but as a result of the
combined impact of Big Business, Big Labor, and Big Government compared with the
real ability of the economy to produce now that our gold reserves have been stolen!
And the "balance of payments" has been rendered obsolete by the Rockefeller
multinational corporations which can make the figures look any way they want
simply by trading back and forth among themselves across national boundaries.
As I also pointed out in my book, the alleged "Balance of Payments Deficit" was used
throughout the 1960's as a smoke screen, a cover, to justify the hemorrhaging of
America's gold reserves out of the Bullion Depository at Fort Knox and our other
Depositories and sending it overseas. Now that this has been completed, however, and
the Rockefeller Brothers have cornered our nation's gold, the Government has just
announced that now it considers overall balance of payments figures to be obsolete
and will stop publishing them.

The United States dollar has been reduced to the status of pseudo money, scrip -- and
it's going "for broke". We're coming closer and closer to the day when the Federal
Reserve scrip we use today, which is disguised for psychological reasons to resemble
our real money of the past, will be replaced in a reverse split of perhaps 100 to 1 by the
"red-backs" now stored in the mountain vault at Culpeper, Virginia, and other
underground vaults.
Like the coal miners' scrip, the red-backed dollars will not be convertible to other
currency--they will serve only for domestic transactions as we work as slaves for the
Rockefeller Corporate State and spend our red-backed scrip at various branches of the
nation-wide Rockefeller company store embracing everything from housing to
groceries. The Rockefeller brothers want to eliminate your independence and to make
you dependent upon them as a slave. That is why they want to control money itself as
well as the means of production, distribution, and supply of everything that money
can buy.
I can now reveal that if you have gold their plan now does not call for it to be
confiscated, but that it is because unlike the situation in 1933, so very few people now
have any gold that the Rockefeller Brothers do not plan to bother with it since they
have already cornered the United States' monetary gold supply.
We are to be left holding worthless paper money as the fruit of our labors, while the
Rockefeller Brothers themselves hold our gold as the fruit of their crimes. They plan
to make another great leap forward in their own wealth and power by turning our
entire nation into one big slave-labor camp for them to exploit at will by destroying
the economy we presently have, which does not yet give them total control.

Topic #3--In monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 7 December 1975 I revealed that the
Canadian Government has decided to strike out alone, instead of being led down the
road to Rockefeller domination; and now Canada is trying to defend itself against
political and economic war being waged against it by the Rockefeller Brothers. It may
come as a surprise to some people but the Canadian Government, unlike that of the
United States, is currently trying to act in the best interests of its own citizens. For
that reason I seldom go into much detail about what the Canadian Government is
doing because I do not want to upset its efforts to save itself.
In a television interview in Ottawa on May 11, 1976, David Rockefeller said to his
Canadian audience, quote: "You face a dilemma. Are you more anxious to be
completely independent? OR do you want to see your resources developed faster with
the aid of others?". He added that Canadians must choose between greater economic
independence or increased prosperity. His statements reflect the intensifying

economic pressure being applied to Canada by the Rockefeller interests. For example,
they are now backing out of major commitments to develop Canadian oil reserves.
This led a few weeks ago to a bombshell announcement by the Canadian Government
that contrary to all past projections, Canada will not be energy self-sufficient in the
coming years after all. Meanwhile, the Canadian Government has struck back by
turning down for the moment at least a fleet of Orion military aircraft built by the
Rockefellers' Lockheed Aircraft Company.
Whether it be individuals, companies, or nations, competitors are always regarded by
the Four Rockefeller Brothers as a threat to be absorbed or eliminated. Where there is
competition and diversity, there is always the chance no matter how small that they
might somehow lose their position of supremacy. Losing that, they reason, they might
someday be exposed and brought to justice--and that could mean losing everything
because their entire mode of operation is one of corruption, hidden manipulation, and
flaunting of the laws that they impose on us peasants, as they call us privately. So
through a combination of greed and an ever-haunting concern for security, there arises
an insatiable lust for power. And because evil practices confer vast worldly power,
this leads to a conscious embrace of these practices that amounts to the worship of
evil.
Early in the 20th Century the Rockefellers of that day joined certain others who
shared an identity of interest in such things to form a commitment to create a ONEWORLD GOVERNMENT. This is what Nelson Rockefeller means today when he
refers to "an open world"--no borders, no North and South Vietnam, no East and West
Germany, no Virginia and West Virginia, and no taxes for his global corporations-just one stupendous world government, the most awesome dictatorship of all time
with himself as World President. To direct and coordinate the entire program under
the One-World commitment established two generations ago, the Rockefellers set up
powerful tax-exempt Foundations and used public relations to give them the halo of
philanthropy!
The first stage in this commitment, as I reported to you last month, was to embark on
the deliberate use of war to so alter national life in the directions they desired.
The second stage, which followed very quickly, was the forging of a covert
partnership between the Rulers of the United States and those of the Soviet Union
whose Communist system was put into power by the same group of people. The
wealth and know-how of the Western world, especially the United States of America,
would be drained off to strengthen their ally, the Soviet Union, leading to the forced
collapse of the United States!

This would mark the dawning of the third stage -- One-World Government under a
partnership between the Soviet Union and an America reorganized on the pattern of
the Soviet system.
To bring these things to pass, powerful forces were unleashed over 50 years ago -corrupt, dishonest forces. In 1920, for example, the Rockefeller and Carnegie
Foundations arranged through the Guggenheim Foundation to establish scholarships
to begin the re-writing of American history to create doubt about the principles laid
down by our Founding Fathers. Carefully selected candidates were sent to certain
universities in England for indoctrination, after which they were brought back and
placed in strategic educational positions at the University of Chicago and sprinkled
through other important institutions of higher learning. Through their positions of
leadership, they would ultimately influence United States history teaching
throughout America. The objective of this commitment was to bring on "collectivism"
through the downgrading of the individual and the upgrading of the elitist group that
planned to rule the collectivist world. At the same time propaganda through
entertainment, educational, and news media was to be designed to render people
incapable of believing the truth about what was happening by making conspiracy
theories of all types look ridiculous, too silly to be taken seriously.
In the more than half century since this One World commitment was formed, the
Trustees of the Rockefeller-controlled Foundations have moved the One-World
Program very far indeed; but the forces they unleashed are now running out of control!
They have opened Pandora's box and now they are beginning to see that they, too, are
being swept along by the very same forces that they themselves have set in motion.
More and more of the Trustees of the Rockefeller-controlled Foundations now believe
that the commitment for a One-World Government, as originally conceived, has
jumped the tracks; and now they see the specter of a horrible end coming into sight
just a little further down the road--a double cross by the artificially strong Soviet
Union with the Soviets picking up all the chips for themselves.
But the mounting fear of the Trustees still is not shared by the Rockefeller Brothers
themselves. Loyal, patriotic members of the United States Intelligence Community
inform me they are grinding their teeth in frustration because the efforts of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to upgrade American defenses against the very real Soviet threat are
being vetoed at every turn by Nelson Rockefeller through Henry Kissinger!
The Rockefeller Brothers firmly believe that war is coming, and soon; but even now
they still believe the Soviets will abide by their secret agreement for a completely
programmed war when that phase of World War III, or NUCLEAR WAR ONE, is
reached which calls for nuclear warfare on American soil! David Rockefeller and his
affluent intimates still think they hold the upper hand with the Kremlin bosses
through various devices. For example, there are several casks of radioactive

Plutonium-239 superpoison stored by the CIA on the fourth floor of the central
building of the United States Embassy in Moscow. These were taken there in 1971
from the Fort Knox Bullion Depository by the CIA to be maintained as a blackmail
threat against any tricks by the Soviets. Like those which remained in the Fort Knox
Bullion Depository, they began leaking long ago and are responsible for the leukemia
now suffered by Ambassador Stophil and others in the Embassy. This is the truth
behind the cover stories you saw recently alleging that health problems in the
American Embassy in Moscow were being caused by Soviet microwave radiation.
But why expect the Government to worry about a few mere employees at our
Embassy in Moscow? Exactly the same kind of radioactive superpoison has for
months been spreading through underground streams from Fort Knox into the
southeastern United States! One of the most immediate threats from the CIA
superpoison is an underground concentration centering on Chattanooga, Tennessee.
This hot spot extends 23 miles west, 25 miles south, 42 miles east and northward
toward the source, which is Fort Knox, Kentucky. The water supply for over a quarter
of a million Americans is threatened, yet the federal government still refuses to tell the
truth about this deadly threat.
David and his brothers still believe also that the Soviet need for trade with their global
corporations will keep the Soviets in line, adhering to their secret commitments--but
how wrong they are!
To get ready for the war, David Rockefeller has just built a new fortified family
hideaway on Bartlett Island, adjacent to Mt. Desert Island off the coast of Maine
where other Rockefeller strongholds are now in existence complete with bombproof
shelters. The latitude of Bartlett Island is 44 degrees 22 minutes North, almost the
exact center of the supersecret NUCLEAR SAFE ZONE which has been established
for the Rockefellers and their affluent intimates in America during the coming war.
This zone is a band across roughly the upper half of the United States and including
the lowest portions of Canada. It extends from 40 degrees to the South to 50 degrees
on the North, and the center is 45 degrees--almost the exact latitude of the
Rockefeller compounds off the coast of Maine. That, in fact, is why 45 degrees was
chosen as the center of the Nuclear Safe Zone. Members of the Rockefeller inner circle
who are "in the know" about all this, have been buying real estate in Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, and the Dakotas, as some of you may have noticed who live in
those states. Now you know why. Now you also know the real reason why our antiballistic missile installations which were located within the Nuclear Safe Zone were
dismantled last year. The upper half of the United States is to be a virtual demilitarized zone except for some military installations which have been around too
long to deactivate without arousing suspicion, but they would not be used against the
Soviet Union in NUCLEAR WAR ONE by the United States.

Just look at a map of the United States, my friends. Look at the enormous nuclear
disaster that is in store for us if the Rockefeller Brothers and their Soviet allies are
allowed to carry out their insane plans for total conquest. Alaska, which lies above the
Nuclear Safe Zone, is scheduled to have its now uncompleted oil pipeline blasted out
of existence. Hawaii, below the Nuclear Safe Zone, is scheduled to be hit to knock out
the naval installations there. But our real Pearl Harbor this time is to be the Panama
Canal, as I revealed 19 months ago in my AUDIO BOOK talking tape No. 1, "HOW TO
PROTECT YOURSELF DURING THE COMING DEPRESSION AND THIRD
WORLD WAR".
As for the continental United States--California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Kansas,
Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, and all states
south of them are immediate candidates for nuclear attack even if there is no Soviet
double cross of the Rockefeller Brothers. As I first warned on radio in June 1974, not
only the Panama Canal but American cities are already targeted by nuclear missiles in
the Republic of Guyana next to Venezuela, ready to strike from the south where we
are weakest.
Americans really cannot believe the terrifying possibility of nuclear war, feeling that
neither the Soviet Union nor the United States would risk its own destruction; but
the Soviet Union, spending over a billion dollars a year on massive Civil Defense
preparations, is ready to survive NUCLEAR WAR ONE, unlike ourselves; and the
Rockefeller Brothers and their intimates are ready to survive it, too, with their
fortified hideaways in the Nuclear Safe Zone. But for the rest of us, my friends, the
only war preparations are the mass burial sites which are now being quietly set aside
without explanation, such as the 80-acre site in Wood County, Wisconsin!
My friends, this IS WAR; and you, your loved ones, and everything you hold dear are
the targets. We are being attacked without mercy, and the weapons being used
against us are the weapons of evil. WE MUST FIGHT BACK NOW WHILE WE
HAVE THE CHANCE--not with the power of evil, however, but with the power of
truth, which I still believe is more powerful than the most evil plans men can devise.
Here is what we must do now:
First: We must stop the insane plans for America's destruction in NUCLEAR WAR
ONE, which I am convinced will be even worse if it is allowed to take place than the
Rockefeller Brothers planned because of certain Soviet double cross.
All aid and trade with the Soviet Union must be cut off, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff
must be freed to take the proper measures to protect our country against the Soviet
Union. There's no time to be lost.

Every Governor, every Senator, every Congressman, every State Legislator, and every
Mayor in the states including or below the 40th Parallel plus Alaska and Hawaii, has
an immediate duty and responsibility for the lives of the citizens they represent. That
duty is to demand that Secretary of State Henry Kissinger publicly reveal the secret
war plan agreements with the Soviet Union which established the Nuclear Safe Zone I
have described. These agreements are now in the possession of the Four Rockefeller
Brothers in their hideaways on Mt. Desert Island and adjacent Bartlett Island off the
coast of Maine. Every single one of the officials I have described must be alerted to this
plan and, if need be, forced by public pressure to demand this public accounting from
Kissinger. Any official who refuses to pursue this life-and-death duty once alerted and
pursue it vigorously will be knowingly jeopardizing the very life of every man, woman,
and child he has taken an oath to protect.
Second: We must block the program of the Four Rockefeller Brothers to eliminate our
beloved free CONSTITUTION and replace it with their own dictatorial "New States
of America Constitution."
The same officials I have just mentioned, but for all 50 States, must be alerted to this
plan and must be pushed by public pressure into action. Have no illusions, my friends,
neither Congress nor most of the other officials I have mentioned will do anything
whatsoever about either of these things on their own. With rare exceptions, they
respond only to pressure and usually that pressure comes only from powerful special
interests--which these days usually means the Four Rockefeller Brothers and their
total lackeys. But, if they are alerted to these terrible dangers and are kept under
constant unrelenting public scrutiny and pressure, I believe Congress as well as the
other officials can be mobilized on both of these particular matters--the WAR and the
CONSTITUTION--to do what must be done to save our country, because this time
their own survival is at stake as well as ours!
What you must do in this terrible situation is something that does not come easily to
most of us. You must get off the sidelines and into the fight. You must speak out
about what you know even though many may not yet believe you. You must search
out others who share your concerns once alerted to our common danger and who will
join with you to take action under our Constitution to prevent disaster; and you must
get your priorities straight.
This situation is not a Liberal, Conservative, Black, White, Jew or Gentile, Democrat
or Republican issue. It's a matter of survival, literally life and death; and survival as
well as of the system which allows all these individual differences among us to
continue to coexist. You must join with others in your area even if it is only one or two
at first, and figure out what your particular group can do to bring the pressure for
action I have just described.

Do you have an independent newspaper in your area whose editor will listen to the
truth and perhaps follow up on it with his own investigation and editorials? Is one or
more of you a member of a lodge where you could bring up these matters and generate
support for action? Can you rent or borrow space in a church or school to hold public
meetings where more people can be informed through tapes or other means?
Take stock of your own resources whatever they are and use them, and don't ignore
your financial resources be they large or small. Would you rather use a portion of your
worldly goods in order to preserve an entire way of life? Or would you rather sit back
and let it evaporate uselessly through Rockefeller-induced inflation and the searing
heat of nuclear warfare?
Remember: YOU count.
The Rockefeller Brothers and their affluent intimates are powerful, but their power is
exercised through the willing minds and hands of millions of others who for the most
part do not even know that is what they are doing.
You and I are not confronted by a whole nation of enemies but just a very few
individuals who have learned how to push and maneuver others into doing their
bidding; so if you feel outnumbered, don't. As far as our real enemies are concerned
(those at the top), we now outnumber them, so what in the world is the sense in
letting them enslave us?
My friends, I have told you what I think we must focus on, and fast! In December 1975
I also recorded AUDIO BOOK N° 6, "WHAT WE CAN DO TO SAVE AMERICA", to
give you some thought-starters; and I know that some of you are pursuing suggestions
I made then. But beyond that, I believe you must use your own initiative to see how to
put things together to work your way, working with others in your area.
Under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, you are guaranteed
the right of peaceable assembly for a reason. Use it. You are also guaranteed the right
to petition government for the redress of grievances. Use it. And keep in mind always
that under the Ninth and Tenth Amendments it is to us, the people of the United
States of America, that the ultimate power of our government is reserved. USE it, or
very soon you will LOSE it!
My friends, the time has come in your life when your future depends on your
willingness to face up to reality, and to act. I understand your attachment to things
you have worked so long and so hard to acquire and achieve. And, yes, there is a risk
involved in doing as I am urging you to do--a risk of being ridiculed by some, a risk of
losing money, and even a risk of failure; but the element of risk is now reversed from
what we usually think. The real risk now lies in NOT taking action because if you

don't take whatever action you can, you risk letting the Rockefeller Brothers succeed
in their insane plans--and thereby losing everything!
As I begin the second year of the monthly AUDIO LETTER series next month, God
willing, I plan to keep on providing you with the information you need in order to do
your part to save yourself, your loved ones, and our NATION.
Will those who have exercised vast power through covert means on behalf of the
Rockefeller Brothers continue now to throw in their lot with their masters now that
they see at last where this is leading? Or will they choose to begin making amends for
the evil forces they have unleashed against us, the people who are the United States of
America?
Never before in the history of our United States has this phenomenon occurred that
one family controls the destiny of this country, and whatever happens I consider
myself honored to be placed in the position that I am now in to join with you in the
fight to move our great country forward once again on the path laid out by our
Founding Fathers.
Until next month, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each and every one
of you.
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Hello everybody, this is Dr. Beter. Today is June 26, 1976, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER(R) No. 13.
Just a few days from now, on July 4, 1976, the United States of America will observe its
200th birthday, our BICENTENNIAL. This is a special milestone in our history which
will be here only once and then gone, never to return again.
What it should be is a time of thankful reflection on our past, of joyous appreciation of
our present, and of eager anticipation of our future. That is what it should be, but it is
being ruined deliberately for us by a handful of very powerful people who want to
take it all away from you and me. Instead of peacefully celebrating the freedom won
for us in the American Revolution two centuries ago, we are being plunged into a socalled "Second American Revolution" to end that freedom.
As Patrick Henry declared in his Liberty or Death speech of March 1775:
"Gentlemen say, peace, peace; but there is no peace. The war is actually begun! The
next gale that sweeps from the north will bring to our ears the clash of resounding
arms!..."
Economically, politically, and militarily the war to undo our independence and
destroy our way of life is raging all around us today. It is therefore up to us, the
American people, to reaffirm our treasured DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
whose signing we celebrate on July 4, and to enforce it against those who seek to
enslave us--the Four Rockefeller Brothers along with their client followers.
At the conclusion of monthly AUDIO LETTER No. 12 last month I challenged those
who wield great power on behalf of the Four Rockefeller Brothers to declare their
own independence and begin immediately to work for good, instead of evil.
The top layer in the vast pyramid of power under Rockefeller control are the
innermost circle of Foundation Trustees. My associates and I know who they are.

There are about a hundred of them -- the Trustees of a mere dozen Foundations -controlling the financial and industrial base of America not only through the
Foundations themselves but through their interlocking directorates of banks,
multinational corporations, insurance companies, educational institutions, and legal
firms all for the benefit of their Rockefeller bosses, NOT for yours!
These inner circle Trustees--and they know who they are--have breached a fiduciary
trusteeship because the Foundations are public supported, being almost totally
exempt from United States taxation. I charge these Trustees with subversion of
schools, churches, government, and the very liberty intended by our Founding
Fathers. Their day is coming, they will be unmasked, and they will do well to be found
hard at work to undo the evil they have set in motion; otherwise their power, like that
of their masters the Four Rockefeller Brothers, can and I believe will be taken away
and given to more faithful custodians by an increasingly informed, aroused America.
Last month I explained the most important key to the maintenance and expansion of
power--deliberate destruction. Today I want to point out how CONSPIRACY (they
call it commitment) is always involved in such deliberate destruction in order to
expand their power.
My three topics today are:
Topic #1--CONSPIRACY FOR ECONOMIC DESTRUCTION
Topic #2--CONSPIRACY FOR POLITICAL DESTRUCTION
Topic #3--CONSPIRACY TO ACHIEVE DESTRUCTION OF HUMAN LIVES.

Topic #1--Suppose a pair of thugs were to confront you in a parking lot, steal your
brand new $5,000 car, sell the unidentifiable parts at a junk yard for $50, and push the
rest over a cliff. The thugs would be $50 richer at the expense of your losing 100 times
that much, and the value built into the destroyed car would be permanently lost and
irretrievable. If this happened to you, you would be the victim of economic
destruction which benefits only the destroyers to the detriment of everyone else.
Most thieves, of course, would know better than to just walk up and confront you this
way, face to face; instead they would work out a plan together whereby they could
make off with your car without your knowing who did it, coordinating their actions
so that they would not be caught.
The legal term for such planning of an illegal act by two or more individuals is called
"conspiracy", and in this case it would be a conspiracy for the purpose of economic
destruction.

If a ring of thieves were to make a continuing business of stealing cars, selling their
parts and junking the remains, they would no doubt make sure that they maintained a
convincing image as legitimate business men so that no one would suspect anything.
If they didn't get caught, the members of the auto theft ring might get wealthier and
wealthier, appearing to be pillars of the community in the process. But meanwhile
their predatory activities behind the scenes would be a serious drain on the
community's economy, perhaps heightened by the inability after a certain point for
residents to buy Auto Theft Insurance.
Eventually the unsuspecting townspeople might turn to the little group of citizens
who appear to be wisest because they had become the wealthiest, the well disguised
thieves themselves, to tell them how to solve the community's deepening problems;
and the thieves, if they foresaw this opportunity to steal everything at once, might
well have a new town charter ready to propose that would put them in charge of
everything.
This, basically is what the Four Rockefeller Brothers and their close associates are up
to economically--economic destruction for their own benefit but on a vast complex
scale. I described the economic aspects of this three years ago in my book "THE
CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR"; but instead of a new town charter, the
Rockefellers have their secret "NEW STATES OF AMERICA CONSTITUTION"
ready to enslave us all!
The Rockefeller conspiracy for economic destruction is all around us, and far
advanced! Consider, for example, the gold situation. I have stated before and repeat
again now, that David Rockefeller plans for gold to go past $2,000 an ounce and the
economic chaos that is being brought on by David and his brothers; and yet since
about the time of the first Gold Auction by the United States Treasury on January 6,
1975, gold has been defying all natural market influences and slowly dropped in price
without regard to anything else that is going on! The situation has gotten so
worrisome that at least one newsletter specializing in this area has suspended
publication, and other analysts express bewilderment also.
The question is: What's wrong with gold prices? The answer has two parts--Fort
Knox and South Africa. A year ago the cover-up for the Fort Knox Gold Scandal was a
prime influence in artificially holding down gold prices, as I have explained in earlier
tapes; but now the main factor in the gold price is economic warfare against South
Africa.
The Rockefeller Brothers and their allies, the Rothschilds, have formed a conspiracy to
double-cross their associates in South Africa, such as the Guggenheims and others.
Through joint action on the London Gold Market, the Rockefeller-Rothschild team
are manipulating gold prices downward to reduce South Africa's income from gold

sales--income that is needed in order to resist the Rockefeller-Soviet take-over of
southern Africa that is now far advanced.
This tactic against South Africa and all of southern Africa is having side effects
elsewhere as well, such as the suspension of some gold-mining operations here and
abroad due to the inability of current low gold prices to pay for extraction costs.
Early this month, on June 2, 1976, the International Monetary Fund held its first gold
auction in what will allegedly be a four-year series of gold sales. When the IMF
announced the beginning of its gold auction series, the United States Treasury
announced that there would be no competing sales of United States gold during that
four-year period--a clever move since there is no United States gold left to sell except
for a small amount left over from the two Treasury auctions of 1975 which utilized the
illegally-obtained gold from the Exchange Stabilization Fund. This tiny leftover
amount of United States gold was about 780,000 ounces, and by odd coincidence this
was the exact amount sold under the IMF banner in Washington, D.C., on June 2!
Was that really IMF gold? Or was it actually the very last of America's gold, disposed
of in yet another illegal maneuver?
Many questions have been asked about the reason for the International Economic
Conference being held in Puerto Rico this weekend which was caused by the United
States; but I can reveal to you that one of the main secret topics to be discussed at this
conference is whether to continue with further gold auctions by the IMF even though
the IMF has announced a general time schedule for future gold auctions. Should the
IMF gold supply be shut off, and once the current turmoil in southern Africa succeeds
in shutting down the gold mines there, the stage will be set at last for gold prices to
take off. It will then be just a matter of selecting the proper moment politically, then
the Rockefeller-Rothschild team will take the lid off the gold pressure cooker. Gold
will climb ever higher; paper currencies like the United States dollar, the pound
sterling, and others will be thrown into the fires of inflation; the Stock Market will
collapse; and the generalized economic destruction sought by the Rockefeller Brothers
for their own benefit will begin its final, catastrophic phase.
The United States economy has been bled dry of its normal resilience and stands on
the edge of instability. Banks continue to fail here and there, and just a few days ago
more than one-third of Mississippi's Savings & Loan Associations were put under a
ban on withdrawals to stop a spreading run on deposits that was bordering on panic.
More than 120,000 accounts and nearly half a billion dollars in depositors' money are
now tied up, out of reach. Much has happened nation-wide in the Bank Holiday
declared by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933. The specific trigger of this
situation in Mississippi was localized; but the underlying conditions that allowed it
to spread, now exist throughout the United States brought about by faulty, poor

banking practices fostered by David Rockefeller who still thinks of himself as an OSS
spy.
Those who depend on our Social Security System are also being swindled without
mercy. It has now been revealed that the currently foreseeable obligations for Social
Security are at least four thousand billion dollars more than the total projected income
into the fund to cover them--half again as large as the estimate just one year ago! The
true situation is even worse. An accelerating inflation, feeding on itself now, will
either destroy the System or create an unbearable burden for current workers.
And as I spelled out in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 9, February 1976, the conspiracy
to destroy our postal service, with all the destructive effects that it will have
economically and otherwise, is continuing. The recent trial balloons about
terminating Saturday mail service are just a pale shadow of things to come. I strongly
urge everyone who can do so to get a Post Office box now while you can. The day is
coming when this may well be the only mail service left to us under the destructive
control of the Rockefeller Brothers and their Corporate Socialist associates!

Topic #2--Conspiracy for political destruction is an ever present aspect of the
Rockefeller program to bring about the revolutionary changes they desire. In this area
of maximum intrigue and deception the unexpected can happen.
The Capitol Hill sex scandals which broke several weeks ago starting with
Congressman Wayne Hays are a part of the conspiracy for political destruction in the
United States. It was Hays, acting on behalf of the Rockefeller Brothers who stopped
the Reece Committee investigations into tax-free Foundations in 1954--an honest
investigation which, had it been allowed to run its course, might well have prevented
the national disaster that threatens us today. It was also Hays, ironically, who nine
years ago fought the establishment of the House Ethics Committee which is now
investigating him even though he triggered the downfall of Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell on ethical grounds. Now Hays' own turn has come and his political
destruction is being turned toward the advancement of the Rockefeller political
program. After the Hays scandal broke it was quickly joined by similar allegations
about other members of Congress, and the whole thing is turning into an American
rerun of the Profumo Affair that shook up the British Parliament several years ago.
This destruction of some political careers breaking at this particular time has two
purposes. The first purpose is aimed at the presidential campaign, while the second
longer-range purpose has to do with the ultimate fate of Congress itself!
The first major impact is supposed to come at the Democratic National Convention.
The sex scandals so far seem to afflict primarily Democrats, and this is no accident--

not because the Republicans in Congress are the least bit more moral than the
Democrats but because this is a political ploy aimed at the Democratic Party; and
already the frightened Democrats are scrambling to introduce so-called reforms in
Congressional privileges to try to prop up their image.
The next step is to be the downgrading of Jimmy Carter, who at this moment is being
proclaimed a sure thing for the nomination. This is planned even though Jimmy Carter
is a puppet of David Rockefeller and has been for over three years.
Carter was initially chosen as a tool to destroy the George Wallace presidential threat
and this, of course, was successful. Then the Rockefeller major media turned Carter
into a steam roller to flatten all the other Democratic contenders as well except for
Rockefeller ally Hubert Humphrey, who knows the score and entered no Primaries;
California Governor Brown, who also has Rockefeller backing; and Senator Henry
Jackson whom Nelson Rockefeller himself had to blow out of the water by alleging
that Jackson's staff harbored Communist sympathizers such as Rockefeller's own
long-time close associate Dr. Dorothy Fosdick. Right now they are still getting their
mileage out of Carter by giving him tremendous publicity as he delivers foreign policy
speeches written for him by Professor Brzezinski, who is the Director of the powerful
Tri-Lateral Commission on behalf of David Rockefeller. And especially Carter is being
used to inject an explicit moral leadership theme into the presidential campaign. But
Carter is scheduled to run into trouble. The Rockefeller-controlled major media made
him and they will unmake him.
For example, it will be said that he has no true capacity to survive a campaign, that he
is a nobody who has come up from nowhere too fast and that he lacks humor, that he
takes himself too seriously, that he is overconfident in the Dewey style, that it is
difficult for him to make personal contact, that he does not have the ability to
compromise, that he arouses widespread misgivings, that he cannot cope with stress
situations, and that he leaves himself open for attack on slip-of-the-tongue personal
opinions. These are hardly leadership characteristics. He is, therefore, the captain of a
political Titanic minutes before it sinks to the bottom along with everyone who is
clutching his coattails.
By the time the Democratic Convention begins next month the Rockefeller scenario
now is for Carter's supposedly unbeatable delegate line-up to be shaky and
vulnerable, and for moral leadership to be a nagging concern thanks to the sex
scandals. A deadlock on the first ballot will set the stage for an electrifying upset with
moral leadership assuming a key role. The deadlocked Convention is programmed to
turn at last to H.H.--not Hubert Humphrey but former Senator Harold Hughes of
Iowa.

Hughes received heavy publicity in the Rockefeller controlled major media several
years ago when he quit the Senate, reportedly to pursue religious activities. His
credibility as a moral leader will be unsurpassed, but 15 months ago in my AUDIO
BOOK talking tape No. 2 on the "FORT KNOX GOLD SCANDAL AND WHAT IT
MEANS TO YOU" I revealed this plan concocted by Nelson Rockefeller for Hughes to
be nominated as a dark horse. In that tape I described him and the way he is to be
used but did not name him, hoping that he would wake up and not go along with this
plan; but at the present time everything is still lined up for Hughes to be nominated in
this way.
Last December 1, 1975, Hughes was even installed as chairman of the "Commission on
the Operation of the Senate", a one-year operation set up by the Rockefeller Brothers
to be a vehicle for Hughes. This Commission, virtually unknown to the public, makes
Hughes highly visible on Capitol Hill yet practically invisible to the rest of the
country--that is, until he receives his cue to walk into the spotlight.
In revealing this plan I must remind you that even as long standing as it is, and even
though it is still on course at this moment, it could still change. The Rockefeller
Brothers, as I explained several months ago, are continuing to juggle a lot of factors in
their do-or-die catch-up plan, and they always have contingency backup plans. The
important thing to know is that you should not be deceived if the Hughes plan is
carried out and what looks like a stunning upset takes place. Remember the words of
that old "political animal" F.D.R.:
"Nothing ever happens in politics by accident. If it happens, you can bet it was
planned that way".
The second and longer-range purpose of the Congressional sex scandals is to begin the
final downfall of Congress as an institution, paving the way for Nelson Rockefeller as
our President and Dictator to abolish it under his "NEW STATES OF AMERICA
CONSTITUTION". Momentum in this direction is supposed to pick up steam soon
with a startling echo of the Watergate Scandal--the trial of Gulf Oil lobbyist Claude
C. Wild, Jr. for illegal campaign contributions.
At this time two years ago the Watergate Scandal had reached the stage of
impeachment proceedings for the political destruction of our last elected President,
Richard M. Nixon. This served its purpose of placing Nelson Rockefeller in the VicePresidency by way of his 25th Amendment to the UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION;
but now some of the very legislators who basked in the glory of Nixon's destruction
are about to be destroyed themselves in the wake of testimony that they, too, were
guilty of illegal fund raising like that for which they condemned Nixon. Erupting
between the two national conventions, the trial of the Gulf lobbyist is calculated to
have destructive political effects on both Parties and both Houses of Congress.

This same trial, after the Republican Convention nominates a Ford-Rockefeller ticket,
is also supposed to ensnare President Ford in scandal. This is the option of several that
are ready by which Nelson Rockefeller plans to become Acting President on or about
September 19, 1976, after Ford is declared "unable to discharge his duties as President"
under Section 4 of Rockefeller's 25th Amendment. Once he is in position as Acting
President, Rockefeller plans to move as rapidly as circumstances allow in dismantling
what remains of our free Republic. At the cost of destroying everything the rest of us
hold dear about our land, Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller hopes ultimately to realize his
own lifelong dream when under his secret new Constitution he begins a nine-year
term as our Dictator-President. And, my friend, only you and I can stop it!

Topic #3--The idea that any group of people could be both powerful enough and
ruthless enough to deliberately conspire to destroy human life by means of war, to suit
their own purposes, is a very hard thing to accept. To most of us, human life is a sacred
and precious thing, not only our own lives but those of others as well. But to those
who are consumed by an insatiable lust for power, the most important thing is
CONTROL--control of people and of their lives. If this means that some people have
to be destroyed in order to make those who remain more controllable, that is regarded
as an acceptable cost by these power-hungry people.
For example, the Communist regime that rules mainland China today was brought
into power at an estimated cost of 64-million lives; but three years ago, while
Rockefeller agent Chou En-Lai was still alive, David Rockefeller said, quote:
"Whatever the price of the Chinese Revolution, it has obviously succeeded in
producing a more efficient and dedicated administration."
And he went on to add, quote:
"The social experiment in China under Chairman Mao's leadership is one of the most
important and successful in human history."
Since David wrote these words, however, Chou En-Lai has passed from the scene and
China for all intents and purposes has slipped free of Rockefeller control. This
removes China from the success category, by Rockefeller definition, and China
therefore now has to be whipped back into line by means of war.
Japan, too, is straining at the bonds of Rockefeller control, and is therefore being
forced by the Rockefeller-Soviet alliance into the Red Chinese orbit so that both
nations can be crushed into submission together with one shot. As I explained in my
monthly AUDIO LETTER No. 6 of November 1975, the war now building in the

Middle East is engineered to set the stage for the far larger war in Asia which in turn
is to be the prelude to NUCLEAR WAR ONE waged primarily on American soil!
To see that "control" matters more to the Rockefeller Brothers than does human life,
one need only to compare our foreign policies toward Canada and the Soviet Union.
Canada, our friendly neighbor who in no way threatens our lives, is guilty of wanting
to be independent of Rockefeller control--an unpardonable sin in the eyes of the
Rockefeller Brothers--so the Rockefellers have declared economic and political war on
Canada with explanations such as that given earlier this month in an interview by the
United States Ambassador to Canada. He said, quote:
"Canada can't simply unilaterally cut back on its relations with the United States and
expect there won't be a reaction from us."
So now Canada has on its hands the hot issue of the Air Traffic Controllers' dispute.
If the Canadian government would investigate the real reason why the Premier of
Quebec, Mr. Bourassa, pushed through the Quebec Legislature his extreme bill N° 22
about 19 months ago making the French language the official working language within
the Quebec Province, the investigators may well find that the bottom line in this
bilingual issue is to restore Rockefeller control over all Canadian affairs by
engineering their own John Turner, former Finance Minister of Canada, into the office
of Premiership.
By contrast, the Soviet Union does now pose a grave threat to millions of American
lives; but the Rockefeller Brothers still think they do control their Soviet allies so they
keep right on aiding Russia financially, technically, and militarily. For just one recent
extremely serious example of how Russia is thus being equipped by the Rockefeller
Brothers to be our mass executioner, I refer you to the lead article in the June 7, 1976
issue of the Daily News Digest, Box 27496, Phoenix, Arizona 85061. This article,
suppressed by the Rockefeller major media in the United States, details the way in
which an 8 to 10-year jump in Soviet missile technology has been handed to them on a
platter within the past year with disastrous implications for us!
But developments like these are simply climaxing a process that has been going on out
of public eye for a very long time. For example, when I was in private law practice in
Washington during the 50's, I once had a case involving an oceanographic physicist
who was being railroaded out of his naval job by some Admirals on the false ground
that he had associated with Communists in 1933 while working his way through
college. The truth behind these charges turned out to be that the Admirals simply
wanted to get rid of him because they wanted to spend their appropriations on ships
of all kinds, while my client was pressing hard for high priority to be given also to

research on obtaining hydrogen energy from the seas--a field in which the Soviet
Union was 15 years ahead of us.
Because of legal work I had done in connection with the Federal Prison System, it
happened that I knew Senator William Langer, who was chairman of the powerful
Senate Judiciary Committee. I told him about the predicament of my client, the Navy
physicist; whereupon he suggested that I send my client to see Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles. He said it was really Dulles, not President Eisenhower, who was
running the government; and that if I wanted to get my client reinstated in his Navy
job, Dulles was the man to see. I said "Okay"; and Senator Langer got an appointment
for my client to see Dulles. Neither my client nor I was prepared for what happened
next.
John Foster Dulles was the former head of the Rockefeller Foundation, but I had yet to
learn the true significance of that, nor did I know at that time that President
Eisenhower was merely a figurehead--just one more in a succession of Rockefeller
puppet presidents!
Eisenhower's nomination in 1952 had been engineered by Winthrop Aldrich, the uncle
of Nelson Rockefeller and his brothers, by handing out literally baskets of cash to
Republican Convention delegates at his suite in the Blackstone Hotel; nor for that
matter, did I at that time have the slightest inkling about what the Rockefeller
Brothers were really up to.
Senator Langer advised me not to accompany my client to his appointment with
Dulles, explaining that for some reason Dulles was very wary of any lawyer-client
presence in private conversations. So off my client went to see Dulles, alone. A short
while later he reappeared at my office white as a sheet, looking as if he had seen a
ghost. When I asked him what had happened, he said he had gone and told his story
to the Secretary of State Dulles, whereupon Dulles answered, and I quote:
"Since they say you have associated with Communists, whether true or not, why don't
you go to Russia. They need people like you."
My client could hardly believe his ears. Here was our own Secretary of State,
proclaimed by the media to be staunchly anti-Soviet, anti-Communist, telling my
client to go to a Communist country and help them! He recovered from his shock to
hear the following advice from Dulles, and I quote:
"Go to the Soviet Embassy on 16th Street here in Washington and they will receive
you".
My client thanked him for his time, and left to report to me immediately. I was
appalled, too, by what had transpired with Dulles. After some further discussion, my

client said he would have to talk things over with his wife and would be back in
touch.
Two days later he decided to visit the Soviet Embassy, and sure enough they had been
expecting him. They told him he would be well taken care of in the Soviet Union. He
would be given an automobile, a fine apartment, and other special privileges, and
would be flown to Moscow with his wife and small children in first-class
accommodations. My client told me it was an offer he could hardly afford to refuse
since he was now cut off from money and jobs here in the United States by the big lie
about his having consorted with Communists in his college days. And so two weeks
after his astonishing private talk with Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, he and his
family flew off to the Soviet Union, where he is now doing research on hydrogen
energy in the oceanographic laboratories of the Soviet government.
It's no wonder that our present Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, who is the John
Foster Dulles of today, privately says that America's time is past and the future
belongs to the Soviets. Like his predecessors and his masters the Rockefeller Brothers,
Kissinger is doing everything in his power to make this bleak forecast come true.
The story of ever-expanding joint Rockefeller-Soviet domination of nation after
nation, is a story of DESTRUCTION -- destruction of economies, destruction of
political institutions, destruction of freedom and individual choice, and in every case
destruction of human life--all done in secrecy so that you won't know about it.
Right now the Rockefellers and their Soviet partners are in the process of destroying
southern Africa, just as they have destroyed other parts of Africa in order to obtain
control over it and its immense richness in natural resources. According to the
Rockefeller-CIA timetable I first revealed in February 1974, the Union of South Africa
now has less than a year to go before it is utterly destroyed.
Africa's troubles really began when John D. Rockefeller III took a two-month trip
there in 1948 as a Trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation, ostensibly out of concern
over the health and welfare of the natives but actually to survey the commercial and
industrial potentialities, just as he had once done in Japan years before. When he came
back from Africa he was so excited over the vast natural resources there that he could
hardly keep himself on the subject of his professed interest, the natives, in an
interview with the New York Times; and within a few years a crescendo of Black
upheaval, death, and destruction began in Africa that still has not ended. This has
been brought about by the combined efforts of the Rockefeller-controlled
foundations, the International Labor Organization of the AFL-CIO, the CIA, and the
Soviet KGB working together abroad.

It is a fact of life that the Blacks in Africa are not yet capable of carrying on business,
commerce, and industry all by themselves and they know it, as I know from my own
personal experience of five years in Africa. So although the basic industries are always
nationalized by the new Black governments as they take over as a face-saving gesture,
they then have to turn right around and give the management contracts to the white
Corporate Socialists, who thereby earn income in the form of fees larger than if they
owned the assets outright themselves. On top of that, double sets of books are then
kept by the Corporate Socialist managers so as to pay low taxes and royalties while
actually exploiting cheap local labor to produce huge amounts of low-cost raw
materials for use by Rockefeller multinational corporations in the industrialized
countries.
The whole thing is immensely profitable to the Corporate Socialists, and that is why
destructive revolutions and massacres are stirred up in order to bring about this kind
of arrangement. This is what Rockefeller agent Henry Kissinger is actually working
for in southern Africa today, handing out millions of American tax dollars to
revolutionary Blacks while he publicly expresses pious satisfaction over the progress
being made there toward "majority rule". In the same vein, Joseph Stalin used to say
that everything in the Soviet Union belonged to the people; but then he would add,
quote: "We are only managing it for you".
The Trustees of the "Carnegie Endowment for International Peace" were right about
one thing they decided in 1908 and 1909: War does completely transform the life of a
nation.
Close your eyes and try for a moment to see beautiful quiet villages nestled on the
sides of hills and mountains, with the smell of cedars in the air, and snowcaps on the
mountain tops most of the year. Visualize gentle, kind, happy working-people,
prosperous and contented in their peaceful country--people with a song in their
hearts and love for their neighbors, people who pray each according to his own faith,
people who are tolerant, who practice the golden rule and who say, "To each his own";
a country with a strong banking, business, and industrial base, a country uninterested
in conflict and intrigue with little more than a militia as its military establishment.
Would I be speaking of Switzerland? No, I would be describing Lebanon, the
Switzerland of the Middle East, the Lebanon that I knew and loved, and the Lebanon
that has now been destroyed in a nightmare of senseless terror, destruction, and
mayhem. What has happened would never have happened spontaneously, the people
simply are not like that; but little Lebanon just by being there, has been caught up in a
bigger picture--the deliberate triggering of general war in the Middle East which is to
culminate in NUCLEAR WAR ONE in the United States! Just as Jamaica is now
being destabilized by the CIA causing death, destruction, and a state of emergency,
the agony of Lebanon has been brought about deliberately by the Rockefeller-

controlled CIA under direction of the CIA station in Athens, Greece, using agents
infiltrated into Lebanon from Libya, which is totally controlled by the CIA.
Nearly one out of every 100 persons in Lebanon has now died in the violence there,
and no one in that country now remains untouched by the horrible tragedy there. Yet
as terrible as they are, the death throes of Lebanon are intended by the Rockefeller
Brothers to be nothing more than the match that ignites the forest fire of NUCLEAR
WAR ONE. Lebanon is only a convenience for them; it is YOU and I who are the
ultimate targets.
If the crescendo of war that has been planned by the Rockefeller-Soviet conspiracy is
allowed to run its course, the final phase will be the nuclear destruction of the
southern half of the United States in NUCLEAR WAR ONE. As I first revealed in
monthly AUDIO LETTER No. 12 last month, a supersecret "Nuclear Safe Zone" has
been set up by secret agreement between the four Rockefeller Brothers and their
Soviet allies consisting of a swath across the northern United States and southern
Canada between the 40th and 50th parallels of latitude. All of the states to the south
of this zone, plus Alaska and Hawaii, have been condemned by the Rockefeller
Brothers to have the ultimate in human destruction rain down on their heads-THERMONUCLEAR WAR!
To the Rockefeller Brothers there is such a thing as excess population and excess
people whose unwanted numbers make it difficult to maintain the rigid control over
people that they desire; so the war they have planned for America will, to them,
amount to nothing more than a very fast, efficient form of population control, which
all four of them--John, Nelson, David, and Laurance--publicly promote in every
possible way.
The industrial heartland and much of the bread basket of America are to be preserved
within the Nuclear Safe Zone because these will be needed after the war both to keep
supporting the Soviet Union, an artificial state which cannot support itself, and as the
base for reorganized industry in the planned "NEW STATES OF AMERICA" under
complete totalitarian Corporate Socialism. These resources they want to protect; it is
only excess human lives that they mainly want to get rid of in order to strengthen
their control over those who are left.
In this nuclear attack, according to Intelligence sources, the Soviet Union now has the
option of using what are called "clean" hydrogen warheads. Most hydrogen bombs are
triggered by atomic bombs, and this atom bomb trigger is where most of the
radioactive fallout comes from. But the Soviets, with huge amounts of aid, have now
perfected the technology to set up a hydrogen warhead in another way; and by setting
off such a warhead above a city, instead of right on the ground, it is possible to destroy
all life in the attack zone and yet produce very little radioactive fallout to drift

downward. Such warfare can therefore be used to cut the population of the United
States in half yet leave the vast natural resources of America largely intact, ready for
further exploitation.
The lives of many of those living in the southern half of the United States are
scheduled to be sacrificed on the altar of Rockefeller control if these hideous, inhuman
plans are allowed to be carried out. Tens of millions of our lives are considered by
them to be expendable. There are no Civil Defense preparations for us like those in the
Soviet Union; but where our Rulers own lives are concerned, that is another matter. A
network of 96 underground cities known as the Federal Relocation Arc has been built
to house thousands of key federal officials when war arrives, keeping them safe and
comfortable, immune to the nuclear holocaust taking place all around them.
And as I revealed last month, the four Rockefeller Brothers and their intimate client
followers have quietly prepared their own hideaways inside the Nuclear Safe Zone in
order to ride out the coming war unharmed. The middle of the Nuclear Safe Zone is
the 45th parallel, and almost at that exact latitude the Rockefeller Brothers have their
fortified hideaways all ready on Mount Desert Island and Bartlett Island off the coast
of Maine. What the Rockefeller Brothers do not realize is that they have already been
marked for a selective double cross by their Soviet allies in the coming NUCLEAR
WAR ONE. The Rockefeller Brothers have an instinct for conspiracy and especially
for the double-cross; but they are not the only ones who can play the game and,
according to Intelligence sources, the arrangements that have been made for their
double cross involve a kind of poetic justice, gruesome though it is.
There exists today a large and growing black market in plutonium, which is the raw
material for atomic bombs as well as for the incredibly dangerous next generation of
nuclear power plants now on the drawing boards. The Rockefeller Brothers
themselves, convinced that a plutonium energy economy is the wave of the future, are
the leaders in this growing plutonium black market, just as they are in the rest of the
nuclear field. It is therefore ironic that they themselves are now in a position to be
destroyed by means of plutonium. At least one powerful atomic bomb, made with
plutonium, now has been planted at the small cove known as Seal Harbor, Maine,
strategically located to blast the summer homes of both Nelson and David Rockefeller
which are located on opposite sides of Seal Harbor. I have not been informed as yet of
any similar arrangements at David's new fortifications on nearby Bartlett Island, but
time may change that because the Soviets intend to leave nothing to chance in their
double cross of the Rockefeller Brothers.
For example, the Brothers may think they can escape anyway by fleeing to their
remote mountain-top fortress in Venezuela, which is accessible only by air.
Rockefeller private aircraft are kept on 24-hour call for just such an escape; but there,
too, they are in for a surprise. It so happens that the Marxist Prime Minister of

neighboring Guyana, Forbes Burnham, who was put into power a decade ago by David
Rockefeller's CIA, is already double-crossing David.
The gold produced by Guyana, which is what attracted David's interest in the first
place, is for the most part being stashed away in caves, unreported to David. For once
the Rockefellers are on the receiving end of a swindle through double-bookkeeping
process, and the nuclear missiles which ring the huge Temehri Airfield in Guyana now
include one target not planned by the Rockefeller Brothers. Not only are they targeted
on the Panama Canal, which is our new Pearl Harbor, and not only are they aimed at
cities in the southern half of the United States in readiness for the planned war to
come, but the Venezuelan retreat of the Rockefellers is also targeted.
The Soviets, who have yet to live up to any agreement they have ever made, intend to
break free of the Rockefeller grip on them when the time is ripe. After eliminating the
Rockefeller Brothers from the scene, the Soviets expect to step into full control
themselves using the Corporate Socialist managers, who now work with the
Rockefellers, to do their own bidding--just as they found managers in Eastern Europe
to do their bidding after it was conquered.
This, my friend, is where the Rockefeller conspiracy to destroy economies, societies,
and human lives is leading--to the destruction of the Rockefeller Brothers themselves
and the destruction of our nation and our way of life in the process--that is, my friend,
if we sit idly by and allow it to happen.
Listen again to the things I urged you to do at the end of monthly AUDIO LETTER
No. 12 last month. It is essential that as many Americans as possible be informed of
the disaster now threatening us and get behind the drive to stop it; but it will take the
actions of individuals like you, acting on your own initiative, to make it happen.
Our situation today is once again expressed by the words of Thomas Paine who in
December 1776 wrote in the crisis: "These are the times that try men's souls. The
summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of
his country; but he that stands it NOW, deserves the love and thanks of man and
woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation with
us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph..."
Until next month, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each and every one
of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is July 19, 1976, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER N° 14.
What I am forced to tell you about today is grave and urgent beyond description. I
believe you have a right and a need to know about it, and yet I already know that in all
likelihood you will not believe me when I tell you because it is something no one
wants to believe. I've wrestled with this thing wondering how best to tell you what
you must be told, but all I can say is that it is absolutely true beyond any shadow of a
doubt. I stake my entire life and my reputation on this fact. If there were any doubt at
all about what I am about to reveal, I would not reveal it.
At this very moment the United States of America is teetering on the precipice of a
devastating nuclear surprise attack the likes of which the world has never seen. If the
detailed plans for war that I have already told you about are carried out as discussed
especially in my monthly AUDIO LETTERS N°. 6, 12, and 13, this attack might not
come for as much as another year or even more; but that is a very big IF because the
capability for this attack is now in place, and it includes provisions for a Soviet
double-cross of their allies -- the four Rockefeller Brothers, who now rule America
behind the scenes.
Today I want to alert you to the terrible threat we face by means of these topics:
Topic #1 -- The Soviet Missile Crisis of 1976
Topic #2 -- Hitler's Pattern For America's Bicentennial Era
Topic #3 -- The Plans For America's Future Under Occupation And Dictatorship

Topic #1 – The Soviet Missile Crisis of 1976
It was a sleepy Sunday morning in Hawaii nearly 35 years ago when WORLD WAR II
came to America. Much of the Pacific fleet of the United States Navy was peacefully at
anchor suspecting nothing, while President Franklin D. Roosevelt and his closest
advisors far away in Washington, D.C. waited anxiously for the attack to occur as
planned. At 7:55 A.M. on that peaceful Sunday morning, December 7, 1941, more than
100 Japanese aircraft suddenly appeared in the skies over the Island of Oahu, Hawaii.
All attempts to warn the Navy of the impending attack had been thwarted or delayed,
and the bottled up American fleet was torn to shreds as a result of the complete
surprise that resulted. F. D. R. and his closest advisors had made sure that no aircraft
carriers were caught in the raid because these would be indispensable in the
retaliation to come against Japan. Instead, the sacrifice was limited to battleships,
destroyers, cruisers, and several thousand American Servicemen's lives.
Soon the news of the crushing disaster that had befallen the United States Navy
flashed across a stunned and unbelieving America, and the words "Pearl Harbor" from
that day have been a synonym for surprise attack of the most catastrophic variety. It
should also bring to mind high treason and intrigue, because while most Americans
were trying to recover from the shock and horror of the Pearl Harbor attack, F. D. R.
and his Rockefeller bosses were congratulating themselves on the success of the
operation. The United States would now be drawn into the war against Hitler,
enabling a Rockefeller take-over of the formerly British oil concessions in Saudi
Arabia; yet President Roosevelt would be making good on his campaign promises not
to send American boys away to die in a foreign war. Instead, he had arranged to get us
into war by allowing several thousand American boys to die in a rigged attack on
American territory -- Pearl Harbor! His renowned "Day of Infamy" speech then
galvanized the nation overnight into a fighting mood. The obstacle of American
isolationist sentiment had been flattened, and the United States was AT WAR.
Today we are once again at the mercy of an imminent Pearl Harbor-type attack. As
before, we are being given no warning whatever that this is the case aside from the
general level of tensions here and abroad. But this time it has been planned to be far
worse because this time the plan is not for America to win the war but to lose it.
Two months ago in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 12 I first revealed the existence of
the supersecret "Nuclear Safe Zone" -- a swath across roughly the upper half of the
continental United States between the latitudes of 40 and 50 degrees north.
According to secret agreements between the Rockefeller Brothers and their Soviet
allies, this Zone is supposed to be spared from the all-out thermonuclear war that is
planned to engulf the southern half of the United States in NUCLEAR WAR ONE.
This arrangement has three (3) purposes:

First, as I revealed two months ago, it provides a zone within which the Rockefeller
Brothers and their closest collaborators expect to ride out the coming NUCLEAR
WAR ONE in safety and comfort;
Second, much of the industrial base and agricultural breadbasket of America will be
preserved for exploitation after the war.
A third factor, which I did not mention before, has to do with the high altitude jet
stream which goes clear around the earth. Should the Soviets find it necessary to back
up their so-called "clean bombs", which I revealed last month, with the older dirty
bombs, they don't want radioactive fallout from America to drift around the earth and
land on the Soviet Union. More than 95% of the Soviet Union lies north of the 40th
parallel of latitude; so by agreeing with the Rockefeller Brothers to strike America
only below that latitude except for a small strike against Alaska, the Soviets have
avoided the danger of having much radioactive dust from America circle the globe to
land on their own country. But the Soviets are very eager to break free of the
Rockefeller control under which they have functioned for so long, and they are
preparing a double-cross.
As I reported last month in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 13, the Safe Zone agreement
has been violated by the placement of an atomic bomb at Seal Harbor, Maine, to blast
the summer homes of Nelson and David Rockefeller off the map. But that, I am sorry
to report, is only the beginning of the "Pearl Harbor" the Soviets have prepared for us.
The Soviet double-cross of the Rockefeller Brothers is to be thorough and complete,
and it will include several more violations of the Nuclear Safe Zone -- an acceptable
price in Soviet eyes for breaking free of the Rockefellers and into the position of
absolute world supremacy themselves.
While the United States has focused its missile development on long-range
intercontinental ballistic missiles, the Soviet Union has never forgotten the
potentialities of shorter range missiles, which are easier to design and build. That's
what the Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962 was all about. The Soviets, not wishing
to depend on their long-range missiles, had installed much shorter-range missiles in
Cuba able to reach many American cities from the vulnerable south; and when
President John F. Kennedy spoiled the Rockefeller-Soviet plans by forcing Nikita
Khrushchev to remove them, they did not abandon this idea. Instead, J. F. K. was
removed from the scene himself; and his replacement, Rockefeller puppet President
Lyndon B. Johnson, handed the Soviets a new site for the implacement of mediumrange missiles to threaten the United States from the south. This was done by turning
over the huge United States-built MacKenzie Airfield to the newly independent
Marxist republic of Guyana. The Americans pulled out, MacKenzie Airfield was renamed the Temehri Airfield, and this new air base, the largest in Central and South
America, was then fortified by ringing it with nuclear missiles aimed at the Panama

Canal and cities in the southern half of the United States. And as l have been
reporting for over two years -- without any Government investigation of my charges
whatsoever -- the missiles in Guyana are at operational readiness today, threatening
the United States and the Panama Canal.
But that's not all, my friends. Five years ago, in 1971, there was another Soviet missile
crisis, this time involving both Canada and the United States; and I am here revealing
it for the very first time. The Soviet Missile Crisis of 1971 began with an accidental
discovery by some divers off Vancouver Island, Canada. A Vancouver fishing trawler
had sunk in the area and divers were sent down to locate it. While they were looking,
they came across something unbelievable -- a missile anchored to the bottom. It was
attached by heavy chains to four concrete blocks, each estimated to weigh five tons.
The blocks in turn were anchored to the bottom by extra heavy anchors of Soviet
design. The divers reported their unexpected find immediately, and the North
American Air Defense Command (NORAD) went into action. The Canadian ship
H.C.M.S. Resogoushe plus two mine-layers and a torpedo boat were dispatched and
immediately covered the area.
By coincidence, this chance discovery occurred just as the Soviet Navy was launching
its own operation to recover that very missile. Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko had just arrived to visit Vancouver for a hush-hush Foreign Ministers
Conference ostensibly. Strangely, he arrived aboard the Soviet ship SUROV, a heavy
cruiser of the Cresta class. But Gromyko explained that away by saying that he had
just been inspecting the Soviet fleet which was on maneuvers--but that was just a
cover story.
A Soviet oceanographic research ship doing underwater experiments on guided
missiles near Sakhalin had reached the conclusion that six guided missiles, which had
been placed strategically on the seabed around the North American continent years
before would now have to be recovered and removed at once. These had been planted
on the orders of Khrushchev after his defeat by President Kennedy in the Cuban
Missile Crisis, and for years they had been lurking undetected. But now they would
have to be removed because the Soviet experiments at Sakhalin had revealed that the
metals used in the missiles were proving unstable and had started disintegrating
rapidly in the salt water. The situation was very serious, not only because the missiles
were no longer dependable as weapons but also because corrosion of the warheads
could have led to leakage of radioactive materials or even under certain conditions,
uncontrolled explosions. This was the real reason for Gromyko's strange visit to
Vancouver aboard the heavy cruiser SUROV in 1971.
The Soviet Navy in reality was invading the territorial waters of Canada to recover a
malfunctioning weapon, the Underwater Missile; but due to the accidental discovery
of the missile by the Canadian divers, Gromyko's mission was foiled. He stayed there

for three days aboard the ship and then was aghast to see the Soviet missile go past
him on a barge on the way to dockside. Gromyko immediately canceled his
appearance in Vancouver and sailed for home without delay. The missile itself was
rushed by special airplane immediately to a secret location in the United States for
study and analysis.
The Vancouver discovery also triggered an intensive search of all the American and
Canadian coasts by specially equipped surface and underwater vessels. This search
turned up three more such missiles -- one off the coast of California and Oregon;
another just south of San Rosario, Baja, California; and the third one off the coast of
Maine just east of a rocky island there. Two additional underwater missiles were
known to exist as well. One was believed to be somewhere in the arc from Cuba to
Pensacola, Florida; the other was thought to be in the Caribbean Islands aimed at the
Panama Canal. These last two were never found by the United States Navy, but the
pattern of activity of the Soviet Navy indicated that they were successfully recovered
by the Soviets. The Soviets had been poised to mount a recovery operation for all six
missiles, but were prevented from making any such attempt because of the intensive
United States Navy search.
Each of the four missiles which were recovered by the joint Canadian-American effort
was examined and its targets determined. It turned out that each missile was fitted
with multiple warheads. The one discovered by the divers off Vancouver had six
targets -- the Royal Canadian Naval Base on Vancouver Island, the Port of Vancouver,
the Port of Seattle, and three Boeing aircraft plants in Seattle, Everett, and Blaine. The
missile found off the coast of Oregon and California had its multiple warheads
targeted on five centers in the San Francisco Bay area. The San Rosario missile was
targeted on the United States Naval Base at San Diego and on the City of Los Angeles.
As for the missile found in the waters off the coast of Maine, its targets were Boston,
the Submarine Base in Connecticut, the Brooklyn Navy Yard, and the New York
Harbor. The missile which was apparently retrieved by the Soviets in the CubaPensacola area was assumed to have been aimed at strategic coastal targets in the
Southeast.
And so ended the Soviet Missile Crisis of 1971. In some respects it was even more
dangerous than the Cuban Missile Crisis nine years earlier because the underwater
missiles off our shores were already operational, whereas those in Cuba were stopped
just short of operational status. But you've never heard a word about the Soviet
Missile Crisis of 1971. This is because that would not have squared well with our
official policy of so-called detente with the Soviet Union. The Rockefeller agents in
our government knew all about the missiles, and had a ticklish job keeping the lid on
after the accidental discovery by the Vancouver divers brought NORAD and the
United States Navy into the picture.

All's well that ends well, or so it seems; but this just wasn't the end of the Soviet
Missile Crisis. On February 11, 1971, the same year in which the Soviet Missile Crisis
occurred, 63 nations signed a treaty prohibiting installation of nuclear weapons on the
seabed beyond any nation's 12-mile Coastal Zone. On top of that, the United States
over the past dozen years has laid down a grid of electronic sensing wires and cables
on the ocean floor all along both our Pacific and Atlantic coasts making the seabed
look like a giant spider web. These detection nets called "Sosus" for the Atlantic and
"Caesar" for the Pacific are tied into computers which enable any submarine passing
over them, American or foreign, to be detected, located, and even identified in a very
short time. So, what could happen?
My friends, the Maginot line did not protect the French from invasion in World War
II -- the Germans went right over it. In the same way, the Rockefeller Brothers have
enabled the Soviets to go over our underwater detection nets as if they did not exist!
When President Richard M. Nixon arrived in Moscow on May 22, 1972 for summer
talks with the Kremlin, he had more to discuss than the highly publicized SALT talks.
A key agreement arrived at then established joint oceanographic projects with the
Soviets, and since that time Soviet oceanographic vessels have been in and out of our
territorial waters continuously! For approximately two years these vessels operate in
a totally innocent-appearing fashion while actually gathering information on optimum
placement sites for a new fleet of underwater missiles along our shores. By the time
the joint Army-Navy teams monitoring the underwater nets had become accustomed
to the Soviet oceanographic ships as a routine non-threatening presence in our waters,
the Soviets were ready to act. Under cover of oceanographic operations, the Soviets
began planting underwater missiles along our shores once again, plus several
strategically located atomic bombs. And as if they needed it, the Soviets have also
slipped in through a loophole in the 1971 treaty, which superficially seems to ban such
weaponry in our coastal waters. Most if not all of these weapons have been planted
inside our 12-mile territorial limit, whereas the treaty only forbids such things beyond
that limit.
This is a chilling echo of President Franklin D. Roosevelt's promises to avoid a foreign
war before World War II, only to help rig an attack on our own territory. But the
Soviets, having been given the oceanographic cover they needed in order to get the
bombs and missiles into our coastal waters, have already double-crossed their
Rockefeller allies. Not only have the Rockefeller Brothers themselves been marked for
destruction, as signaled by the bomb at Seal Harbor, Maine, but their precious
Nuclear Safe Zone has already been breached by the Soviets in at least three other
places where missiles have been placed contrary to their agreement with the
Rockefellers. The Soviets, like the Rockefeller Brothers themselves, are now going "for
broke" -- they are trying to arrange in every way they can to break the back of any

conceivable retaliational resistance by the United States in the coming war. It is still
in the Soviet interest to minimize warfare within the Nuclear Safe Zone, but specific
targets will be attacked within this Zone whenever the Soviets consider it necessary
to achieve their goal of total victory and total world domination over the United
States.
I can now reveal that the coastal waters of the United States -- including Alaska,
Hawaii, and the Panama Canal Zone -- now contain at least ten (10) multiple
warhead, short-range, underwater-launch missiles of a new advanced design. In
addition, at least four (4) atomic bombs have been strategically placed in harbor areas.
Here is the situation as it now stands according to my own latest Intelligence sources:
First, the four bombs. One is the bomb I was able to reveal last month which is placed
at Seal Harbor, Maine, to destroy the summer homes of David and Nelson Rockefeller.
The second is planted in the Potomac River near the United States Naval Ordnance
Station at Indian Head, Maryland. The third is in the Mississippi River upstream from
New Orleans in the vicinity of Bonnet Carre Spillway and Floodway. And the fourth
atomic bomb has been planted in the Port of Valdez, Alaska, which is the southern
terminus of the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline. By rendering the port of Valdez useless, of
course, the Pipeline will be put out of action, since oil tankers are supposed to carry
the oil from the Pipeline delivery point at Valdez to destinations in the lower United
States.
As for the short-range multiple warhead Soviet missiles which once again infest our
coastal waters, three violate the Nuclear Safe Zone. One is in Boston Harbor; the
second is in Long Island Sound about midway between New York City and the
Submarine Base at New London, Connecticut; and the third is in the SeattleVancouver area situated between Victoria, British Columbia, on the north and the
Port Angeles or Sequim, Washington, area on the south.
Outside the Nuclear Safe Zone, missile N° 4 is in Chesapeake Bay east of Washington,
D.C. No. 5 is located just off shore from Pensacola, Florida. A 6th missile has been
planted in Galveston Bay, Texas. A 7th lies just off shore of San Diego, California;
while missile No. 8 is deep inside San Pablo Bay near San Francisco. The 9th missile is
located in the Atlantic Ocean near the north entrance to the Panama Canal. And
finally, missile No. 10 with tragic irony is poised in the Pacific Ocean near the entrance
to Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. The exact location of the Pearl Harbor missile is: Longitude
157 degrees, 58 minutes, 58 seconds; latitude 21 degrees, 18 minutes, 28 seconds. All
the Navy needs to do is to look and do it now before the Soviets have time to sneak in
and move it, and they'll find this missile.
I respectfully urge -- no, I demand -- that the Joint Chiefs of Staff immediately take
such actions as are required to remove the deadly missiles which now menace the

United States and Vancouver, Canada from our own territorial waters. The things I
have just revealed are true, my friends, and I urge you to add your challenge to mine. I
stand ready to cooperate fully with the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the new larger Soviet
missile crisis we are now in.
Will the Joint Chiefs act? If they do not do so and soon, then they themselves will have
violated their oath to protect and safeguard our Constitution, our Nation, our lives,
and the lives of generations to come.

Topic #2 -- Hitler's Pattern For America's Bicentennial Era
I comment often about the covert alliance that exists between the Corporate
Socialists headed by the four Rockefeller Brothers in America, and the Communist
bosses of the Soviet Union. It is essential that this relationship be understood even
though the day is fast approaching when the Soviets plan to end it by means of a
double-cross. But it is also important to grasp the fact that the Rockefellers are not
themselves Communists. To them, Communism is just a very convenient and
powerful tool, a stepping stone to power. They don't themselves subscribe to any rigid
ideology, Communist or otherwise. Their only real doctrine is that of domination and
control along with destruction of everything and anyone they cannot control. In this
they bear a striking resemblance to just one man, Adolf Hitler.
What we have today is a blend of emerging fascism, which is a combination of State
Control with Monopolistic Capitalism and Socialism of the Marxist variety all
wrapped up in American packaging and sold to us by means of Rockefeller public
relations propaganda. Our would-be Dictators realize full well that if they were to
dress up in combat fatigues, get up on a high balcony and rant and rave about the need
for the state to control our lives totally, we would all recognize them right away for
what they are -- and their schemes would fail. Instead, they wear nice business suits,
use cleverly worded phrases that seem to say exactly what we want to hear, and make
sure that they smile a great deal. And instead of swaying great crowds in a public
square from a high balcony, they can now cajole and mislead whole nations from the
matchless high balcony of television.
In monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 1, June 1975, I mentioned the role played by the
Rockefeller empire in providing the support Adolf Hitler needed in order to rise to
power in Germany. They supported him, watched him, and learned from him. In the
late 1920's the Rockefellers had succeeded in wrestling control of the German dye and
drug cartel, I. G. Farben Industry, AG, away from the British. This, plus an ongoing
rivalry between Britain and the Rockefellers over oil, led the British to institute
boycott tactics preventing the Rockefeller Standard Oil interests from exploiting the

vast Saudi Arabian oil concessions which the Rockefellers had pried loose from the
British during World War I. The Rockefeller solution: Confront Britain with a threat
great enough to break Britain's Saudi Arabian oil boycott.
When 22-year-old Nelson Rockefeller returned from his around-the-world
honeymoon trip in 1930, he convinced his father, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., that the
solution to their problems lay in one Adolf Hitler. Not many Germans really took
Hitler seriously in 1930, but the Rockefellers did. Having observed Hitler at close
range, they were convinced that Hitler could serve the Rockefeller purpose well.
Hitler was obviously bent on conquest and war; so providing the support he needed to
achieve power would produce a very real menace to Britain in due course -- just the
right medicine to cure Britain of her Saudi Arabian boycott against the Rockefeller oil
interests.
Hitler was especially attractive for Rockefeller purposes for one additional reason
beyond his sheer aggressiveness. His earlier failure and imprisonment had taught
Hitler a very important lesson which the Rockefellers themselves had also learned
decades before; namely, that successful revolutions are best carried out with, and not
against, the full power of a nation's government. In other words, Hitler had concluded
that the best way to achieve his goals would be to first acquire control of the
government through means which were legal, at least in appearance, and then to carry
out the revolutionary changes he desired. Therefore, by supporting Hitler and
watching to see how he went about the details of his take-over and revolution, the
Rockefellers stood to learn valuable lessons for their own use later on. This was a very
nice bonus for the Rockefellers, so support for Hitler through covert channels began
immediately; and from 1930 onward, Hitler's star rose rapidly.
The same time, the Rockefellers had to make sure that they would be in a position to
check Hitler's advance when he had served his purpose -- which was to frighten the
British Government into surrendering control over Saudi Arabia. In other words, a
balance of power had to be maintained so that Hitler would not get out of control.
For this reason and as well as others, Rockefeller support for Hitler was
counterbalanced by support also for the man who, as president, would have the job of
getting America into the war to stop Hitler -- Franklin Delano Roosevelt! FDR had
staged a political comeback from his crippling attack of polio several years before, but
it was about from 1930 onward that FDR's political star rose rapidly on the national
scene paralleling the rise of Hitler in Germany. Throughout their period on the world
stage, the careers of Hitler and FDR paralleled one another. Both came to power early
in 1933, and both proposed sweeping changes in rapid fashion that differed widely
from their campaign pledges. Both exercised unprecedented power during their terms
in office, and both died in April 1945 less than three weeks apart as the war in Europe
was ending.

The dual role of the Rockefellers throughout can be illustrated, for example, by the
actions of Nelson Rockefeller. In 1935 he became a Director of the Creole Petroleum
Company in Venezuela, a subsidiary of Rockefeller-owned Standard Oil of New
Jersey. Creole was the principal avenue through which the Nazi war machine was
provided with the essential fuel without which war could not have been waged; and
for seven years, 1937 through 1943, Creole Petroleum shipped 90% of its Venezuelan
oil production to Germany in Nazi tankers, only a token 10% going to the United
States. In this way the Rockefeller empire -- increasingly dominated by Nelson,
David, Laurance, and John D. III -- provided Hitler with over 65-million barrels of oil
each year from the Venezuelan oil fields alone well into the World War II.
In 1940, Nelson resigned his directorship of Creole Petroleum to become Coordinator
of InterAmerican affairs by appointment of Rockefeller puppet president FDR. As
Coordinator, Nelson was supposedly feverishly at work to combat the Nazi menace in
this hemisphere, the very menace that was being sustained by oil provided by his
Creole Petroleum Company! Through Hitler, the Rockefellers did at last bring Great
Britain to her knees, and a great deal was learned from the plan Hitler followed that is
being followed again today by the four Rockefeller Brothers.
Hitler had two very important rules for exercising power. One was to use the masses
by means of effective propaganda, leading them to accept and do things which they
normally would not. The other rule was to make sure that any lies were big lies, so big
that no one could believe they were lies, coming from their leader.
Those same principles are being used today in updated and very smooth ways by the
Rockefeller Brothers and their agents. Hitler's rise to power was made possible by an
era of inflation, shortages, and then depression. The same conditions are being
brought about deliberately here in America in order to help achieve the same end
result--revolution and dictatorship!
While Hitler was in prison, he began writing "Mein Kampf", which means "my
struggle". In it and in his speeches, Hitler made it clear what he would do if he ever
acquired the power to do it. In a similar vein, we can read "The American Rich"
published in 1930 by Rockefeller advisor Hoffman Nickerson; "The New Federalism"
by Nelson Rockefeller; "The Emerging Constitution" published in 1974 by Rexford
Tugwell quietly revealing a dictatorial new Constitution, which was written to match
a secret outline provided by Nelson Rockefeller himself; or the Bicentennial
Declaration advertisements published nation-wide in 1975 by John D. Rockefeller III's
National Committee for the Bicentennial Era. The last item could have been titled: A
Bicentennial Manifesto, since a manifesto is nothing more than a public declaration of
intentions, motives, or views; but everyone now knows that the Communist
Manifesto of a century ago was no joke, so that word was avoided.

But keep in mind what Hitler said in January 1941, quote:
"It is nonsense for the rest of the world to pretend today that I did not reveal this
program until 1933, or 1935, or 1937. Instead of listening to foolish chatter, these
gentlemen would have been wiser to read what I have written and re-written
thousands of times. No human being has declared or recorded what he wanted more
often than I."
If the four Rockefeller Brothers are allowed to succeed in their diabolical plans, they,
too, will be in a position to indict us in practically the same words.
Hitler directed much of his appeal to the new generation. Young people had grown up
in an abnormal time, lacking normal roots and values, and who were therefore more
vulnerable to being misled and used. Introduction of the 18-year old vote, regardless of
its actual effect, was intended for a similar purpose here in America. Hitler pursued a
'policy of legality' strictly as a tactic in his campaign to take control of the German
government. In every respect Hitler was challenging the authority of the State under
the Weimar Constitution, yet he camouflaged this challenge by using fair-sounding
words.
The same thing is happening once again here today. The words we hear in the
presidential campaign -- for example, such as: "A new world framework for peace",
"governmental reorganization", "interdependence". But the meaning of these words
involve World government, surrender of United States sovereignty, and suspension or
replacement of the United States CONSTITUTION! "But why", you may ask, "do they
bother to leave any clues at all like this if they're trying to be devious? Why don't they
just lie outright?" The answer is simply that it is harder to lie convincingly than to tell
the truth; and if one starts telling actual lies, it becomes harder and harder over a
period of time to keep track of what has been said before, and eventually one makes
mistakes which can be detected. So instead they tell a little bit of truth but always in
such a way that you won't understand it unless you are very alert.
Hitler realized that his 'policy of legality' could only lead to success in one way; that
was to gain access to the position of Chancellor and use the emergency powers of the
president under the Weimar Constitution. This was true because try as he might,
Hitler was never able to achieve majority popular support for himself or his Nazi
Party. And today, our would-be Dictator, Nelson Rockefeller, who has also been
frustrated in his attempts to gain majority popular support nationally, is also trying to
position himself to seize control by means of emergency presidential powers. David
Rockefeller's agent Jimmy Carter meanwhile, whose build-up has been used to
impress Ford with Rockefeller power, also stands ready in case Nelson's illness should
overcome him.

In 1936 Hitler said, quote:
"It is not enough to overthrow the old State, but that the new State must previously
have been built up and be practically ready to one's hand. In 1933 it was no longer a
question of overthrowing a state by an act of violence; meanwhile the new state had
been built up, and all that there remained to do was to destroy the last remnants of the
old state -- and that took but a few hours".
So it is that the Rockefeller Brothers are rapidly getting the governmental machinery
into place which is to go into full operation under their dictatorial new Constitution
for the, quote: "NEW" STATES OF AMERICA".
Shortly before Hitler became Chancellor in 1933, he said to then Chancellor Bruning,
quote: "Herr Chancellor, if the German nation once empowers the National Socialist
movement to introduce a constitution other than that which we have today, then you
cannot stop it". On September 12, 1975, Nelson Rockefeller displayed exactly the same
thinking, during a news conference in Dallas, Texas, in response to criticisms leveled
at him as our appointed Vice-President by a columnist; Rockefeller's answer was,
quote: "Well, he's got one, so there's nothing he can do about it". On August 9, 1974,
our last elected president, Richard Nixon, became the first in American history to
resign, hounded out of office by means of the Watergate scandal.
Listen now to the following words taken from a conspirator's diary, and I quote:
"For him alone, winter seems to have arrived. He is being secretly undermined and is
already completely isolated. He is anxiously looking for collaborators. Our mice are
busily at work gnawing through the last supports of his position."
Those words could have been written about Watergate with complete accuracy, but
they were not. They were written by Hitler's propaganda chief, Paul Joseph Goebbels,
12 days before Chancellor Bruning was forced to resign on May 30, 1932. Bruning was
succeeded by an interim chancellor more to Hitler's liking, Franz von Papen; and
Hitler himself replaced von Papen on January 30, 1933, when Hitler was appointed
Chancellor by aging President von Hindenburg under the provisions of the Weimar
Constitution. It was this weakness in the Weimar Constitution -- the fact that the
Chancellor was appointed, not elected, that enabled Hitler to succeed in his plan to
take control of Germany by 'legal' means despite his lack of majority popular support!
This lesson was not lost on Nelson Rockefeller, who introduced exactly the same
weakness into the United States Constitution for his own benefit by means of the
25th Amendment! The 25th Amendment was proposed a scant three weeks after the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy by Nelson Rockefeller's water boy, Birch
Bayh, almost as if it had been ready and waiting!

Immediately after becoming Chancellor, Hitler forced new elections. His election
campaign promised nothing at all, but instead simply ran down the failures of the
past. Hitler said simply, "Give us four years". Meanwhile he assured his supporters
that these would actually be the last elections to be expected for 10, perhaps even a
hundred years.
Terrorism and lawlessness mushroomed during the campaign, culminating in the
Reichstag fire just a few days before the elections. This pretext was used to suspend
individual liberties as guaranteed by the Weimar Constitution, enabling the Nazis to
take any actions they pleased against their political opponents. Following the election
and the suppression of all effective opposition, Hitler forced the passage of the
infamous enabling law, the foundation of Hitler's dictatorship. This gave the
Chancellor the right to make laws without the cooperation of the Reichstag for a
period of four years. Now, after it was too late, it became clear what Hitler had meant
in his campaign theme, "Just give us four years".
Hitler's enabling law gave him the power to rule by fiat, which is the power of
dictatorship. To enact a law as Dictator without the concurrence of the Reichstag, the
Chancellor had only to write a law and publish it, and in exactly the same way the
President of the United States can, and does, make law without any action by
Congress in the form of "EXECUTIVE ORDERS". These 'laws' signed by the President
himself, become law simply by being published in the "FEDERAL REGISTER."
Since March 1933, we have been technically in a continuous condition of 'National
Emergency', and many governmental powers have been usurped by American
presidents under this condition over the past 43 years. But every time a major new
phase is entered, there is a fresh declaration of National Emergency.
In monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 10 four months ago, I alerted you to the fact that plans
are now progressing rapidly toward implementing Executive Order 11490 signed by
President Nixon nearly seven years ago to provide in detail for a total government
take-over of all activities in a 'declared Emergency'. And on June 11, 1976, just last
month, President Ford signed a new Executive Order 11921 very quietly, which
updates the older Executive Order and shifts the emphasis heavily in the direction of
post-attack conditions as we near the outbreak of war! It places heavy emphasis on
procedures relating to nuclear, biological, and chemical hazards of the sort introduced
into our environment by the planned war. It provides for the establishment, not the
preservation, of an economy for the nation. It provides for sweeping controls on that
all important resource, WATER, which is to be controlled and allocated by the federal
government. This is the outcome of the little noticed "National Commission on Water
Quality" which was started by Nelson Rockefeller at the same time as his better
known "Commission on Critical Choices".

My friends, write to your Congressman and demand that he send you a copy of the
FEDERAL REGISTER for June 15, 1976, and read for yourself the 44 pages of detailed
provisions for the "National Emergency" which is planned for all of us. If possible, this
will be brought into play in the wake of oil shortages and other disruptions generated
in the wake of a Mid-East war! But the thrust of Executive Order 11921 just signed by
Ford has to do with the aftermath of nuclear attack.
The pattern, my friends, is unmistakable. After Hitler achieved power, he
progressively consolidated it by eliminating opposition political parties, ending
independent local government and replacing it with agents of his federal government,
enforcing his will by means of a Secret Police and spies, disposing of troublesome
elements by means of Concentration Camps, and using Germany as a springboard for
war to conquer other nations as well.
If the Rockefeller Brothers succeed in their plans, the United States of America will
soon witness a replay of Hitlerism, brought up to date and made more repressive and
horrible than ever by those who used Hitler for their own purposes.

Topic #3 -- The Plans For America's Future Under Occupation And Dictatorship
If NUCLEAR WAR ONE is permitted to take place as planned on American soil,
perhaps you will survive it. Many will not, but some will; but if you do survive, what
sort of future do you and your trusting children have to look forward to?
My friends, whether or not the Rockefellers are double-crossed by their Soviet allies,
the aftermath of NUCLEAR WAR ONE promises to be slavery for you and all your
loved ones. If the Rockefeller Brothers somehow find a way to prevent a double-cross
by the Soviets, then the war will proceed as planned for the benefit of the
Rockefellers. Half of America's population will be consumed in nuclear blasts a
thousand times hotter than the ovens of Hitler. Those who are left will be given the
task of rebuilding America along the patterns dictated by the Rockefeller Brothers -- a
once free people reduced to slave labor, shipped like cattle to one area to rebuild a
bombed-out power dam, to another area to work in uranium mines, to still another
area to work the agricultural lands owned by the huge agri-businesses owned by the
Rockefellers and their collaborators.
If the Rockefellers are double-crossed, the death toll during the war itself may be even
higher but the results afterward will be no different. Instead of living under a
Rockefeller dictatorship, we will exist under Soviet occupation whose characteristics
will be practically the same. And so, my friends, the choice between the Rockefeller
Brothers and their Soviet allies is no choice at all.

If these things are allowed to come to pass and the final link in the chain reaction that
is to begin with general war in the Middle East, then the life that will be left to us and
our little ones will not be worth living. That is why for my part I would rather speak
the truth now in the hope that we may yet turn to a third choice, the saving of our free
country from war and dictatorship while it can still be done. The lesson of history is
that this cannot be done; that like countless peoples before us, we will refuse to see
the truth, believe it, and act on it in time to save ourselves. That is how most Germans
reacted to Adolf Hitler in the early 1930's, and that is how most Americans are still
behaving today.
But 200 years ago a small band of very wise men defied the rules of history and created
a government that freed men as no government had done in 5000 years, the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. And you and I can redeem this priceless heritage. We, too,
can and must defy history in the same way by saving the unique heritage that is ours.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is August 2, 1976, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 15.
Normally I record each issue of my monthly AUDIO LETTER around mid-month or
later, but this month I must make an exception, because of the urgency of what I have
to tell you.
In monthly AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 12, three months ago, I revealed the joint
Rockefeller-Soviet plan for NUCLEAR WAR ONE to be waged primarily on
American soil. In that tape I also revealed the existence of the super-secret "Nuclear
Safe Zone" -- a swath across the upper half of the continental United States and lower
Canada between the latitudes of 40 and 50 degrees North within which nuclear
attack had been agreed not to take place under secret agreements between the four
Rockefeller Brothers and their Soviet allies. The fact that the four Brothers themselves
take this agreement very seriously is reflected by the fact that they have virtually
abandoned the famous Rockefeller estates at Pocantico Hills, New York, moving their
secret documents and other assets to their other homes on Mt. Desert Island and
Bartlett Island just off the coast of Maine, right in the middle of the Nuclear Safe Zone.
Only today, in fact, Nelson Rockefeller entertained reporters at Seal Harbor, which is
on Mt. Desert Island; but in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 12 I also reported that more
and more of the Trustees of the major Rockefeller-controlled Foundations, through
whom the Rockefellers exercise their control over our economy and our government,
are increasingly fearful that the ONE WORLD program of the Rockefellers has
jumped the tracks.
Over a period of 50 years and more the wealth and power of the western world,
especially the United States, has been bled off in a continuous transfusion to
strengthen the Soviet Union artificially. But now they see increasingly that they have

opened Pandora's box and that a terrible double-cross by the Soviet Union is looming
closer and closer as the hideous dead end of their behind-the-scenes control of our
nation.
The very next month, in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 13 I was able to reveal the
existence of a Soviet-planted nuclear weapon in the waters near the entrance to Seal
Harbor, Maine, ready to destroy the summer homes of David and Nelson Rockefeller
upon Soviet command. And just two weeks ago in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 14 for
July 1976, I revealed the presence in American territorial waters not only of three more
bombs but of 10 short-range, underwater-launch, multiple-warhead missiles with
nuclear warheads.
We are now in the grip of a grotesque rerun of the deadly Soviet Missile Crisis of 1971
which I revealed and described in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 14. Now, as then, our
leaders are not telling you one word about it, but this time the Soviet threat is vastly
greater and more imminent than it was in 1971. What the Soviet Union is hatching, my
friends, is a devastating naval surprise attack of world-wide dimensions which goes
far beyond even the huge dimensions of the threat I revealed to you last month. No
less than 25 countries around the world are now threatened with surprise attack by
the Soviet Union at any moment the Soviets may choose by means of underwaterlaunched missiles and bombs planted by the Soviet Navy.
It has now been two weeks since I recorded monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 14 in which
I challenged the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff to take appropriate action about
the deadly Soviet nuclear offensive weapons in our territorial waters and in which I
pledged my readiness to cooperate fully with the Joint Chiefs. My challenge and offer
of cooperation were also transmitted directly to the appropriate officials; but, my
friends, as of this moment I have not received one word of official reply to my charges,
my challenge, or my offer to help!
The Joint Chiefs of Staff have been given notice of specific aggressive acts by the
Soviet Union that imperil the peace and security of the United States, the placement
of offensive nuclear weapons at strategic locations within American territorial waters;
but to my knowledge up to this moment they have not taken any action whatever to
seek out, much less to destroy, any of the bombs or missiles I revealed last month
including even the missile near Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, whose location I spelled out in
navigational coordinates. So long as this inaction continues, they are failing to protect
our shipping, to protect our vital sea lanes of communication, to maintain general
naval supremacy in our own waters, and to protect crucial naval bases and property
among other things. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are in flagrant and continuing violation
of Title 10 of the United States Code and of the Department of Defense Directive

5100.1 which spells out the functions and responsibilities of the Armed Forces of the
United States. What is the meaning of this? Does this mean that the Joint Chiefs are
so completely trapped and insulated by Rockefeller agent Henry Kissinger that they
are no longer free to do their duty?
My friends, what hope can there be for us when our most trusted and respected
leaders, civilian and military, fail us through treason and fear? The answer is that ours
is not the only government facing this terrible Soviet threat, so I have turned this
information over to them too; and while the United States Government sits paralyzed
through fear and Rockefeller treason, other governments are taking action. Meanwhile
my own efforts are to rob the Soviets of the crucial element of surprise which they are
counting on to make their world-wide naval attack successful.
Today I want to discuss these three topics:
Topic #1 -- The Rockefeller Sell-Out of America To The Soviet Union
Topic #2 -- The Soviet Strategy For Surprise Naval Attack In Nuclear War I
Topic #3 – The Worldwide Locations of Soviet Underwater Missiles And Bombs

Topic #1 -- The Rockefeller Sell-Out of America To The Soviet Union
In the early fall of 1938 an International Conference was held to consider Adolf Hitler's
demand that the Sudetenland with its heavy German population be ceded to Germany
by Czechoslovakia. For years the Third Reich had been rearming itself to the teeth in
open defiance of the "Treaty of Versailles" but the Western Allies, afraid of offending
Hitler, had done nothing about it. Prior to Czechoslovakia, Austria had been annexed
under the pretext of racial ties like those in the Sudetenland that demanded such an
organic relationship to Germany. The Allies had done nothing about Austria, and now
Britain and France agreed as well to Hitler's annexation of the Sudetenland. On
September 30, 1938, the fate of the Sudeten residents of Czechoslovakia was decided
without their own participation when the infamous Munich Agreement was signed.
Amid widespread relief, "peace in our time" was proclaimed; but less than a year later,
on September 1, 1939, World War II began with Hitler's invasion of Poland. Just over a
year ago, on July 30, 1975, a new Munich agreement was signed, 35 signatories were
involved as the Helsinki Accord was signed sealing the fate of the Soviet satellites of

eastern Europe as a stable relationship referred to as "organic and permanent" by high
officials of the United States Department of State. Widespread praise for the so-called
"Spirit of Helsinki" assured us all that detente was doing fine and all was well.
Meanwhile the steadily accelerating Soviet military build-up has redoubled its pace in
clear violation of the "Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties" (SALT) which forbid such
major new weapons as the huge Soviet SS-19 ICBM now being deployed. In the past 10
years the military superiority once enjoyed by the United States has been
systematically and deliberately eroded, always with the excuse that our failure to
unilaterally disarm in stages might seem provocative to Russia.
Meanwhile the Soviet build-up has doubled and redoubled to the point where nations
around the world are expressing increasing alarm at such military preparations which
now go far beyond anything that could conceivably be limited to self-defense. The
situation is becoming so ominous that more and more nations which have formerly
kept their silence rather than to risk offending the Soviet Union are now crying out in
alarm. In May 1976, the same month in which I recorded monthly AUDIO LETTER
No. 12 telling you of the mounting fears of a Soviet double-cross by certain Trustees of
the major Rockefeller-controlled Foundations, the clamor of concern over Soviet
military intentions began building up.
For example, on May 9, 1976, Denmark's Foreign Minister, K. B. Andersen, was quoted
as saying about neighboring Soviet and Warsaw Pact exercises, quote:
"The military activity in the last few years has been more than is necessary for
defensive purposes. It is more than is reasonable in the spirit of Helsinki".
The Danes are especially worried about amphibious landing maneuvers which are
being carried out on the Baltic coast and which are moving ever closer to Denmark,
which controls the straits which lead from the Baltic into the North Sea.
A week later, on May 16, 1976, Denmark's growing concern was echoed by West
Germany's Foreign Minister, Herr Genscher, who said that the Soviet Union is arming
itself beyond its defense needs, creating a danger for European security.
About the same time half a world away, the Japanese were increasingly voicing serious
concern over Soviet military escalation. Since the beginning of 1976 there has been a
dramatic increase in Soviet naval and air activity in the vicinity of Japan including
frequent scrambling of aircraft, numerous violations of Japanese air space by Soviet
aircraft, and submarine exercises just off Japan.

By late May the same theme had been taken up by Great Britain. On May 26, 1976,
British Foreign Secretary Crosland told the Central Treaty Organization of Foreign
Ministers, quote:
"We cannot ignore the evidence of our eyes. It has been precisely during the years
when the Soviet Union has advocated detente that we have witnessed the steady
build-up of the Soviet armed forces".
Nor have the warnings by leaders of other countries abated. Australia's Prime
Minister Malcolm Fraser has rightly criticized detente as an illusion used by the
Soviet Union to veil its imperialist designs.
Red China, which is badly weakened at the moment by the devastating earthquakes,
has expressed worry over the recent strengthening of Russian land and air forces
along her northern frontier.
And only three days ago on the first anniversary of the Helsinki Agreement, Mrs.
Margaret Thatcher, leader of the Conservative Party in Britain, reinforced her
warnings voiced earlier this year concerning the very real and growing threat posed by
the Soviet Union.
Meanwhile here in our own United States all attempts to voice similar warnings are
suppressed, muted, and diffused. Recently the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
General George S. Brown, revealed that while the American Pacific Fleet should be
able to keep sea lanes open to Hawaii and thereabouts, quote:
"Because of a shortage of warships the fleet will not be able to protect the sea lanes
into the western Pacific".
Admiral James L. Holloway, Chief of the Naval Operations, has gone even farther,
declaring that American warships now operate in the Sea of Japan only at the
tolerance of the Soviet Pacific Fleet. No wonder the Japanese are worried; but perhaps
the most dismal estimate of the situation comes from retired Admiral Elmo Zumwalt
who flatly says that the United States could not win a war against the Soviet Union
today. Well, he ought to know. It was while he himself was Chief of Naval Operations
that the Soviet Missile Crisis of 1971 occurred involving underwater missiles in
American and Canadian waters, as I revealed last month.
Meanwhile Rockefeller Soviet agent Henry Kissinger speaks comforting lies for
American public consumption about the military inferiority of the Soviet Union; and
our interim president Ford, speaking words put in his mouth like a ventriloquist by

Nelson Rockefeller and Kissinger, solemnly lies to us that there have been no
violations of the SALT agreements by the Soviets, and that they have refrained from
using any loopholes in the SALT agreements. The Rockefeller major media drum lies
like these into our heads, creating a false sense of security. We, the people of the
United States as well as of the other countries now under the threat of the Soviet
surprise attack, have been sold out by the four Rockefeller Brothers and their agents in
and out of Government. Our trust of those in positions of leadership has been used
against us at the very highest levels. We have all been double-crossed for the private
gain of a handful of greedy, callous men; and yet, even they too are about to lose
everything in the same way -- double-cross by the Soviet Union.

Topic #2 -- The Soviet Strategy For Surprise Naval Attack In Nuclear War I
In this age of Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles, Viking space craft landing on Mars,
and B-1 Bombers, it is easy to forget the indispensable roles played by land and sea
forces. The vast tonnages of commodities that travel around the world in international
trade travel not by air in most cases but by land and especially by sea. For reasons of
simple economics, the sea is still the unrivaled highway of the world's commerce,
spelling prosperity for many and survival for some; and as long as this is true, navies
will always play a major role in a nation's military power. If some Americans have
forgotten this, the Soviet Union has not. For over two decades just one man has been
continuously in command of the Soviet Navy, Admiral Sergei Gorshkov. The Soviet
Union has less need of a navy for defensive purposes than many other nations, but for
21 years Admiral Gorshkov has worked relentlessly to build the Russian fleet into a
formidable striking force world-wide, and he has succeeded.
Starting as a minor defensive military arm when Stalin died in 1953, the Soviet Navy
has been built into a modern armada in astonishingly short time, and it is still
expanding rapidly.
While the United States has been shutting down shipyards at home and losing bases
abroad, the Soviet Union has been building new shipyards and stretching its reach by
opening more and more bases far from its own shores. Even now, before the new
American naval base is built on Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, the Russians are
angling for a new base in the South Pacific on the Island of Tonga north of Australia.
Gorshkov has said, quote:
"Establishing the conditions for gaining sea control has always required prolonged
periods of time and the execution of a series of measures while still at peace."

He also emphasizes the importance of the Soviet Fleet for exercising, quote: "influence
on coastal countries". Gorshkov claims that his navy is now capable of fighting
anywhere as a political tool in furthering the Kremlin's aims, including not only the
wartime role of severing sea lanes but even possible peacetime harassment and
interference with shipping. He now considers the Soviet Navy to be, quote: "a longranged armed force which could exert decisive influence on the course of an armed
struggle in theaters of military operation of vast extent". In other words, the Soviet
Navy is now a global striking force, and Gorshkov recently signaled his fleet that it
will be the Navy which will bear the brunt of any armed conflict to come.
Western military analysts have been puzzled by recent indications that the Soviet
General Staff is preparing, quote: "new methods of repelling aggression and waging
war". Well, anti-tank guided missiles, which many analysts are concentrating on, are
just a side show in these so-called new methods. The real focus in current Soviet
military planning is the Navy, and prominent among these new methods are the
underwater-launched missiles and bombs which the Soviet Navy has now planted in
coastal waters all around the world.

Topic #3 -- The Worldwide Locations of Soviet Underwater Missiles And Bombs
In monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 14 which I recorded just two weeks ago on July 19,
1976, I reported the presence of 4 bombs and 10 short-range underwater-launch
missiles with multiple nuclear warheads in the territorial waters of the United States,
all of them planted there by the Soviet Union. I can now confirm that all of these
bombs and nuclear warheads are of the thermonuclear variety -- that is, hydrogen
bombs as opposed to smaller atomic bombs. What is more, the list for North America
now includes two more missiles -- one at the south end of Chesapeake Bay near
Norfolk, Virginia, and the other in Canadian waters near Vancouver, Canada. Of these
two, the Norfolk missile has been planted just within the past few weeks.
UNITED STATES/CANADIAN LOCATIONS
Here now are the navigational coordinates for the locations of the 16 nuclear weapons
in United States and Canadian territorial waters. Most all the locations are firm but
some could be off one or two miles:
(1) Near the entrance to Seal Harbor, Maine. Hydrogen bomb. Latitude 44° 17' 0"
North; Longitude 68° 14' 0" West.

(2) In a cove off Boston Bay near Quincy and Weymouth, Mass. Missile. Latitude 42°
14' 30" North; Longitude 70° 59' 0" West.
(3) Long Island Sound near Bridgeport, Connecticut. Missile. Latitude 41° 9' 40"
North; Longitude 73° 5' 0" West.
(4) Chesapeake Bay near Deale, Maryland, east of Washington, DC. Missile. Latitude
38° 46' 0" North; Longitude 76° 33' 0" West.
(5) Potomac River near Indian Head, Maryland, south of Washington, D.C. Hydrogen
bomb. Latitude 38° 33' 40" North; Longitude 77° 12' 0" West
(6) South end of Chesapeake Bay near Norfolk, Virginia. Missile. Latitude 36° 58' 30"
North; Longitude 76° 16' 0" West.
(7) Inside Pensacola Bay, Fla. Missile. Latitude 30° 23' 30" North; Longitude 87° 11' 30"
West.
(8) In the Mississippi River near New Orleans. Hydrogen bomb. (A correction here
from monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 14. The bomb is down river near Port Sulphur, La.,
rather than up river.) Latitude 29° 35' 30" North; Longitude 89° 50' 30" West.
(9) In Galveston Bay, Texas. Missile. Latitude 29° 22' 10" North; Longitude 94° 49' 10"
West.
(10) Inside San Diego Bay near Chula Vista, California. Missile. Latitude 32° 38' 0"
North; Longitude 117° 7' 0" West.
(11) Inside San Pablo Bay near San Francisco, California. Missile. Latitude 37° 59' 0"
North; Longitude 122° 23' 0" West.
(12) In American waters between northwest Washington State and Vancouver Island,
British Columbia. Missile. Latitude 48° 13' 0" North; Longitude 123° 8' 0" West
(13) In Canadian waters southwest of Crescent Beach near Vancouver, British
Columbia. Missile. Latitude 48° 58' 9" North; Estimated Longitude 122° 57' West.
(14) In Prince William Sound, Alaska, near the entrance to the Port of Valdez.
Hydrogen bomb. Latitude 60° 57' 40" North Longitude 146° 44' 15" West.

(15) In the waters just north of Colon, Panama Canal Zone. Missile. Latitude 9° 25' 30"
North Longitude 79° 54' 45" West.
(16) And finally, in the coastal waters just outside Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Missile.
Latitude 21° 18' 30" North Longitude 157° 58' 58" West.
My friends, get out a map and mark these locations on it. See for yourself just how
complete the surprise attack is that is being readied for the United States Navy. Then
after you have absorbed that, listen on because, my friends, there is more, much more.
The principal target of the Soviet Union in the surprise attack now planned is the
United States of America. If we fall, the world falls; but that does not make us the only
target. American Naval Forces are deployed world-wide. In addition, the Soviet Union
has designs on Western Europe, the Mediterranean area, southern Africa, China,
Japan, Australia, India, the Persian Gulf -- in short, the whole world! Large chunks of
the world are already under direct Soviet control, while others are primarily within
the direct influence of their Rockefeller partners whose chips they plan to pick up by
means of the double-cross. But all the areas of the world which remain to be
conquered or stand in the way of overwhelming Soviet victory are also targeted with
bombs and underwater-launched missiles planted in coastal waters.
I can now report that coastal waters in at least 64 locations world-wide now contain
nuclear offensive weapons planted by the Soviet Union. A few are bombs, but the vast
majority are underwater-launch multiple-warhead missiles armed with hydrogen
warheads!
The Soviet Navy, true to the claims of its Commander in Chief, Admiral Gorshkov,
that it is now a global striking force, is now poised for the most ambitious, most
devastating surprise attack of all time -- a world-wide Pearl Harbor-type attack
designed to bring all the navies of the world to ruin at a single blow. If this naval
attack succeeds, the sea lanes that are the life blood not only of defense but of trade
and even survival for many nations, will be severed and destroyed.
Regardless of any reprisals by means of Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles, bombers,
and all the rest, the Soviet Union is prepared to survive the minimum casualties, no
more than perhaps 10-million -- which the Kremlin is willing to accept, thanks to the
all-out Civil Defense preparations which have been underway in Russia for years.
Eventually, they reason, even if -- and that is a very big "if" -- if we do strike back we
will run out of ICBM Missiles and will consume all of our remaining defenses without
any hope of ultimate success, robbed as we will be of any significant naval power.
Thus, whether their initial surprise attack persuades us all to just lay down our arms

and surrender, or whether we first retaliate with such forces as we can muster after
the destruction of our Navy, the Kremlin expects to emerge inevitably as the victor, as
the unchallenged ruler of the entire world. That is what this world-wide Pearl Harbor
attack is all about, and that is what I am trying to prevent by taking away the
advantage of surprise that the Soviets are counting on.
EUROPEAN/BRITISH ISLES LOCATIONS
I will now give you the other locations world-wide. The same time, I will just give
each Latitude or Longitude as three numbers -- meaning degrees, minutes, and
seconds respectively.
Northern Europe, Scandinavia, and the British Isles are heavily targeted with
underwater missiles and bombs. This is intended to free a considerable part of the
Soviet Baltic Fleet for service elsewhere and also to neutralize or eliminate the NATO
air power, which is presently a weak spot for the Soviet Navy.
Denmark is the key to Soviet access to the Baltic Sea, and two missiles are now
planted in Danish waters: One north of Copenhagen at Latitude 56 - 10 - 37 North;
Longitude 12 - 25 - 56 East
The other to the south at Latitude 54 - 55 - 30 North; Longitude 10- 27 - 51 East
Far to the north a missile is also located at the north end of the Gulf of Bothnia near
the border between Finland and Sweden at Latitude 65 - 42 - 25 North; Longitude 24
- 34 - 0 East
On the Baltic coast of West Germany just south of Denmark a missile is located at
Latitude 54 - 27 - 27 North; Longitude 13 - 4 - 14 East, while the North Sea coast of
West Germany is the site of another missile near Bremerhaven at Latitude 53 - 39 - 50
North; Longitude 8 - 20 - 41 East.
Moving on down the North Sea coast to the Netherlands, a hydrogen bomb has been
planted by the Soviets just outside the mid-section of the huge dike about 50 miles
north of Amsterdam. The bomb is at Latitude 53 - 2 - 4 North; Longitude 5 - 10 - 55
East.
If it were detonated, the North Sea would rush in like a tidal wave to crush and drown
the inhabitants of Amsterdam and more than 1000 square miles of Dutch low-country
formerly reclaimed from the sea. This is horrible to imagine, my friends, but it would
be far more horrible if we allowed the Soviet Union to do it.

As if that were not enough, the Netherlands coast is also threatened by a missile at
Latitude 51 - 36 - 7 North; Longitude 3 - 55 - 43 East in a cove southwest of Rotterdam.
The French coast, too, is targeted. One missile is southwest of Brest at Latitude 48 - 10
- 23 North; Longitude 4 - 50 - 12 West.
The other missile, further south, is about midway between Nantes and Bordeaux at
Latitude 46 - 15 - 9 North; Longitude 1 - 30 - 51 West.
As I have explained in earlier monthly AUDIO LETTERS, such as N° 6 for November
1975, the Rockefeller plans for war did not include hostilities in Europe or Great
Britain; but remember, the Soviet surprise attack plan is all part of the massive Soviet
double-cross of their Rockefeller masters, and nowhere does the magnitude of this
great double-cross create a greater shock than in looking at the current Soviet threat
against the British Isles.
Under the Rockefeller scenario the United Kingdom was not to be involved in
hostilities; but under the surprise attack double-cross being readied by the Soviets,
the British Isles are now the most heavily targeted area on earth in terms of the
geographic concentration of missiles and bombs now planted in their territorial
waters. Not only naval targets, but American and Royal Air Force targets are crucial to
the Soviet goal of liberating their own Northern Naval Fleet to help conquer and
patrol the rest of the world. The Soviets view England as a huge enemy aircraft carrier
that must be sunk.
Beginning on the northeast coast of Scotland, a missile is located in Moray Firth
northeast of Inverness at Latitude 57 - 36 - 0 North; Longitude 4 - 2 - 49 West.
Next, near the entrance to the Firth of Forth and northeast of Edinburgh, Scotland, a
missile is planted at Latitude 56 - 7 - 0 North; Longitude 2 - 31 - 46 West.
Next, an atomic bomb (not a hydrogen bomb) is at the narrow entrance to the cove at
Middlesborough, England, at Latitude 54 - 38 - 30 North; Longitude 1 - 7 - 43 West.
Continuing down the coast, a missile is roughly centered in the entrance to the bay
known as "The Wash", east of Nottingham: Latitude 53 - 7 - 30 North; Longitude 0 30 - 48 East.
And on the north flank of the entrance to the Thames River east of London, still
another missile now sits at Latitude 51 - 37 - 0 North; Longitude 1 - 2 - 26 East.

Moving over to the west coast, a missile is located in the water about 30 miles north of
Liverpool at Latitude 53 - 49 - 0 North; Longitude 3 - 6 - 40 West.
Further north at Latitude 54 - 55 -0 North; Longitude 3 - 30 - 50 West, a missile is
planted in Solway Firth at the border between England and Scotland.
North of that a missile now lurks in the Firth of Clyde southwest of Glasgow,
Scotland at Latitude 55 - 39 - 0 North; Longitude 5 - 7 - 4 West.
And the last missile in the waters along the west coast is in the channel known as
"Little Minch" off the northwest coast of Scotland at Latitude 57 - 21 - 0 North;
Longitude 6 - 52 - 37 West.
Ireland, too, has been targeted. The entrance at Dublin Harbor contains a hydrogen
bomb at Latitude 53 - 20 - 0 North; Longitude 6 - 5 - 0 West.
Likewise the entrance to the harbor at Cork on the south coast also contains a
hydrogen bomb at Latitude 51 - 48 - 0 North; Longitude 8 - 14 -24 West
And in the waters of the west coast of Ireland there is a missile in Blacksod Bay at
Latitude 54 - 1 - 30 North; Longitude 9 - 56 - 34 West.
ICELAND LOCATIONS
To round out the Soviet preparation for total elimination of resistance to movements
of its Northern Naval Fleet, Iceland also has two missiles in its coastal waters. One is
near the entrance to the port at Reykjavik at Latitude 64 - 10 - 24 North, Longitude 21
- 56 - 15 West.
The other is near the northwest side of the island at Latitude 66 - 9 - 2 North,
Longitude 22 - 58 - 18 West.
So much for any obstacles to the Soviet Northern and Baltic Fleets if the surprise
attack by underwater missiles and bombs is carried out.
MEDITERRANEAN LOCATIONS
The next major area of concern to the Soviet Navy is the Mediterranean; and there,
too, preparations have been made. The main American Naval Base now left in the
Mediterranean is at Naples, Italy, and in the northwest side of the Bay of Naples a

Soviet underwater-launched missile is now located at: Latitude 40 - 47 - 4 North,
Longitude 14 - 6 - 0 East.
In addition, four more underwater missile sites have been set up by the Soviets in the
west end of the Mediterranean so that the American Sixth Fleet can be completely
cornered, trapped, and ultimately destroyed, leaving the Mediterranean as a Soviet
lake.
Missiles are located just inside the Strait of Gibraltar on the north side at: Latitude 36
- 8 - 29 North Longitude 5 - 24 - 17 West, and on the south side at Latitude 35 - 54 45 North, Longitude 5 - 18 - 13 West.
The other two missile sites are about 140 to 150 miles east of Gibraltar, one on the
North in the Gulf of Almeria at Latitude 36 - 43 - 7 North, Longitude 2 - 15 - 0 West.
The other on the south near a point of land jutting out from Melilla, Morocco, at
Latitude 35 - 26 - 13 North; Longitude 2 - 52 - 35 West.
SOUTHERN AFRICA LOCATIONS
The waters around southern Africa contain three missiles. One is southwest of
Capetown, South Africa, at Latitude 34 - 12 - 4 South Longitude 18 - 10 - 18 East.
Another is on the Transkei Coast roughly midway between Durban and Port
Elizabeth, South Africa, at Latitude 32 - 2 - 32 South, Longitude 29 - 8 - 7 East.
The third is in the bay near Lourenco Marques, Mozambique, at Latitude 25 - 54 - 56
South, Longitude 32 - 57 - 11 East about 300 miles east of Johannesburg, South Africa.
The rest of Black Africa is already under joint Rockefeller-Soviet domination which
the Soviets plan to transform into pure Soviet domination by means of their massive
double-cross of the four Rockefeller Brothers.
LATIN AMERICA/SOUTHERN U.S. LOCATIONS
A similar situation prevails throughout Latin America, and aside from the Panama
Canal missile, the Soviets have not planted anything in Latin American territorial
waters. The only nuclear missiles in Latin America are those in Guyana targeted on
the Panama Canal, the southern United States, and other places.

I can now reveal that these have been removed from the vicinity of Temehri Airfield
near Georgetown and moved to a site about 100 miles south of Georgetown, Guyana,
at Latitude 5 - 20 - 0 North; Longitude 58 - 7 - 54 West, southeast of the town of Ituni.
This remote site is now in use in order to separate the missiles from the Temehri
Airfield which has been under heavy use for movement of Cuban troops to southern
Africa and which is also planned to be the landing point for the new Soviet Backfire
Bomber and other aircraft in an attack on the United States.
PERSIAN GULF/OTHER COUNTRIES
Another area of strategic importance to the Soviet Union is the Persian Gulf with
Saudi Arabia to the southwest and Iran to the northeast. Under a secret deal made in
1972 by the Rockefeller Brothers through their agents Henry Kissinger and then
president Richard Nixon, a huge arsenal of sophisticated weaponry has been built up
in Iran with a current value of over 10-billion dollars. This includes 80 brand new F-14
Jet Fighters, Hawk anti-aircraft batteries totaling 1800 missiles, and an ultramodern
naval fleet that includes six (6) Guided-Missile Destroyers more advanced than
anything owned or on order by our own United States Navy! Can you imagine? And
yet the tremendous arms build-up in Iran has far outpaced the ability of Iran to use
these arms due to lack of adequate training. What is actually happening is that Iran is
secretly being used by the Rockefeller Brothers to funnel weaponry into the Soviet
Union itself and to an area which can be taken over by the Soviets in the coming war.
The real shah of Iran is United States Ambassador Richard Helms, the former head of
the CIA who now controls Iran for the Rockefeller Brothers!
Just as we left 5 to 10 billion dollars worth of weaponry behind for the North
Vietnamese to pick up when we pulled out very hastily last year, the same thing is
planned to happen in Iran. In both cases, these deals between the Rockefeller Brothers
and the Soviet Union were made in return for secret agreements guaranteeing
Rockefeller control of oil and other mineral interests in that region. But this
arrangement is now about to blow up in the Rockefeller Brothers' faces, as well as
yours and mine, in the world-wide surprise attack planned by the Soviets.
There is now a Soviet underwater missile site in the Persian Gulf about 60 miles
southwest of Bushehr, Iran, at Latitude 28 - 33 - 40 North, Longitude 48 - 55 - 29 East.
As I explained in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 6, November 1975, the joint war plan
between the Rockefeller Brothers and their Soviet allies involved the outbreak of war
in the Middle East as the trigger with the disabling of Arab OPEC oil fields by means
of an American limited nuclear strike. This would cripple Europe, rendering southern
Africa vulnerable in turn to final conquest. Meanwhile an Asian war was to be

building up as a follow-on with a joint Rockefeller-Soviet take-over of India and Red
China, with Japan being whipped back into submission for the Rockefellers in the
process.
But now, under the audacious double-cross and world-wide Pearl Harbor-type
surprise attack that has been plotted by the Soviet Union, the Soviets plan to make all
of these dominoes tumble at once and into their own laps with the Rockefeller empire
eliminated as a factor. To this end, many more underwater-launch missiles are planted
in coastal waters around the world.
PACIFIC OCEAN/FAR EAST LOCATIONS
India is targeted with two such missiles. One is on the west side northwest of Bombay
at Latitude 20 - 52 - 56 North, Longitude 71 - 48 - 39 East.
The other is on the east side in a cove south of Calcutta at Latitude 21 - 45 - 7 North,
Longitude 88 - 17 - 32 East.
The waters east of Singapore contain a missile at Latitude 1 - 28 - 52 North, Longitude
105 - 8 - 51 East.
Japan is threatened by Soviet missiles in its waters in two locations. One is in a bay at
the south end of the Island of Hokkaido at Latitude 42 - 17 - 26 North, Longitude 140 30 - 42 East.
The other is in the coastal waters southeast of Hiroshima at Latitude 34 - 7 - 15 North,
Longitude 132 - 46 - 32 East.
Seoul, South Korea, is threatened by a Soviet missile in the waters about 25 miles to
the southwest at Latitude 37 - 21 - 47 North, Longitude 126 - 30 - 47 East.
Red China is menaced by three Soviet underwater missiles in its territorial waters.
One is in the Gulf of Chihli about 260 miles southeast of Peking at Latitude 38 - 31 - 34
North, Longitude 120 - 45 - 43 East.
The second is about 75 miles south of Shanghai at Latitude 30 - 17 - 55 North,
Longitude 121 - 35 - 44 East.
And the third is about midway between Canton and Hong Kong at Latitude 22 - 42 2 North Longitude 113 - 39 - 56 East.

In addition, there is a missile in the north end of the Gulf of Tonkin about 50 miles
east of Haiphong, Vietnam, at Latitude 21 - 4 - 30 North, Longitude 107 - 30 - 14 East.
And about 25 miles north of Taipei off the northern tip of Taiwan still another missile
sits waiting at Latitude 25 - 24 - 11 North, Longitude 121 - 30 - 41 East.
PHILIPPINES/AUSTRALIA LOCATIONS
To round out the Soviet plan for crushing all the rival navies of the world with one
blow, underwater missiles are also planted in the waters of the Philippines and
Australia.
One of the Philippine missiles is in the water southwest of the Batan Peninsula within
striking range of the United States Naval Bases at Subic Bay and south of Manila. The
Latitude is 14 - 33 - 8 North ; Longitude 120 - 15 - 55 East.
The other Soviet missile in the Philippines is northwest of Panay Island at Latitude 11 51 - 57 North, Longitude 122 - 5 - 0 East.
As for Australia, four underwater missiles have been planted by the Soviet Navy
around the heavily populated southwest quadrant of coast line. One is just south of
Kangaroo Island, southwest of Adelaide at Latitude 36 - 3 - 43 South Longitude 137 34 - 7 East.
Another is near the entrance to Port Phillip Bay, south of Melbourne at Latitude 38 19 - 3 South, Longitude 144 - 44 - 44 East.
The third missile is near the entrance to Port Jackson near Sydney at Latitude 33 - 50 46 South, Longitude 151 - 16 - 0 East.
And missile N° 4 is in the water northeast of Brisbane at Latitude 27 - 22 - 14 South,
Longitude 153 - 12 - 24 East.
My friends, the world-wide surprise attack that has been prepared by the Soviet Navy
makes the Soviet Union the aggressive, all-out enemy of every other nation on earth.
The sheer audacity of such a plan is one of its greatest strengths. No one would expect
such an attempt to bring the whole world to its knees all at once! This is especially
important as it regards the double-cross of the Rockefeller Brothers. The Rockefellers
themselves had the audacity to spirit away the monetary gold supply of the United
States, realizing full well that most people would find such a huge crime unbelievable
and would therefore never suspect anything. But the world-wide surprise attack that

has been devised by the Soviets is designed to take even the Rockefeller Brothers
themselves off guard. They have held sway over the Kremlin for so long that they
literally cannot imagine losing that power. And so the Soviets believe no one will
believe such a thing is possible until the day they push a button, signals flash worldwide by satellite, missiles erupt from coastal waters around the world, and the biggest
surprise attack in history takes place. Then everyone will believe, but then it will be
too late. This is the long and the short of the fantastic Soviet gamble that is now ready
to be played out at the moment they choose.
My friends, what I have told you is the truth; and while you may be tempted to try to
argue a thousand ways to convince yourself not to believe what I have said, just keep
one cold, simple fact in mind. THE TRUTH DOES NOT CHANGE JUST BECAUSE
WE DO NOT BELIEVE IT.
On the evening of December 6, 1941, the American Fleet was peacefully at anchor in
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and Christmas parties were in progress. Suppose you had been
at one of those parties and I had walked in and started trying to tell people that the
Japanese were going to attack the following morning. Your reaction would probably
have been, quote: "But we haven't heard anything about that. There's nothing on the
news about it, and the Government hasn't sent us any warnings, and the Fleet
certainly would not be in the harbor like this if there were any danger. I just don't
believe it". I might have then produced all kinds of evidence about the Japanese buildup, little-known information about the efforts of the Rockefeller-sponsored "Institute
of Pacific Relations" to bring on such an attack, and so on; yet you might still have
refused to believe me. But I would have been telling the truth, and the truth would
still have been the same. At 7:55 A.M. the following morning a sky full of Japanese
planes raining death on your head would have been proving my warnings, but then it
would have been too late.
Don't let it be too late this time. My charges are true, and they will be proven to be
true one way or the other. They can be proven now by forcing those officials, military
and civilian, who have the responsibility of protecting our lives to do their duty, to
find and neutralize these missiles and bombs; OR we can sit back and listen to more
lies, more comforting arguments, more distractions until the unearthly flashes of
burning light from hydrogen bombs drive the truth home horribly, conclusively, and
irreversibly.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is September 25, 1976, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 16.
Last month I recorded monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 15 much earlier than normal, on
August 2, because of its extreme urgency. In that tape I revealed the locations of
multiple warhead missiles and hydrogen bombs which had been planted by the Soviet
Union in the coastal waters of 25 countries around the world -- especially the United
States, Canada, the British Isles, and Western Europe. We were on the threshold of a
world-wide Pearl Harbor-type surprise nuclear attack, and yet no one in the federal
government had taken any official action whatsoever to respond to my warnings
about this terrible war threat. It was obvious that nothing would be done in time
unless public opinion forced it to be done, and so I appealed to YOU.
I told you the truth about our desperate situation, and I asked you to bring about the
rescue of our beloved country by applying the kind of pressure on the Government
that only aroused, informed citizens can bring to bear. Your overwhelming response
was a major shock to the United States Government; and as a direct result of your
efforts, action has been and is being taken. Thanks to you, the missiles and bombs in
American waters which I revealed in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 15 have been
removed by the United States Navy. Likewise, those around the British Isles and a
number of other locations world-wide have also been removed; but the grim fact is,
my friends, that we are still in very grave danger because the Soviet Union is not
giving up. That means you and I must not give up either.
The Soviet Navy is now struggling and maneuvering around the clock trying to reestablish a commanding, strategic position for attack, because an imminent nuclear
attack on our country is still planned by the Soviets. If this attack is to be prevented,
two things must be done:
First, they must be prevented from achieving the decisive edge in battlefield position
which they are now trying very hard to accomplish at sea by means of submarines; and

Second, the fact that the Soviet Union is preparing to plunge the world into
thermonuclear war must be completely exposed, not only here in America but worldwide. As I pointed out last month, in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 15, the audacious
world-wide naval surprise attack which is almost ready to be triggered makes the
Soviet Union the all-out enemy of every other nation on earth. Once this becomes
known, Russia's military posture will be very awkward indeed.
In order to bring you up to date on the events of recent weeks, my three topics today
are:
Topic #1 -- The August Missile Crisis of 1976
Topic #2 -- The United States Intelligence Gap And A New Round Of Soviet
Underwater Missiles
Topic #3 -- The Undeclared Submarine War Now Underway

Topic #1 -- The August Missile Crisis of 1976
An increasing number of public figures in our country know about the Soviet
underwater missiles ringing our country, but so far only one has come close to
warning you about it.
At the Republican National Convention on August 19, 1976, Ronald Reagan was
invited to the speakers platform to say a few words following the nomination
acceptance speech by President Ford. After some opening words of a personal nature
and brief comments about the Party Platform he had helped to forge, he turned to
what was really on his mind. He began, and I quote:
"If I could just take a moment, I had an assignment the other day. Someone asked me
to write a letter for a time capsule that is going to be opened in Los Angeles a hundred
years from now on our Tricentennial. It sounded like an easy assignment. They
suggested I write something about the problems and issues of the day, and I set out to
do so riding down the coast in an automobile looking at the blue Pacific on one side
and the mountains on the other; and I couldn't help but wonder if it was going to be as
beautiful a hundred years from now as it was on that summer day".
With a few words about various challenges we face, he then continued, quote:
"We live in a world in which the great powers have poised and aimed at each other
horrible missiles of destruction -- nuclear weapons that can in a matter of minutes
arrive in each other's country and destroy virtually the civilized world we live in. And

suddenly it dawned on me: Those who would read this letter a hundred years from
now will know whether those missiles were fired. They will know whether we met
our challenge. Whether they have the freedom that we have known up to now will
depend upon what we do here. Will they look back with appreciation and say, 'Thank
God for those people in 1976 who headed off that loss of freedom, who kept us, now a
hundred years later, free; who kept our world from nuclear destruction'? And if we
failed, they probably won't get to read the letter at all because it spoke of individual
freedom, and they won't be allowed to talk of that or read of it. This is our challenge".
It is no coincidence that nuclear missiles came to Ronald Reagan's mind as he looked
at the waters off the California coast. We had been in telephone contact with one
another since August 11, and he knew all about the Soviet underwater missiles when
he said those words of warning I just quoted. But most of his audience never realized
what he was driving at, thanks to the total absence of any other clues about the Soviet
threat from the Government or the major media. So the fate of our beloved nation, and
therefore of the whole world, rested during the month of August 1976 in the hands of
those who heard my charges and acted on them.
Here is what happened: During August the United States Government came under
steadily mounting pressure from people like yourself all over the world who sent
copies of my tapes, relayed my charges, and demanded action. The first sign that this
was beginning to take effect came on August 14, 1976. On that date I learned that a
secret code name had been assigned to the Soviet Underwater Missile program.
However, action to remove the missiles still had not been approved, and was not going
to be approved unless such action was forced by public opinion. Meanwhile the first
concrete action in the August Missile Crisis of 1976 was taken--not by the United
States, but by Canada.
On August 17, 1976 the Canadian Navy had found the Crescent Beach missile near
Vancouver, B.C., but lacked the capability to retrieve it. Prime Minister Trudeau,
receiving no cooperation from the United States Government at that time, called
Soviet Charge d'Affaires Nikolai Makarov in Ottawa and demanded that the Soviet
Union itself come and remove the missile. And remove it they did. On August 25 the
Vancouver area was visited by three Soviet ships -- two destroyers, the Sposobny and
the Gnevny; and a tanker called the Ilim. Rear Admiral Vladimir Varganov arrived
aboard one of the ships, using this 'good will' visit as a cover. By the following
afternoon, Canadian divers confirmed that the missile was gone.
Meanwhile Great Britain had also begun taking serious action in order to rid herself of
the 12 underwater missiles and bombs ringing the British Isles. On August 18, 1976,
Prime Minister Callaghan called a special Cabinet meeting at 11:00 A.M. London time.
Present were the First Lord of the Admiralty, the First Sea Lord of the Admiralty, and
several Fleet Commanders. The purpose of the meeting was to listen to my monthly

AUDIO LETTERS N° 14 and 15 which had gone to England by diplomatic pouch. They
already knew that my information was accurate because of the Soviet missile
discovered the previous day in the waters near Vancouver, so the Royal Navy wasted
no time in taking action. By August 27, 1976, all but one of the missiles had been
removed; and that one, too, was retrieved shortly thereafter.
By late August the United States was at last taking action too, prodded into it by stillbuilding public pressure. For once President Gerald Ford acted on his own, over-ruled
Rockefeller agent Henry Kissinger and gave the go-ahead for the Soviet bombs and
missiles surrounding the United States to be removed.
Having been unleashed at last, the United States Navy worked fast, acting on the
information in my monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 15. By the evening of August 26, 1976,
seven of the Soviet weapons in our waters -- six missiles and one hydrogen bomb -had been removed; and by August 31, 1976, the waters along the American coastline
had all been cleared. At this point the threat to the United States that I had spelled
out last month had been eliminated at last, using the very information I had made
public. But the Government in general, and the Military in particular, were still under
heavy public pressure; and under the assumption that the Soviet threat was now over
and done with, they chose a technique which has become standard practice in
Washington today. It's called "plausible denial" -- a particular type of bureaucratic
double talk. The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the United States Navy had just completed
an operation to remove the missiles around our country, a job potentially so hazardous
as to defy imagination. In short, they had done their duty; and the Navy especially
deserves our thanks for accomplishing their task without anyone being hurt.
They should be acclaimed as heroes, and our whole nation should be rallying behind
them with justified pride. But, my friends, in the nightmare world of step-by-step
surrender to the Soviets called "Detente", it doesn't work that way. Even our Military
leaders are so thoroughly hemmed in by the "One-World" web that the only way that
they can do their duty in the face of such a Soviet threat is to hide the fact that they
are doing it.
And so, as soon as the missile removal operation had been completed around our
shores, "plausible denials" of my charges began being issued by the United States
Military. This began on August 31, 1976, when Vice Admiral B. R. Inman, Acting
Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, answered an inquiry sent to the Secretary
of Defense Rumsfeld weeks before by Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. of Virginia. Admiral
Inman's letter gives a number of arguments as to why any prudent government,
including the U.S.S.R., would presumably refrain from planting such missiles and
bombs in our waters. But the real crux of his plausible denial letter is the following
sentence, quote:

"There is currently no evidence indicating the Soviets have placed underwater nuclear
devices, including missiles with multiple warheads, within the territorial waters of
the United States".
Technically, Admiral Inman was telling the truth, because as of August 31, 1976, when
he wrote this letter, all of the evidence -- the missiles and bombs -- had been removed
from our waters; but the impact of his letter, if read casually, would seem to be that
my charges never had been true!
By the same token, General George S. Brown, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
wrote me the following day on September 1, 1976. His letter has been photocopied and
sent all over the world by the Pentagon. I will now read it in its entirety:
"Dear Dr. Beter:
Your recent tape report alleging that Soviet nuclear warheads and hydrogen bombs
have been planted in the coastal waters of the United States has been brought to my
attention. I have investigated these assertions and find not a shred of truth to any of
your statements in this regard. Let me assure you of this country's capability to detect
any such aggressive actions by the Soviet Union or any other world power.
We stand ready to evaluate and comment in advance on any such information you
may acquire in the future which impinges upon the vital issue of our national security.
Sincerely,
George S. Brown, General, U. S .A. F."

The seeming impact of General Brown's letter, read casually, is that my whole story
about the missiles was a fake. But the real key, once again, is the word "find" (present
tense). Furthermore, in the last sentence, General Brown actually signaled me that the
door would be open if I acquired more such information; and by the time his letter
reached me, I had more such information because as I said before, the Soviet Union is
not giving up.

Topic #2 -- The United States Intelligence Gap And A New Round Of Soviet Underwater Missiles
On the afternoon of September 7, 1976, I received General Brown's letter of September
1, which I just read you. Ironically, I also learned on the same day, September 7, that
"round two" of the Soviet Underwater Missile Crisis was just beginning. Three
underwater missiles were now threatening Los Angeles, and San Diego was once again

targeted by an underwater missile close by. Accordingly I answered General Brown's
letter as follows:
"Dear General Brown:
Today I received your letter of September 1. I fully understand the position you are
taking at this time; however other governments have not taken your position. They
know the truth, I know the truth, and so does President Ford; and the truth is that
during the month of August 1976 a surprise Soviet nuclear attack of world-wide
proportions has been partially averted.
Make no mistake, the huge build-up of Soviet nuclear missiles on land and in the sea
world-wide, continues to be a clear and present signal for an imminent surprise attack
of immense proportions. In 1962 we had a Soviet Missile Crisis in Cuba; in 1971 we had
the Soviet Missile Crisis in Canadian and United States territorial waters which was
kept from the American people; and now once again, in 1976, the world is
experiencing yet another Soviet missile crisis. The world must know of the courage of
President Ford as Commander in Chief in moving aside unbelievable obstacles in
order to begin to meet the Soviet challenge last month.
In your letter you state that, quote:
'We stand ready to evaluate and comment in advance on any such information you
may acquire in the future which impinges upon the vital issue of our national
security'.
In view of this and the urgency of the situation, I respectfully request to meet with
you privately in your offices within the next ten (10) days. At that time I will present
evidence of the validity of all my charges, and under specific conditions I will advise
you of other strategic locations of Soviet nuclear missiles planted in our coastal waters
and elsewhere of which you may not be aware and which constitute a clear and
present danger to our national security.
Sincerely yours,
Peter Beter"

Shortly after my registered letter reached the Pentagon, Navy Captain Sidney V.
Wright, Jr. called on behalf of General Brown to arrange a meeting with the General.
We agreed on meeting in General Brown's offices at 3:00 P.M., Thursday September
16. An associate accompanied me to the meeting as a witness; and promptly at 3:00
P.M. the meeting began with General Brown and Captain Wright, who tape-recorded
the meeting with my consent. In spite of the public posture which he has so far had to

maintain, General Brown told me that he had overruled his staff in order to meet with
me; and although he couched many of his comments with considerable care, our
discussion lasted for well over an hour without interruptions, without telephone calls,
and without any cutoff because of time.
I gave General Brown a special tape for his ears only, revealing the locations of 48 new
missiles threatening the United States, and within two days the United States Navy
was already at work removing them. In addition, General Brown made three
commitments to me, and I made one to him.
To fulfill my own commitment, I sent the following registered letter to him on
September 17, 1976:

"Dear General Brown:
Thank you for affording me the opportunity to meet with you in your offices yesterday
for over an hour. During our conversation I mentioned that the Soviet nuclear device
which was removed from Seal Harbor, Maine, had been taken to a location near Otis
Air Force Base on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and that it was still there as of the time
of my meeting with you yesterday afternoon. You requested that I provide you with
details about its location.
The facts are that the Seal Harbor nuclear device was in the process of being retrieved
by the United States Navy late Saturday, 28 August 1976, and was on the beach at Seal
Harbor waiting transportation by the afternoon of 29 August. That evening it left Seal
Harbor by truck, which took it to an airport at Augusta, Maine. On the afternoon of
30 August the nuclear device was flown from Augusta, Maine, to Otis Air Force Base,
Cape Cod, where the airplane touched down at 17:13 EDT, 30 August 1976. From Otis
Air Force Base this nuclear device was transported to a remote location on the west
side of Buzzards Bay. For over two weeks the device stayed in that location, which is
between one and two miles east of the small town of Marion, Massachusetts, on a
small peninsula, the tip of which is known as Butler's Point. The coordinates are: 41°
42' 0" North, 70° 43' 30" West.
The Seal Harbor weapon remained there until about 22:00 EDT last night, 16
September 1976; but then less than six (6) hours after my meeting with you yesterday
afternoon, it left this location. As of today, this weapon is in a new location about 24
miles west of New London, Connecticut, with the approximate coordinates: 41° 19' 0"
North, 72° 31' 0" West.
If I had not known about this latest move, the result would have been an echo of your
letter to me of 1 September 1976, in which you state that you, quote 'find' no evidence

to support my charges. Your letter of 1st September 1976, of course, was written 43
days after I first made my charges and only hours after the Soviet missiles had all been
removed by the United States Navy.
Sincerely,
Peter Beter".

My friends, General Brown is laboring under the handicap of an Intelligence gap
created by none other than Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. Allied Intelligence
sources inform me that they have become gun-shy in sharing some of the information
they give me with the official Intelligence community of the United States because
invariably Kissinger betrays it immediately into the hands of the Soviet Union. Large
segments of the United States Intelligence establishment are so independent that they
do not consider themselves accountable even to the President. Instead they work
under the direction of Henry Kissinger, who owes his power to the four Rockefeller
Brothers and who also works in the interest of the Soviet Union.
Of course many of our Intelligence people are still patriotic and loyal to our country
and they are doing everything they possibly can to protect our nation. Through their
efforts the Joint Chiefs of Staff first learned about 90 days ago that missiles and bombs
had been planted in American waters by the Soviet Union; but due to the Intelligence
gap, they were unable to obtain complete information about them. Only when I
publicly revealed this information last month, did they obtain it; and even then had I
related to them privately instead of making it a public issue, Kissinger would still have
been able to block any action to remove them.
The signs of our growing Intelligence gap are all around us. A few years ago the
United States was believed to be far, far ahead in multiple warhead technology for
missiles; yet as far back as 1971, as I revealed in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 14, shortrange Soviet missiles with multiple nuclear warheads were found in our own waters.
A few years ago no real threat in naval aviation was anticipated from Russia, but two
months ago, July 1976, the first Soviet Aircraft Carrier Kiev entered the Mediterranean
through the Bosporus Straits boldly violating the 1936 Montreux Convention as it did
so; and instead of the stubby little aircraft the Pentagon had expected, the Kiev carries
sleek advanced aircraft comparable to the American F-4 Phantom with the additional
capability of vertical take-off! And the Soviets are building at least four more carriers
like the Kiev. It is now in the North Sea to bolster Soviet air power, which is a weak
spot in that area for them.

The military philosophy of detente as expressed to me by a very high military official
is, and I quote: "We watch what they're doing, and they watch what we're doing, and
that's good. It prevents miscalculations". But, my friends, this means we are in a
perpetual war game with all of our lives at stake; and because of the Intelligence gap
that now exists, a miscalculation cannot be prevented. Instead, it becomes inevitable;
and with it THERMONUCLEAR WAR.

Topic #3 -- The Undeclared Submarine War Now Underway
Yesterday, September 24, 1976, Secretary of the Navy, J. William Middendorf II,
delivered a very important briefing at the News Media luncheon of the American
Security Council held at the Army-Navy Club here in Washington. He spoke of
things that every American should be alerted about, but the major news media treated
it as a non-event. The Baltimore Sun and the Washington Star carried stories which
dealt with splinters from Secretary Middendorf's speech but missed the basic thrust
of his comments. The Washington Post and the New York Times and the rest of our
major media said nothing at all. Here at home another attempt to warn the American
people has so far been muffled and silenced!
But half a world away, Radio Australia did give Secretary Middendorf's speech the
attention it deserves -- and they did not miss the point. Here is what Radio Australia
had to say at 8:00 o'clock this morning EDT, quote:
"A warning that the growing strength of the Soviet Navy has created an emergency
situation for the United States has been sounded in Washington by the Secretary of
the Navy, Mr. William Middendorf. He also said that the emphasis being placed by
the Soviet Union on Civil Defense has another ominous trend.
Mr. Middendorf said the Soviet Union now has 345 submarines, many of them
nuclear-powered and armed with missiles capable of hitting every city in the United
States. In contrast, the United States has only 169 submarines. Mr. Middendorf said
that it is evidence by the Soviet Union that the 40,000-ton Kiev-class Aircraft
Carriers, with four more believed to be under construction, was another ominous
change for the near future.
Mr. Middendorf said that while the Soviet Union was producing submarines and
warships by leaps and bounds, the United States Navy had been almost cut in half to
474 ships over the past six years".
Is the Secretary of the Navy crying "Wolf"? I submit he is not, knowing what we
know. In International Law, mining the harbors of another country is an act of war.
The Soviet Union has already invaded our territorial waters, not merely with mines

but with hydrogen bombs and multiple-warhead nuclear missiles. By contrast, we
have placed no such weapons around the Soviet Union -- so the actions already taken
by the Soviets are acts of war and pure aggression.
As I say these words, an undeclared submarine war is going on between the Soviet
Union and the United States in the waters surrounding our country. So far it is still at
the stage of maneuvering for attack on the part of the Soviets, who now have nearly
half of their submarine force surrounding the United States. The challenge before us
now is to prevent this from escalating into all-out war, as planned by the Soviet
Union. To do this, we must all understand what we are up against.
As I explained several months ago in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 13, WAR DOES
NOT JUST HAPPEN! It is planned and triggered deliberately by those whose lust for
power is more important to them than the lives of their fellow men. Conspiracy and
double-cross are standard practice in such things. The threat of nuclear attack by the
Soviet Union that hangs over us right now is tied directly to a three-way power
struggle involving the Rockefellers on one side, the Soviet Union on the other, and in
the middle Henry Kissinger who serves both sides!
The four Rockefeller Brothers, of course, have been double-crossing and using the
American people for decades -- economically, politically, and in wars for their own
enrichment and expansion of power. These things I've revealed in my previous tapes,
but in particular they have been working hand in hand with the Soviet Union. Now,
the Soviet Union is double-crossing them, trying to use their immense military might,
which has been built up with Rockefeller aid, in order to seize complete world
domination in a flash.
For 20 years Henry Kissinger has been a key Rockefeller agent in the RockefellerSoviet alliance, and in recent years has been the exclusive -- I repeat, the exclusive-negotiator with the Soviets in many sensitive areas behind closed doors. But Kissinger
sees the handwriting on the wall. He knows Nelson Rockefeller is trying to push
President Gerald Ford aside to take over. Now if that happens, Rockefeller will be
within reach of the Dictatorship he has craved for so long, and Kissinger will have
outlived his usefulness to the Rockefeller Brothers, becoming instead a dangerous
liability because of what he knows.
Kissinger has now tilted towards the Soviet Union, whom he thinks will be the
winner in this struggle. Not only has he created the Intelligence gap I told you about
earlier, but he has also used his unique position to withhold certain critical
information even from the four Rockefeller Brothers! Not only did he negotiate the
agreements between the Rockefellers and the Soviets concerning the "NUCLEAR
SAFE ZONE" for the benefit of the Rockefeller Brothers in the planned war to come;
but it is he, Henry Kissinger, who also conspired with the Kremlin for the Soviet

double-cross that is now under way! The military threat we now face is tied very
closely to political maneuverings here in the United States. Nelson Rockefeller at this
late date still wants to get Ford out of the way as quickly as possible in the hope that
he can turn even this dangerous situation we now face to his own benefit.
The financial scandal against President Ford that Rockefeller has had ready to spring
for many months is now under way in the form of the investigation of Ford by the
Watergate Special Prosecutor's office. But the Soviet threat is real, the time is short;
and, therefore, as Nelson Rockefeller himself keeps saying, "Anything can happen".
Once he seizes the power of the presidency, Nelson Rockefeller will have the option of
declaring a "National Emergency" to help meet this missile threat, thereby activating
all of the dictatorial controls that are provided for in Executive Order 11921, which I
discussed in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 14. This is not affected by the bill signed by
President Ford on September 14, 1976, which has been falsely represented in some
quarters as eliminating the emergency powers of the president.
Meanwhile Soviet military forces are now being deployed in offensive positions. In
Europe over 4000 Soviet tanks have now been deployed along the borders next to
West Germany and Austria. Soviet naval and amphibious forces are ready for action in
the area of the Baltic and North Seas, but most ominous of all is the deployment of
Soviet submarines around the shores of the United States. In recent days, Soviet
submarines have been swarming into position at battle stations along our East, West,
and Gulf Coasts. As of today, September 25, 1976, there are at least 142 Soviet
submarines in position, lined up at precise intervals up and down the East and West
Coasts of the United States and concentrated especially in the Gulf of Mexico. The
number of Soviet submarines now in position around us is almost equal to the entire
submarine force of the United States -- which are scattered world-wide.
One major advantage the Soviet Union has in this situation is the ability of the Soviet
Naval Command to maintain continuous contact with any or all of its submarines.
This is a capability which the United States Navy has been trying to obtain for over a
decade by means of "PROJECT SEAFARER" which has been thwarted time and time
again. But the Soviet system of communication with its submarines is far more
advanced even than our Project Seafarer would be, and enables the Soviet submarine
force to operate in close coordination, reacting quickly to any changes in plans.
Most of the Soviet submarines now at battle stations around the United States are in
readiness for direct participation in warfare. However, certain subs are also still at
work planting underwater missiles along our shores. For this purpose, the Soviets
have a special type of missile-laying sub that is small, highly maneuverable, and able to
operate in shallow waters and relatively tight quarters. The missiles themselves are
also relatively small due to their short range and their use of satellite guidance. And

these special submarines are very difficult for our Undersea Sonar Detection Nets to
pick up because the hull is treated in such a way that it absorbs sonar signals instead
of reflecting them. By moving slowly, these submarines also avoid making sound that
might be picked up by passive sonar sensors. Thus they move in and out of our waters
at will, planting missiles and bombs wherever they choose. Thanks to the detailed
information handed over by Henry Kissinger, the Soviet Union has been able to turn
our undersea sonar nets into another Maginot line.
Since I recorded monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 15 last month, additional missiles and
bombs have been planted around the world in certain locations besides the United
States. In particular, the British Isles were ringed by 23 new underwater missiles as of
September 21, 1976. On that date, I relayed complete information to British
Intelligence so that the Royal Navy can once again take action to remove them.
Elsewhere around the world the situation has not changed drastically except in the
case of Latin America. As of last month, the Soviet Union still had not planted
underwater missiles in positions to threaten Latin America; but now they, too, are
targeted. Mexico has six missiles in its coastal waters. British Honduras, Honduras,
and Guatemala have one each, while three missiles now infest the waters off Costa
Rica.
The underwater missile which originally threatened the Panama Canal from the north
end has been removed by the United States Navy, but now the Soviet Union has
planted three new missiles to the south of the Canal in the Gulf of Panama.
One is at Latitude 7° 52' 20" North; Longitude 79° 35' 22'' West
The second Panama missile is at 18° 19' 24'' North; 78° 58' 12'' West and the third is at
7° 57' 17'' North; 78° 37' 54'' West.
One missile lies off the coast of Surinam, two missiles lie off Ecuador, and Peru is also
targeted by two missiles. Chile has three missiles in the waters nearby. Argentina and
Brazil are targeted by two missiles each.
Last month I mentioned that the nuclear missiles in Guyana which were formerly
located around the huge Atkinson Airfield near Georgetown had been moved south to
a new location. As of now, they have been moved again, slightly north and west to the
new position: 5° 29' 33'' North; 58° 55' 53'' West.
In addition, there is now a Missile Resupply Base for Soviet subs northwest of
Georgetown, Guyana, at 6° 56' 24'' North; 58° 25' 27'' West.
At present the Soviet submarines are also being resupplied with nuclear missiles at
stations in Cuba and Nicaragua where Castro has been working very quietly. In Cuba

there is a Nuclear Depot near the north coast northwest of Camaguey at: Latitude 22°
7' 37'' North; Longitude 78° 21' 32'' West.
Until recently, offensive missiles were also installed in undersea concrete silos along
the north and south coasts of Cuba, ready to fire at the southern United States and the
Panama Canal, but these have now been taken up.
In Nicaragua the Nuclear Depot is on the east coast at: Latitude 12-49-42 North;
Longitude 83-50-45 West.
These resupply depots are making it possible for the Soviet submarine fleet to give the
United States Navy a very difficult time.
On September 16 I gave General Brown a list of 48 new sites around the United States
where missiles and bombs have been planted during the first two weeks of September.
Two days later the United States Navy was fast at work picking them up, and by now
has removed practically all of them; but we pick up one and the Soviets lay down
another.
Using their missile-laying submarines, the Soviets have planted seven more missiles in
new locations around the United States since my meeting with General Brown. As of
yesterday afternoon, the United States Navy had already found and removed two of
these new ones -- one northeast of Vero Beach, Florida; the other southeast of
Jacksonville, Florida.
As of today, four of the other five are still in place in the following locations:
Near Miami, Florida at: 25° 19' 0'' North; 80° 12' 50'' West
In the southwest end of Pamlico Sound, North Carolina, at: 35° 4' 20'' North; 76° 30'
20'' West.
In the northeast end of Pamlico Sound about 20 miles south of Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina at: 35° 40' 0'' North; 75° 38' 50'' West.
And near Valdez, Alaska, at: 60° 51' 50'' North; 147° 5' 0'' West.
The other new missile was planted Sunday night, September 20, 1976, near
Bloodsworth Island in Chesapeake Bay at: 38° 12' 25'' North; 76°11' 55'' West but is
now being removed.
The Bloodsworth Island missile is a special case, and I will have more to say about it in
a moment. Before I do that though, it is important to mention a diabolical new trick
the Soviet Union is now trying in an effort to confuse the United States Navy long
enough to replant enough missiles in our waters for an attack. Some sites which have
been cleared by the United States Navy are now being used to replant new

underwater missiles very close to the exact location used before. The Soviets
anticipate that when these locations are given to the United States Navy they will be
entered on the Master Plot in use by our Navy, and at that point it will of course be
noticed that the new report corresponds to a location where a missile has been
removed. The natural assumption would be, therefore, that such a new report was
simply a repetition of an earlier report and was now out-of-date. If this happens, the
new missile will be overlooked and will not be removed. Just to make sure, however,
the Soviet Union is placing the new missiles just far enough from the previous location
to prevent our Navy from discovering them by anything less than a complete new
search of the area.
As of approximately noon yesterday, I can confirm two new missiles which have been
newly planted at old locations this way.
One is near Gulfport, Mississippi, at Latitude 30-17-20 North Longitude 89-18-25
West.
The other is near Mobile, Alabama, at Latitude 30-38-40 North Longitude 87-59-0
West.
Both of these sites are almost identical to the ones which I gave to General Brown on
September 16 and which had been cleared by September 21.
A moment ago I mentioned a new underwater missile that was planted last Sunday
night, September 20, in Chesapeake Bay near Bloodsworth Island, which is about
midway between Baltimore, Maryland, and Norfolk, Virginia. The small missile-laying
submarine installed the Bloodsworth Island missile at 10:30 PM EDT, and then headed
back south toward Norfolk, Virginia. As of 10:00 AM the following morning, Monday
September 21, this small submarine with at least one more thermonuclear weapon on
board, was close to the mouth of Chesapeake Bay, but had stopped and was playing
possum on the bottom. Its location was about 10 miles northeast of Norfolk, Virginia,
at: Latitude 37-6-20 North Longitude 76-7-10 West.
Upon receiving this information, I immediately called General Brown's office and
relayed this information to Captain Sidney V. Wright, Jr.
Here was a chance for the United States Navy to catch one of the Soviet missile-laying
submarines red-handed. By the time you hear this, the Bloodsworth Island missile
planted last Sunday night by this submarine will be gone, thanks to the action now in
progress by the United States Navy; but as of now, the submarine is still there. This
Soviet missile-laying submarine will stay there complete with its cargo of mass
destruction until our Navy pulls it up and takes it away because, my friends, the small
Soviet submarine now resting on the bottom of the Chesapeake Bay has become a
tomb for its crew. Something went wrong with its power plant, and now the Soviet

crew is dead. The sub itself, still loaded with nuclear weapons, has now become a
gigantic mine in the waters near the biggest naval concentration in the United States,
and so it will remain unless and until it is removed by the United States Navy.
My friends, the threat of war from the Soviet Union has never before been as great nor
as imminent as it is now. But I remain firmly convinced that, even now, a shooting war
can still be prevented. Our fate remains in YOUR hands; but now I believe more than
ever that the American people, when told the truth, are equal to the task.
Congressmen and Senators write letters to President Ford or Henry Kissinger and get
no satisfactory response; but YOU, you opened the door for communication between
General George S. Brown, who heads our country's military establishment, and myself,
and I thank you from the very bottom of my heart.
Now I ask you to get behind General Brown in the same way. This is more important
than I can express because General Brown, handicapped by the Intelligence gap
created by Henry Kissinger, is confronted by many opposing forces within the federal
government who, unlike General Brown, are not loyal to the United States.
As soon as you finish listening to this tape, I ask you, PLEASE, to send a letter,
telegram, or Mailgram to General Brown expressing your support. It took great
courage from the standpoint of his own career for General Brown to see me at all, yet
he overruled his staff in insisting upon doing so. And under General Brown's
command, with the approval of President Ford as Commander in Chief, the United
States Navy has acted and has so far been able to fend off the intended surprise
nuclear attack by the Soviet Navy.
Send your letters and telegrams to:
General George S. Brown
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Washington, D.C. 20301.

Thank him for seeing me, thank him for taking action, and tell him you are behind
him. By doing this, my friends, YOU can help strengthen Gen. Brown's hand against
those who would rather see inaction or outright surrender to the Soviet Union.
Remember: YOUR VOICE COUNTS.
If God will grant us the time and the wisdom to do so, I believe the war which is now
so close can still be averted; but I would not be honest if I did not urge you to take
such precautions as you can for your own protection in the event war does come. The
Soviet Union has a massive Civil Defense program to enable it to survive nuclear war.
No such preparations have been made in the United States except for the so-called

"Federal Relocation Arc", a network of 96 virtually bomb-proof underground cities in
which many of the Government officials, who have betrayed us into war, will be able
to ride it out in safety and comfort. So the rest of us, who are considered expendable,
are left to fend for ourselves.
Almost two years ago, looking ahead to this situation, I recorded my first tape for
AUDIO BOOKS, INC., entitled: "HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF DURING THE
COMING DEPRESSION AND THE THIRD WORLD WAR." The exact timetable
and some other details have changed since then due to unexpected obstacles and
failures which the four Rockefeller Brothers have encountered, including now their
double-cross by the Soviet Union; but the measures I suggested then are still the ones
I would suggest now in order to protect yourself and your family. Highly informed
individuals who know from their own sources that my present warnings are correct,
are actively preparing their own bomb shelters right now just in case the worst should
happen. But as I said in conclusion to that first tape two years ago, what we could
accomplish to protect ourselves individually was one thing, and what we can
accomplish working together was quite another. Now, as then, that is where my real
hopes lie; and now, my friends, we are working together to save our beloved country.
If we will continue without losing heart, and if we will all show our overwhelming
support for General Brown, then I have the feeling that we're going to do it. It may
sound too good to be true -- but then, so did the concept of FREEDOM that became
the United States of America 200 years ago!
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is October 26, 1976, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 17.
Four months ago in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 13 I reported the presence of a Soviet
nuclear weapon at Seal Harbor, Maine, placed where it could destroy the summer
homes of David and Nelson Rockefeller. The rulers of the Soviet Union were
embarking on an all-out double-cross of their longtime allies, the four Rockefeller
Brothers; and for the past four months we have been in the grip of the "Soviet Missile
Crisis of 1976" -- a fact of which most Americans are still unaware. The month before
this crisis began, in May 1976, I had revealed the rapidly mounting fears of certain
Trustees of the key Rockefeller-controlled foundations that such a Soviet doublecross was imminent.
More than half a century ago a commitment was formed for the creation of a OneWorld collectivist government to be ruled by a mere handful of wealthy, immensely
powerful individuals. This drive, which long ago crystallized into the RockefellerSoviet alliance, had been aided and abetted by the Trustees of the Rockefellercontrolled group of foundations; but they have opened Pandora's box, unleashing
forces they can no longer control. Certain of the Trustees realized this even before the
actual Soviet double-cross began. But the Gang of Four, the four Rockefeller Brothers,
could not bring themselves to believe it until the Seal Harbor H-bomb was found by
the United States Navy.
Now they know beyond any doubt that a Soviet double-cross has been in progress
against them -- as well as against the rest of us. But still the Rockefeller Brothers have
not learned their lesson. They still think that they can get back to business as usual
with their Soviet allies in their joint program for world domination. And for the
moment, the Soviet Union is doing everything possible to encourage this false
impression strictly as a tactic. The Soviet Union was robbed of the element of surprise
by my disclosures in monthly AUDIO LETTERS N° 14 and 15, and they are trying to

lull the Rockefeller Brothers back to sleep so that they can be successfully disposed of
a little later on.
Beyond that, the Soviets did not expect to be caught in their program of planting
underwater missiles for a surprise attack; and because they were caught and their
missiles were removed during August and September, they are proceeding with extra
caution right now. And so for the moment the alliance between the four Rockefeller
Brothers and the Soviet Union is functioning, but it is now a false alliance. The Soviet
rulers are just biding their time, watching and preparing for another chance to
eliminate the Rockefellers and seize the whole world for themselves.
Meanwhile you and I are again under attack jointly by the Rockefellers and the Soviet
Union. In a vain attempt to save their own lives, the Brothers are bargaining away
millions of ours. At this moment the United States and Canada are once again
encircled by Soviet underwater missiles and prowling submarines; but now, since
Friday, October 1, 1976, the missiles are no longer being removed!
Here are my topics for today:
Topic #1 -- Red Friday And The Campaign To Destroy General George S. Brown
Topic #2 -- The Swine Flu Cover-Up For Chemical Warfare Now Underway
Topic #3 -- The Phantom Election OF 1976.

Topic #1 -- Red Friday And The Campaign To Destroy General George S. Brown
Last month in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 16 I reviewed for you the events that had
taken place in the Soviet Underwater Missile Crisis since recording AUDIO LETTER
N° 15 in early August. As I pointed out, Air Force General George S. Brown, Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, had so far played a crucial role in preventing a Soviet
surprise attack on the United States, thanks to the actions taken by American Armed
Forces under his command. In August he had obtained the go-ahead from President
Ford, as Commander in Chief, to seek out and remove the Soviet underwater missiles
in our coastal waters. A remarkable achievement, because Ford had to overrule
Rockefeller agent Henry Kissinger in giving this order!
Using the navigational coordinates I revealed in my August tape, the United States
Navy was able to remove all the Soviet missiles in our territorial waters during the
latter part of August. On September 1, 1976, with the threat presumed to be over,

General Brown wrote me a letter, which was widely publicized, seemingly dismissing
my charges, but actually opening the door for communication between us.
On September 7 I had information about a new round of missiles that were being
planted by the Soviets. I wrote General Brown to request a meeting, and on September
16, 1976, I met with him at the Pentagon in his office for well over an hour. During that
meeting I gave him the navigational coordinates for 48 new Soviet missiles threatening
the United States and Canada from locations in our territorial waters -- and again he
ordered prompt action by the United States Navy to start removing them. But as I
warned last month, the Soviet Union is not giving up; and on top of that, General
Brown confronts terrible opposition WITHIN the federal government! So I asked you
to express your support for General Brown to strengthen his hand for our country's
benefit.
Now you can begin to see why. On October 17, 1976, selected excerpts from an
interview with General Brown were leaked to the press a week prior to publication.
These comments, taken out of context, made it appear that General Brown was
disparaging certain of our allies; and instantly General Brown was at the center of a
storm of controversy. General Brown is being criticized now for remarks in a sixmonth-old interview which was rejected for publication then, yet has magically
surfaced now! Certain individuals have arranged for the story to be made public at this
time as an indirect means of attack that obscures the facts. The real reason for efforts
to get rid of him is his dedication to our country's defense.
What is happening now to General Brown is standard practice in Washington today.
The idea is to get something on someone, anything, that can be made to look bad by
the media, and put it in his dossier for future use. Thus a dark cloud is always handy
later on in case it is needed to blackmail, or destroy, or intimidate someone.
In General Brown's case, he was set up with this particular cloud by none other than
his boss, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, who was the CIA contact man in the
White House and is still a CIA operative now.
Last spring a political writer and cartoonist drew a cartoon of Rumsfeld, and
Rumsfeld called him to ask if he could have the original. The political writer agreed,
and it was also agreed between them that Rumsfeld would get Brown to give the
political writer an interview. The interview was not used at that time, six months ago.
Even when General Brown was questioned intensively by the Senate two months later
when his confirmation for a second two-year term as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff was being decided upon, the interview still did not emerge. But now, after
helping prevent thermonuclear war for over two months, by doing his duty Brown is
in hot water.

The Rockefeller Brothers are making a desperate effort to put things right back on
track with the Soviet Union, and they have decided that Brown must go as part of the
price of reinstating so-called detente. The controversy now surrounding Brown is
intended to build up until he resigns, is dismissed, or loses his influence and
credibility. This is totally unrelated to the election, contrary to appearances.
In this situation, it is more important than ever that you show your support for
General Brown. His enemies are trying to bring him down by means of a battle he
must fight with both hands tied behind his back. If he were to publicly reveal one
word about the Soviet missile crisis and his role in combatting it -- in other words, the
real reasons for his present troubles -- General Brown could be instantly dismissed,
court-martialed, and imprisoned! And speaking out, he would be rewarded with
personal disaster; and the major media, under the thumb of the gang of the Four
Brothers, would then pull out all the stops in a campaign to discredit whatever he said
so that no one would believe it. By the same token, if Senate Bill N° 1 promoted by
Attorney General Levi had passed earlier this year, I, too, could be imprisoned for
telling you the truth about the Soviet missiles aimed at you because, my friends, this
information is classified "Top Secret", not because the Government wants to keep
anything from the Soviets, they know all about their own offensive weapons planted
in our waters -- it is YOU that the Government wants to keep in the dark for their
own protection, not yours!
Even if you have already written to General Brown to express your support, I urge you
to do so again by letter, telegram, or Mailgram. My good friend Mr. Edward Durell, an
industrialist who lives in Berryville, Virginia, is urging his associates to write their
Congressmen showing their support for General Brown, and to send a copy of each
letter to:
General George S. Brown
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Grant Avenue, Fort Myer
Arlington, Virginia 22211.
I think this is an excellent suggestion, and I urge you to do the same. You may want to
write to both of your Senators too, and send copies to General Brown as well. Just
address your letter to:
Congressman (or Senator) so-and-so
House (or Senate) Office Building
Washington, D.C. ... The zip is:
20515 for the House Office Bldg.
20510 for the Senate Office Bldg.

The controversy over General Brown, my friends, is only the most visible part of a
terrible reversal in our country's fortunes that has occurred this month. The turning
point came on October 1, 1976, a "RED Friday" for the United States of America. That
was the day that President Gerald Ford caved in to pressure from the RockefellerSoviet-Kissinger team.
Two closely related events took place on October 1, 1976:
One was the appearance in the Washington Post of a story by Woodward and
Bernstein, no less, that the Watergate Special Prosecutor's investigation of President
Ford was (quote) "serious". The story, complete with big headlines, shook the Stock
Market where rumors circulated that Ford was about to step down. But, most
importantly, Ford himself was given a clear signal that swift political destruction
awaited him if he did not play ball with the Rockefellers. Originally, Nelson
Rockefeller had arranged for the Watergate-related investigation of Ford as a means
of forcing Ford from office and in putting himself in position as "Acting President"
under the 25th Amendment to the Constitution; but due to the Soviet Missile Crisis,
that scenario has been scrapped because the Watergate Prosecutor's investigation
was used instead to apply pressure for a different purpose.
That different purpose had to do with the second major event that took place on Red
Friday, October 1 -- the visit to the White House by Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko! It was reported that Gromyko's reception at the White House was the
coolest it had ever been since Ford became President -- and no wonder. When
Gromyko told reporters afterward that he and Ford, quote: "spoke of the most
cardinal issues" he was deadly serious. He was referring not to SALT talks or the
Middle East but to the threat of war between the Soviet Union and the United States.
When I recorded monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 16 last month on September 25, the
second round of Soviet underwater missiles, whose locations I had given to General
Brown during our meeting on September 16, had practically all been removed by our
Navy. But the Soviets were already beginning to plant a third round of these missiles,
using the missile-laying mini-subs I described last month, which are specially
designed to elude detection by our coastal sonar defenses.
As of September 25, one of these Soviet mini-subs was resting on the bottom of
Chesapeake Bay near Norfolk, Virginia. A mishap had killed the crew, so the mini-sub
was resting there like a giant nuclear mine in American waters waiting for the Navy to
recover it. Meanwhile over 142 Soviet submarines were deployed in attack positions
along the East, West, and Gulf coasts of the United States. During those last few days
of September there were growing indications that the Soviet missile crisis might
actually break out into the open for all to see, just as it must do if the Soviet plans for
nuclear attack world-wide are to be stopped.

For example, a speech which I mentioned last month delivered on September 24 by
Navy Secretary William Middendorf used the word "emergency" three times to
describe our present naval plight, and concluded his speech in the words, and I quote:
"Our concern today is the future. The ominous words of Admiral Gorshkov and the
cold steel of his ships tell us that we are in an emergency situation right now.
Something must be done. The threat is real, and the choice is ours. We must make the
right decisions now while we have these few precious moments of freedom left, or be
willing to suffer the consequences".
Then on September 27, 1976, the Norfolk, Virginia Ledger-Star newspaper published
an article by reporters Garland Bradshaw and Jack Kestner who had flown to
Washington on September 23 to interview me about my charges of Soviet underwater
missiles. The article did exactly what honest journalism is supposed to do. It exposed
the readers of the Ledger-Star to the fact that I have charged the Soviet Union with
planting offensive nuclear weapons in our territorial waters, and did so in a fair,
objective way. They did not try to convince their readers either to believe or disbelieve
my charges, but included background information on both sides as available from
their own sources. The important thing is that the Ledger-Star reported fairly about
my charges to a readership that can be considered an expert audience about such
things, since the Norfolk area is the biggest naval concentration in the United States.
Yes, things were beginning to break into the open -- but then came Red Friday
October 1. President Ford and White House aide William Hyland met with Gromyko,
Henry Kissinger, and Kissinger's State Department Counselor, Helmut Sonnenfeldt.
Gromyko demanded that the Soviet Union be permitted to sneak into Chesapeake Bay
to recover their dead missile-laying mini-sub near Norfolk. In return for that,
Gromyko said the Soviet submarines deployed at battle stations along our coasts
would disperse. Kissinger and Sonnenfeldt counseled Ford to agree to this offer by
Gromyko as a reasonable and sound compromise. As always, Ford was confronted
with the standard Kissinger option: "Do you want peace? Or war?" And on top of that,
Ford knew that the Watergate-related political time bomb was all set to go off if he
resisted, and so he caved in and agreed. Blackmail and threats won the day for the
Soviet Union!
The same day, Henry Kissinger pressed his advantage and also induced Ford to issue a
secret Presidential Order to the Military from that day onward to flatly deny all my
charges when asked about them. In other words, they are now under presidential
orders to lie in order to keep the truth about the Soviet missiles from the public. This
blackout on the Soviet missile story is not for the purpose of avoiding a confrontation
with the Soviets, because that has already occurred; and it is not for the purpose of
buying time while we get into a better military posture. Since Red Friday, October 1,

the third round of Soviet missiles, which have been newly planted around our country,
are still there! The blackout, my friends, is only to keep YOU in the dark.
This situation here stands out even more boldly when compared with the behavior of
some of our allies who are now alerted to Soviet plans. Ironically October 1, 1976, the
day President Ford caved in to the Soviet Union, was the same day that the Irish Navy
successfully concluded a naval confrontation with the Soviets on the high seas. A huge
Soviet fishing trawler, so called, was caught operating illegally inside the Irish 12-mile
limit near Cork Harbor the previous day, and the Irish fishery protection vessel, L. E.
Grenay, went after the trawler to make an arrest. The trawler fled into international
waters, but the Irish vessel gave chase, brought the trawler to a halt by firing warning
shots across her bow, and sent a boarding party aboard. The Soviet Captain was
totally uncooperative, but the Irish sent reinforcements, and ultimately had more than
50 men aboard the Soviet ship. The Soviet trawler entered Cork Harbor under arrest
with the Irish boarding party still aboard and accompanied by two Irish naval vessels.
It was correctly reported by the Cork Examiner newspaper for Friday October 1, 1976,
that, quote:
"The confrontation was regarded as the biggest and potentially most dangerous that
the naval service has faced in its history of fishery protection".
The Irish were prepared to apply whatever force proved to be necessary to arrest the
intruding Soviet ship. And why? Because Cork Harbor itself is one of the locations
from which a Soviet underwater nuclear weapon was removed by the Royal Navy in
August, using information in my monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 15. The Irish now know
quite simply that no intruding Soviet ship is to be trusted.
But here in the United States the Soviet Navy was allowed to intrude into our waters
Monday night, October 4, under the RED FRIDAY AGREEMENT reached between
Ford and Gromyko in the White House. At approximately 10:00 PM local time the
Soviets retrieved the dead mini-sub from its position on the bottom of Chesapeake
Bay outside Norfolk, operating under cover of darkness. The missile-laying mini-sub
left the Norfolk area that night in Soviet hands -- and with it went what may have
been our only chance to learn the details of the technology of the mini-subs and their
sonar-defeating system so that we could begin defending ourselves against them. At
the same time we lost a golden opportunity to galvanize the whole world into
standing with us against an all-out common foe, the Soviet Union, by announcing the
capture of the mini-sub, displaying it on television, and revealing what the Soviets had
been doing with these subs.
If our country were run today by civilians of integrity, honor, and courage who were
trying to serve the people of the United States of America instead of trying to merge
our lives with that of the Soviet Union, such a thing could have been done. Swift

action could have been taken to do this after I first notified the Pentagon of the
presence of the mini-sub near Norfolk on Monday, September 20; but NO, that's not
the way it works today. All opportunities for the United States to act sensibly for the
good of its people must be suppressed, sabotaged, thrown away. Only in this way can
we be ground down to such a low level of life that the goal of the White House Merge
Directive can finally be achieved. That Directive, in existence for decades, is to the
effect that our lives are to be so altered that they can be comfortably merged with life
in the Soviet Union.
By the following day, the Soviet submarines at battle stations along our shores had
dispersed, as agreed; but within a few more days they were back again -- and they are
there now. They are not at this time deployed in the precise patterns that they were in
a month ago, which indicated readiness for an immediate attack, but they are present
in international waters just off our shores in great numbers. As of October 11, 1976, 164
Soviet submarines were on station in the waters near Canada and the United States,
including Hawaii; and the situation has not changed significantly since then.
Since Red Friday, October 1, I have been cut off from contact with General Brown, and
none of the Soviet underwater missiles in Canadian and American waters have been
removed since that day. As of now, 50 Soviet nuclear missiles and bombs are planted
in American territorial waters plus the three (3) missiles in the Gulf of Panama whose
coordinates I gave last month. In addition, seven (7) missiles are now planted in
Canadian waters, whose coordinates I have already given to Canadian Intelligence.
My friends, there will be no effort by the United States Navy to remove the nuclear
missiles in our waters unless it is forced by a new surge of public awareness and
demand for action, because Nelson Rockefeller's wife arrived in Moscow and on
October 12 delivered a personal letter from Nelson Rockefeller to the Kremlin. In this
hand-delivered letter Nelson Rockefeller made the following pledges to the Kremlin
on behalf of the "Gang of Four", quote:
"There will be no further harassment of your submarines, nor will your underwater
missiles and bombs be taken up. The credit squeeze by banking circles will be lifted.
You will not be required to sell gold. We will send gold for products delivered.
American know-how, grains, and food stuffs will continue to be provided. You must
reinstate the 'NUCLEAR SAFE ZONE' agreement".
The coordinates of all the Soviet weapons now in American territorial waters have
been transmitted to a number of reliable men in the United States Intelligence
Community, except for the newest missile, which was planted three days ago in
Delaware Bay at: 39° 39' 35" North 75° 32' 20" West.
Action will therefore be possible if the Military can once again be free to do its job.

At least Great Britain, which had 29 new Soviet nuclear weapons in her waters as of
October 11, 1976, is taking action once again to get rid of them. By October 22, four
days ago, the Royal Navy had removed all but 10 of them, and is still fast at work. As
for Latin America, all the missiles I revealed last month are still there with two
exceptions -- British Honduras and Guatemala were targeted by one missile each, but
these have now been removed.
Our controlled major media tell us nothing at all about the Soviet missile threat that is
ready to engulf us in thermonuclear war, but instead divert our attention to the case of
the Navy F-14 fighter that plunged off a carrier deck into the North Sea six weeks ago
on September 14, 1976. Great attention is being given to the F-14, and we are being fed
all sorts of lies that the Soviet MiG-25 Foxbat flown to Japan by a defecting pilot is
hopelessly inferior to the F-14. But the Soviet Navy hasn't even bothered to try to
retrieve the plane. They already know all about the F-14, and it doesn't worry them.
As for the Phoenix Missile which separated from the F-14 when it hit the water, the
Soviets know where it is too, but have not yet picked it up. The Phoenix Missile is
resting on an underwater plateau far to the south-southeast of the point where the F14 was found. The coordinates of the Phoenix Missile are: 61° 26' 6'' North, 1° 23' 16''
West.
And so, my friends, the great war game continues. Our Armed Services are allowed to
participate in NATO and other training exercises, but are forbidden by Rockefeller
hired hands from doing anything about the real life-and-death threat now lurking
within our own territorial waters. We are being made sitting ducks for attack; and, in
fact, we have already been attacked by the Soviet Navy because on October 3, two
days after Red Friday, the Soviet submarines along our East, West, and Gulf coast
performed an experiment in radioactive chemical warfare with all of us as the guinea
pigs.

Topic #2-- The Swine Flu Cover-Up For Chemical Warfare Now Underway
On October 5, 1976, just as the so-called "SWINE FLU" inoculation program was
getting under way, news reports suddenly told us that we were experiencing fallout
from an alleged Chinese atmospheric nuclear blast on September 26. Oddly enough,
the initial reports about this came from the East Coast, especially Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware, and Connecticut; but certain areas of the Pacific Northwest were
soon mentioned as being affected too. We were told that radioactive iodine-131 was
showing up in milk at various locations; but we were also assured, as we invariably
are whenever any radioactive hazard appears, that there was really no danger.

In the days that followed we continued to hear about the supposed Chinese fallout,
but other things probably seemed even more worrisome. For example, elderly people
began dying of heart attacks shortly after taking swine flu shots, causing widespread
alarm at first. But the Government quickly assured us that their deaths didn't really
matter at all, that they would have died anyway; and the swine flu inoculation
program went right back into high gear.
And then there were the strange outbreaks of an unknown "mystery illness" at
electronics plants in western Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Oregon. The employees, most of
them women, experienced headaches, nausea, stomach pains, difficulty in breathing, a
feeling of being intoxicated in some cases, and even fainting spells. This time the
swine flu vaccine could not be the culprit because the victims had not received it.
Instead, some were worried that the swine flu itself had struck. Others remembered,
with a shiver, the equally mysterious "Legionnaires Disease" that had sickened nearly
200 people in Philadelphia and killed more than two dozen of them two months
earlier.
My friends, there is actually no mystery at all behind these developments and more
like them that you can expect to see. All of these cases I have mentioned are man-made
and deliberate, but those who are responsible for them are neither telling you about
them nor leaving clues that will be found in normal medical investigations of these
episodes. We in the United States are now under attack in a campaign of
experimental testing of chemical warfare weapons so that they can be employed later
on with precision and devastating effect against us in full scale war -- that is, if we let
it happen.
For years all the major countries of the world have been in a continuing race against
time to discover ever more sophisticated forms of bacterial and chemical weapons,
some of them amounting to doomsday weapons capable of destroying all life on this
planet. Only mad men would even consider using such weapons, but only mad men
deliberately cause wars for their own greedy purposes, too -- and war is very near at
hand right now.
A few years ago a nerve gas called sarin was perfected in a facility in Colorado. A tiny
amount escaped, and two shepherds and their 7000 sheep were killed. In response to
the public outcry that resulted, a statement was issued that the Chemical Warfare
Service had destroyed the sarin gas and was no longer doing such research -- but that
was a lie. Experimentation still continues today on all kinds of such poisons, and at a
furious pace.
As of right now, many hideous lethal ailments can be inflicted on whole populations
as operational weapons. These include black plague, smallpox, meningitis, dysentery,
gangrene, yellow fever, tetanus, botulism, typhus, hepatitis, Bang's disease, and Q

fever. Thirty grams of Q fever is sufficient to infect over 150-million people, and it is
considered especially convenient since any individuals who are to be saved in such an
attack can first be immunized against it! Such selective immunization could easily be
done, for example, under the cover of a mass inoculation program like the swine flu
program.
Q fever, though, is mild by comparison to a nuclear gas called AP-7 which is being
manufactured in Uruguay and Argentina by American and European subsidiaries of
Rockefeller-controlled conglomerate corporations. Two thimblefuls properly
distributed could kill 180-million people; and one pound, all life on the face of the
earth. Unless and until these hideous weapons are unleashed on the earth, they remain
in a condition in which they can be destroyed and neutralized; and it is essential that
they be destroyed instead of just being handed around from one agency to another, as
Senator Frank Church permitted last year in his shellfish toxin shell game. But other
types of chemical and biological weapons are also of great interest to weapons
researchers which can be used in more selective ways or to produce lower-order
effects than the poisons I have just described.
The Soviet KGB, which works hand in hand with the Rockefeller-controlled CIA, now
has access to whole families of such chemical weapons which can be adjusted in exact
dosage and formula to produce a variety of effects on victims. These were and are
intended for use as part of the program to eliminate effective opposition by the people
of the United States to the planned Rockefeller dictatorship here in America and our
conversion into the most valuable of all slave nations for the Soviet Union.
Before these new weapons can be used with confidence though, they must be tested,
and that testing is going on now. As a cover for the periodic episodes of strange
illnesses that will occur here and there around the United States while this testing is
going on, the trumped-up swine flu threat was developed.
On March 24, 1976, President Ford announced his proposal for the unprecedented
nation-wide inoculation program supposedly to fend off the strange swine flu virus.
To this very day not a single case of swine flu has been confirmed anywhere in the
United States since President Ford's announcement.
Last February in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 9 I revealed that the Government had
panicked because of my disclosure that the Fort Knox Bullion Depository contained
leaking canisters of deadly plutonium superpoison, and in January 1976 dumped part
of the poison into underground streams beneath Fort Knox. Later when the swine flu
charade was announced, I was able to tell you of the Government's plan to use this
device to cover up the real cause when and if the poison from Fort Knox began
surfacing at various points in the southeastern United States and causing sickness and
death. But it wasn't until July of this year 1976 that I received information about the

rest of the swine flu story, and at that time the far more imminent threat of the Soviet
missile crisis involving a Soviet double-cross of the four Rockefeller Brothers had to
take precedence.
The reason that the Government concluded last January 1976 that they could get away
with dumping the plutonium poison from Fort Knox into underground streams,
which would surely carry the poison elsewhere, was that the swine flu campaign had
already been planned for another purpose. That purpose was to serve as a cover to
explain the effects that would be caused when chemical warfare experimentation
began, as planned, in July 1976 in our country. So when I revealed the presence of the
leaking plutonium superpoison in the Central Core Vault of the Fort Knox Bullion
Depository, they concluded that they could just dump some of it underground and
cover up that, too, with the swine flu swindle.
In late July 1976 the joint KGB-CIA chemical warfare experimentation program began
in Philadelphia at the American Legion Convention. A convenient test group was
assembled, and it was exploited. Data was desired for the effects of a formulation of
the new family of poisons on older men in particular, and the American Legion
Convention was chosen as the perfect target. Aerosol spray cans containing poisoned
room freshener were used to selectively saturate the atmosphere of the Legionnaires.
Afterwards the special spray cans were taken from the hotel, leaving the city by
airplane from a small airport on the northwest side of Philadelphia. Two of the active
ingredients in the poison that produced the Legionnaires Disease were plutonium and
zirconium.
The next experiment occurred late in August 1976 about a month after the Legionnaire
episode, and had quite a different purpose; and so a different poison formula was used.
Plutonium was again an ingredient, as it is in the entire line of chemical warfare
agents now being tested; but this time the formula was designed for very rapid effect
with the victims receiving a massive dose. On a day late in August two Air Force C-141
Starlifter transport aircraft that were preparing to leave McGuire Air Force Base in
New Jersey on flights over the Atlantic were sabotaged by the placement in their
cockpits of concealed canisters of poison gas, rigged so that the gas would be released
in flights without being detected. The two planes left McGuire at nearly the same
time, and crashed within hours of one another when approaching separate
destinations in Greenland and England. The very next day, with the wreckage of the
aircraft hardly cooled, a Pentagon spokesman said, quote:
"Sabotage does not appear to be a factor. It's not even being considered as a factor".
Officials also said there was no apparent connection between the crashes. Apparently
leaving the same Air Base at practically the same time and then crashing almost
simultaneously without warning is not supposed to suggest the possibility of

anything but coincidence. No doubt it is also coincidence that McGuire Air Force
Base, the origin of these two strange fatal flights, is right next door to Fort Dix where
the whole swine flu cover-up scare originated!
The successful experimental sabotage of the two C-141s provided valuable data to the
Soviets, since it gave them some measure of the operational reliability of the formula
used for that purpose. Now, when they are ready to wage war, they have another
weapon tested and proven -- the placement of canisters of poison gas in the cockpits
of numerous Allied aircraft to make a shambles of our air power just when we need it
most.
Next came the mystery disease in the electronics factories. This time more data on
women was wanted, especially since the Legionnaires Disease did not kill many
women. The ideal target would be some assembly plants containing a high proportion
of female employees. To avoid too strong a public uproar, sublethal doses were used;
but again a key active ingredient was plutonium, and many of the classic symptoms of
radiation sickness were produced.
Finally in early October, this month, the first chemical warfare experiment was
performed against the entire population of the United States. On October 3, while the
huge fleet of Soviet submarines I told you about last month were still deployed at
precise intervals very close to our shores, the submarines released a very fine
dispersion of plutonium into the atmosphere along the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf
coasts of the United States. Unlike normal fallout produced by nuclear weapons, the
invisible clouds of plutonium from the Soviet submarines were released at relatively
low altitudes. The theory was that the plutonium clouds released in this way would
diffuse inward over land from all of our shorelines and ultimately settle mainly on
North America with very little of it reaching high enough altitudes to be swept around
the globe to the Soviet Union. But, my friends, this time they miscalculated and the
nation-wide plutonium cloud experiment backfired.
Here is what happened: The early progress of the plutonium cloud was just as
planned. The invisible clouds of plutonium diffused inward onto the East Coast and
onto the Gulf Coast, and along the West Coast moved inland much more rapidly due
to the assistance of prevailing westerly winds. By October 5 the expanding plutonium
cloud had penetrated a hundred miles or so inland from the East and Gulf coasts and
as far as the Rockies, where it entered from the Pacific Northwest. That was the day
that the cover story about Chinese nuclear fallout suddenly appeared, pinpointing
areas along the East coast and Pacific Northwest as being most heavily affected so far.
Thus in case the Soviet plutonium cloud turned out to have unexpectedly strong
effects, Red China had already been identified as the scapegoat. Over the next two
days, the plutonium cloud gradually grew together over the midwestern United
States, forming finally a continuous blanket over practically all of our land area. At the

same time, the plutonium cloud had also been expanding outward as well as inward
from our coastlines, and by October 8 large areas of Canada and Mexico were also
affected. Prevailing winds were also tending to move the expanding plutonium cloud
eastward out over the Atlantic; and at this point things began departing from Soviet
calculations.
In recent days there has been an extremely unusual shift in the position of the high
altitude jet stream to a position much further south than normal. The jet stream has a
lot to do with our weather; and in the case of the Soviet experimental plutonium
cloud, it did enough by causing the plutonium cloud released by the Soviet subs to
drift away from the United States sooner than expected and to settle all over the
Soviet Union itself -- definitely not according to plan. As of now, it has largely
dissipated and does not continue to be a threat. The main problem that is left is that
practically everyone in the United States plus much of Mexico, Canada, the British
Isles, and Europe have suffered some exposure to this plutonium, though fortunately
it was at a relatively low experimental level this time.
The best protective measure against radioactivity is, of course, to avoid it; and that is
exactly what Nelson Rockefeller did, forewarned about the plutonium cloud to be
released by the Soviet subs. When the plutonium drifted inward from our shores,
Nelson and Happy Rockefeller just happened to be elsewhere, in London. After all,
Nelson wants to stay as healthy as possible so that he can relish his planned elevation
to the position he has craved for decades -- President of the United States and of the
World.

Topic #3 -- The Phantom Election of 1976
Nelson Rockefeller keeps saying, "I'm relaxed. I haven't got a worry", and seems from
the generous media coverage he is now receiving to be almost a wistful, nostalgic
figure fading from the public scene before our own eyes. Meanwhile, he is made to
appear a refreshing point of interest against the background of a presidential
campaign that has turned off millions of voters. But what is not being reported in the
national press is the strenuous campaign Nelson Rockefeller is carrying on right now
all over the country, currying the favor of members of Congress. What is actually
going on now is that Nelson Rockefeller is down to his ninth and final scenario to
become President. Barring some unforeseen development, he is now counting on his
final backup plan to make him Chief Executive of the United States. All of his
previous scenarios have been disrupted, one after another, and this is his last hurrah;
and yet when he says "I'm relaxed", he means it because this time he is confident that
he has it "in the bag".

The Rockefeller-controlled major media have from the start turned the presidential
election 1976 into a media event, disfranchising the American electorate in the process.
Now the media are making both Carter and Ford look unappetizing to vast numbers
of voters, trying to insure both a low turn-out and a very close election. In addition,
the Rockefellers have a spoiler in the race, Eugene McCarthy, for the young voters.
Everything possible is being done to make sure that the outcome of the election on
November 2 is very close and that no one gets a mandate. The plan is to create doubt
as to the outcome, possibly even triggering demands for recounts. This situation will
be used to focus public attention on the electoral college.
As you know, when you vote on Election Day you don't vote directly for a presidential
candidate but for his elector; but unknown to the American people, certain key
electors have already been reached by Rockefeller agents. On December 13, 1976, the
electors will do their voting. The results will then be sent for safekeeping to the
president of the Senate, who just happens to be Nelson Rockefeller, and they will
remain in his possession for over three weeks until January 6, 1977. On that day, acting
in his official capacity, Rockefeller will open the envelopes containing the votes of the
electors, and the votes will be tallied; and if all goes according to Nelson Rockefeller's
plan, he will announce that no candidate has received the required 270 electoral votes
and therefore that no one has been elected. Therefore, under the Constitution,
Congress will then be required to select a President and Vice-President from among
the leading candidates in the election. But things not being normal, Congress may not
be able within the short space of two weeks to choose either a President or a VicePresident, so that as of noon, January 20, 1977, the United States of America will no
longer have either a President or a Vice-President.
This plan, my friends, is the real reason why the usual elaborate preparation of
inaugural facilities is not taking place this year. Instead, we are told folding chairs will
be used -- folding chairs for a folding election.
Nelson Rockefeller spent over 25-million dollars to get himself confirmed almost two
years ago as Vice-President, so he still has a residue of good will in Congress. In
addition, he is quietly courting Congressmen all over the country because he plans to
be the likely choice of Congress to become Acting President with an open-ended term
that carries no specific time limit. This will be according to Section 3 of the 20th
Amendment of the United States Constitution. Once in that position, Nelson
Rockefeller will begin consolidating his power with all possible speed. His goal: The
declaration of a "National Emergency" invoking Executive Order 11921 signed very
quietly by President Ford on June 11, 1976.
As I have explained in earlier tapes, our freedoms under the Constitution will be
suspended if this Executive Order is used, and Nelson Rockefeller may well be on his

way to making his dictatorship permanent. But should any candidate win by a
landslide on Election Day, Rockefeller's plan will be rendered unworkable.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is November 20, 1976, and this is my
monthly AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 18.
As I speak with you today, we are drawing ever closer to being swallowed up by the
evils unleashed two generations ago by a tight network of Foundation Trustees.
Operating under a false cloak of philanthropy, supposedly for the benefit of others,
they actually launched long-range programs designed to grab everything for
themselves.
Claiming to improve education in the cause of freedom, they actually began replacing
education with indoctrination in the cause of collectivism. And while painting
themselves as champions of peace, they have led the world into war after war on the
road to their version of "peace" -- that is, an all-powerful WORLD GOVERNMENT
with themselves in control.
Blinded by the insatiable greed for power, they could not see that they were opening
Pandora's box, setting forces in motion that would ultimately prove impossible to
control. Only recently, with disaster looming up fast, have the present-day successors
to those original Trustees begun awakening to this fact, too late to regain control.
Now only the truth spread far and wide can avert total catastrophe.
Two years ago the United States of America plunged over the brink of a devastating
economic collapse as the result of deliberate measures to create "stagflation", as I
described in my 1973 book THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR. But the
process was arrested part way down because other aspects of the Master Plan for
world domination were slipping behind schedule.
As I have related in detail in previous tapes, factors such as the still concealed Fort
Knox Gold and Plutonium Scandals, reverses in the Middle East, Indira Gandhi's
upset of the CIA in India, and other things have caused our Unseen Rulers enormous
difficulties for over 18 months. But time is running out, and it is do-or-die for those

who seek to enslave us. So now the United States has at last been pried loose from its
temporary economic foothold and we are falling slowly but helplessly like a dreamer
in a nightmare toward the dreaded economic depression far below.
Politically, the phantom election plan I revealed last month by which Nelson
Rockefeller still plans to become America's chief executive is proceeding so far exactly
as planned. Sixty-eight per cent of the voting precincts nation-wide had voting
machines on November 2, 1976, and where they jammed all across the country there
was no provision for paper ballots! Thousands of ballots were lost in certain areas, the
legality of thousands of others is being challenged, and re-counts are under way in
some places. The net result, exactly as planned, was an extremely close popular vote
and no landslide for anyone.
President Gerald Ford thought he had the election "in the bag", having been promised
by Nelson Rockefeller that he would carry New York State, but the pained expression
on Ford's face as his wife delivered his concession statement on November 3 was
nothing compared to the shock that awaits Jimmy Carter if the plan now under way
succeeds. Meanwhile, as the stage is being set for economic and political shocks in
America, we drift ever closer to war and a "Declaration of National Emergency" that
could spell the end of our freedoms, and the dangerous Intelligence gap created by
Henry Kissinger continues.
When I recorded monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 17 on October 26, last month, I
mentioned that the Soviet Union already knew where our lost Phoenix Missile was in
the North Sea but had not retrieved it. I had just learned of the missile's location and
revealed it in that tape. On October 27, the following day, as soon as the tape was
released, I also relayed it to Military Intelligence. That same day Navy spokesmen told
the press that they still had not located the Phoenix; but using the information I
relayed to them, the Navy found and retrieved the Phoenix Missile on October 31. The
United States Government would have you believe it is mere coincidence that they
suddenly found the Phoenix after I revealed its location, even though the Navy had
spent six weeks in a fruitless search prior to that!
There are also those who would have you believe that General George S. Brown, the
top military officer in the United States, met with me for more than an hour on
September 16, 1976 in his Pentagon office out of idle curiosity. And especially there are
many who want you to believe there will be no reason for the Soviet Union to do as I
have charged, planting underwater-launched nuclear missiles within our own
territorial waters; but nothing, my friends, could be further from the truth. What the
Soviet Union has done and is doing is completely logical and to be expected if we look
at it from their point of view. As Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, leader of the Conservative
Party in England, recently said, and I quote:

"The danger is our Western tendency to assume that other people will apply our own
standards and values. When considering international matters, the important thing is
not to look at other nations as if we were standing in their shoes but as if they were
standing in their shoes".
If you depend, as most Americans do, on the controlled major media for your
understanding of the world, you will never learn to think this way nor can you hope to
grasp the real issues that govern military survival; yet such understanding is essential
if we are to see how to correct our dangerous situation.
One organization which in my opinion does do an excellent job of clarifying matters of
defense and national security is the American Security Council located at Boston,
Virginia. Their zip is 22713. I recommend the Council as an excellent source of
information for every concerned American.
To help in understanding the threat we now face and how we got into such a position,
I will discuss the following three topics today:
Topic #1 -- The Mushrooming Debate Over Soviet Military Power
Topic #2 -- Why The Soviet Union Wants Nuclear War
Topic #3 -- How Governmental And Press Secrecy Are Destroying Our Chances For
Peace.

Topic #1 -- The Mushrooming Debate Over Soviet Military Power
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger has said over and over again for nearly a decade,
quote: "Detente, or nuclear holocaust; there is no third way".
With this in mind, public discussion of American-Soviet relations has focused for
years on the alleged happy fruits of détente -- the growing thaw between East and
West, etc. -- but lately there has been an ominous change. President Ford dropped the
word "detente" from his active vocabulary, and mounting of concern over the ragged
condition of NATO forces has been expressed increasingly by European and American
leaders.
Just last week two so-called prestigious groups burst upon the public scene to churn
up controversy over the issues of mounting Soviet military power. First, on November
11 came the "Committee for the Present Danger" urging presumed President-elect
Carter to increase military spending, instead of decreasing it as promised during the
election campaign. Then three days later a study group financed by the Rockefeller
Foundation proposed the opposite -- that we undertake joint military reductions with

the Soviet Union, perhaps initiating the process with selected unilateral reductions of
our own. And the warnings continue!
Just three days ago a representative of Boeing Aerospace Company testified before
Congress that in case of nuclear war, 98% of the Soviet population would survive
because of the elaborate Civil Defense precautions being taken there. By contrast, of
course, the United States has no Civil Defense program worthy of the name.
Obviously detente is fading from the official scene rapidly. According to the Kissinger
formula, that means nuclear holocaust is on its way. But where did he get that
formula?
The word "detente" is just another word for what was termed "peaceful coexistence" in
the early 60's, and the Kissinger formula first emerged in October 1959 in the form,
quote:
"Peaceful coexistence or nuclear holocaust -- there is no third way".
But the speaker then was not Henry Kissinger; it was Nikita Khrushchev.
The peaceful coexistence idea which later became so-called "detente" began 20 years
ago when Khrushchev announced a major new Soviet policy line -- namely, that war
with the West was not inevitable after all, contrary to the teachings of Lenin. Instead,
the nuclear age had made peaceful coexistence necessary. To most Westerners, this
sounded like "live and let live"; but to the Soviet Union it meant only the avoidance of
a war which could destroy the Soviet Union. It was all right to continue to break off
chunks of the free world by intrigue, subversion, and so-called "wars of national
liberation", such as those which have occurred in Vietnam, Angola, and elsewhere.
The Soviet Union concentrated on selling the idea of peaceful coexistence for five
years from 1956 to 1961, ably assisted by their allies here in the United States.
Then in 1961 a major new phase began as John F. Kennedy became president of the
United States. For decades the State Socialists, who run the Soviet Union, had been in
alliance with and supported by the Corporate Socialists whose control over the
United States was drawing ever more complete. Now at long last the time was ripe to
launch their well-orchestrated joint program that was to lead to complete dictatorial
control of the United States by the Corporate Socialists, Soviet conquest of vast areas
of the world, piecemeal, with Corporate Socialist assistance, and finally joint
domination of the entire world by the Rockefeller-Soviet alliance.
The basic idea of the program was for the strength and resolve of the United States to
be undermined and sapped while the Soviet Union would be enabled to forge ahead
into unprecedented world power. Communism would be made to appear to be the
wave of the future, while American morale and faith in our free system of government
would be steadily eroded. Finally according to plan, the United States would be in the

process of increasing encirclement and vulnerability, more and more countries
becoming Soviet satellites with the unseen help of American Corporate Socialists who
would share in the spoils. Economic disaster, military vulnerability, and the collapse
of our own self-confidence would, according to plan, open the door for dictatorship
here in America.
The single, most critical step in this long-range plan began to be taken in 1961 -- the
progressive shut-off of critical research and development programs for future military
technology. If research uncovers a basic new concept at a given point in time, it will
ordinarily be 5 to 15 years before it can be translated into a new operational
technology. In between there must be development, experimentation, evaluation, and
full-scale production programs. By the same token, if research and development are
cut off, at some point 5 to 15 years later you will not have the new technology available
that would otherwise have come into being.
Early justifications for the dwindling R&D program were based on fond new hopes
for disarmament in connection with the new Soviet stance in favor of peaceful
coexistence. Later, as the conflict in Vietnam grew into a major war, it became easier
to leave important R&D items out of the already swollen Defense budget.
Another key ingredient in the overall plan was to be the use of Cuban troops as
proxies in Soviet so-called "wars of national liberation" in Latin America and
elsewhere. The Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961, a few short months after Kennedy took
office, could have produced a serious setback for the Rockefeller-Soviet plans for
overthrow of numerous governments, so Kennedy's advisers carefully steered him
away from making the invasion a success.
Meanwhile the Soviet Union constructed long-range plans to take advantage of the
American disadvantage in military technology that was being arranged to occur in the
mid-1970's. While our R&D began to decline, theirs accelerated. By knowing exactly
what to expect, the Soviet Union was able to target its military development toward
achievement of a dominant position 15 years later; and that time has now arrived.
In 1962, however, a gamble by Nikita Khrushchev almost caused the whole plan to
come apart. For more than a year a prominent United States Senator, Kenneth
Keating, had been sounding warnings that offensive nuclear missiles were being
placed in Cuba by the Soviet Union; but his charges were denied by the
Administration, just as my charges about Soviet underwater missiles are being
plausibly denied now. But President Kennedy finally decided to look into it himself
personally, instead of accepting blind assurances that there was nothing to it from his
advisers. He found out that the charges were true and the Cuban Missile Crisis was
upon us.

The Cuban Missile Crisis led to the elimination from the scene of both Kennedy and
Khrushchev. First, as I revealed in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 3 for August 1975,
President Kennedy was murdered because he was becoming increasingly dangerous to
the Rockefeller-Soviet alliance. He had come into office lacking any real grasp of the
realities of international politics -- but he was learning, and learning fast. It was
clearly only a matter of time before he would get around to reversing the cutoff of our
critical R&D programs. Already he was initiating steps intended to turn off our
involvement in Vietnam. Khrushchev, for his part, took longer to oust since his power
had to be chipped away carefully by his enemies in the Kremlin; but finally he was
removed for jeopardizing the long-range plan of conquest with a dangerous gamble
that failed.
Looking ahead toward the increasing opportunities that would present themselves for
the Soviet Union to benefit at America's expense, the "Institute of the United States of
America" was founded early in the 1960's in Moscow. This Institute, whose purpose is
to study the vulnerabilities of the United States, was founded with the help of
financing from the Rockefeller Foundation.
Once the Oval Office was inhabited by Lyndon Johnson, the grand plan proceeded
onward without further difficulty! Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara played an
especially important role in several ways. The period during which he served, from
1961 to 1968, was one in which research and development carried out prior to the
R&D cutoff would potentially be continuing to bear fruit; but McNamara, doing the
bidding of those who had placed him in that position, succeeded in causing the
cancellation of important advanced weapons programs, decommissioning of many
Defense installations, physical scrapping of huge quantities of Defense materiel, and
costly concentration of effort on ill-fated programs, such as the F-111 multipurpose Air
Force Navy fighter. He also championed the impressive-sounding theory of warfare
called "Measured Response" which guaranteed the escalation of Vietnam into a major
war by preventing clear-cut, decisive wins in battle. As his reward for such 'valuable'
service, McNamara was made president of the World Bank. Can you imagine?
With the inauguration of President Richard M. Nixon of January 20, 1969, the
Kissinger era of foreign policy emerged in full bloom. Kissinger had been an influential
voice in Government since the early 60's, thanks to his association with Nelson
Rockefeller that began in 1955. Now he became one of the most important
Rockefeller-Soviet agents in the United States Government! Following the outlines of
the long-range plan, he became known as the architect of so-called detente, repeating
Khrushchev's old formula -- "peaceful coexistence or nuclear holocaust" -- almost
verbatim.
In 1972 detente entered a new phase. The SALT I Agreement was signed in Moscow
by President Nixon in May of that year. Meanwhile, the same year, the Soviet Union

launched the massive drive in Civil Defense that has lately started attracting attention.
The Soviet Union could see that the long awaited opportunity to pull ahead of the
United States was fast approaching. That same year, 1972, saw the expansion of socalled detente to Red China. Kissinger also played a central role in this development;
but far from promoting real peace, Kissinger was undoing a golden opportunity for
freedom for a quarter of the world's people -- and possibly peace for the entire world.
What I am about to tell you is top secret, and I am revealing it for the very first time.
Some years ago an international entrepreneur (whom I will call "Smith") was in the act
of selling a large European bank when he was approached by a Chinese on a business
venture involving a retired Chinese general (whom I will call "Lee"). Lee had known
both Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Tse-tung very well during earlier revolutionary days,
and was still closely associated with six regional military chieftains in Red China who
were all genuinely anti-Soviet in every way. Moreover, after the turmoil that took
place in Red China in 1957 and later, these Chinese military chieftains became
completely disenchanted and disgusted with Mao's program of using young hoodlums
to terrorize and murder all suspected opposition to his dictatorial and oppressive
programs. Mao's euphemistic term, cultural revolution, for these cutthroat methods of
bending the people to his will, did not impress them. They contacted Lee and queried
him as to the possibility of getting American support in case they should decide to
overthrow Mao and establish a republic using the customary parliamentary form of
government. Those who preferred the security of Socialism would be allowed to live in
communes, but the government would foster a free-market system for the country as a
whole.
General Lee arranged through the United States Department of State to send envoys
through the Bamboo Curtain to make the necessary arrangements; but someone in the
State Department leaked the information to Red Chinese officials, and all of the
envoys were quickly apprehended and put to death. Nevertheless General Lee
persisted. He asked Mr. Smith if he could arrange for broadcasting equipment to
inform all of Red China what was taking place, why the military deemed it necessary
to overturn Mao, and what form of government would be established. Smith agreed to
contact certain top officials in the United States Government close to the President,
however General Lee emphasized that he must circumvent Henry Kissinger and get
the ear of Mr. Nixon only, since Lee did not trust Kissinger nor anyone else in the
State Department. The contacts were made, but unfortunately a member of another
agency heard of the plan and briefed President Nixon about it in front of Kissinger.
Almost immediately arrangements were made for Kissinger to visit China to meet
secretly with Mao.
This meeting took place, and at the meeting Kissinger informed Mao that he would be
overthrown by a military coup unless Mao's regime chose to cooperate with those

who held the real power in the United States. To sweeten the deal for Mao, certain
secret agreements were made concerning the future course of American relationships
with the Republic of China on Taiwan. The outgrowth of the meeting was ping-pong
diplomacy -- the Nixon summit trip to Peking in February 1972, and so-called détente
between Red China and the United States. In return, Mao Tse-tung's ironhanded
dictatorship over Red China was rendered secure once again. Red China would thus
continue to be a controllable threat to the Soviet Union. With any real threat to the
Soviet Union from the direction of Red China taken care of, the Rockefeller-Soviet
plan continued.
Last year the Helsinki Accord gave the Soviet Union essentially what she had wanted
for 20 years -- a ratification of her conquests in Eastern Europe. By thus signaling to
the imprisoned countries behind the Iron Curtain that we consider them to be within
the Soviet sphere, we reduce any tendency they might have to revolt in case of war.
The Soviet western flank is thus made far more secure than before.
In the past several years, countries have been falling into the Soviet orbit at a
quickening pace with their domination shared secretly by their Corporate Socialist
allies here in America. At the same time, the declining military might of the United
States and the fast increasing threat from the Soviet Union has finally become too
obvious to hide any longer. This stage, too, was foreseen and planned.
All of the economic, political, and military factors are intended to lead to a
"Declaration of National Emergency" here in America, dictatorship, and war!
But, as it turned out, there is a terrible joker in the deck that has been dealt by the
Rockefeller empire in its hidden collaboration with the Soviet Union. The war to
come, NUCLEAR WAR ONE waged primarily on American soil, was supposed to be
neatly limited and controlled with a "Nuclear Safe Zone" set aside for the Soviet allies
here in America, as I revealed in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 12 last May; but the
Soviet Union has for months been maneuvering to carry out a double cross at this
critical stage in America's increasing vulnerability. They want to seize all the marbles
for themselves.

Topic #2 -- Why The Soviet Union Wants Nuclear War
For many years American strategic defense strategy has been based on a concept
called "Mutual Assured Destruction", or MAD. The idea here is that should either the
Soviet Union or the United States launch a nuclear attack on the other, the victim of
the attack would be able to destroy the attacker in return. In this concept,
furthermore, the targets are cities, not military targets such as enemy missile
installations. An ICBM attack under these conditions would have only one basic

purpose -- to kill tens of millions of innocent civilians. This is the so-called "balance of
terror" we often hear about.
In World War II, Hitler used V-1 buzz bombs and V-2 missiles in exactly this way
against the civilian population of England instead of against military targets, thinking
to terrorize England into submission. But as we all know, it didn't work. The British
learned to dig into bomb shelters, absorb the civilian deaths and damage, and
meanwhile redoubled their efforts at military installations to strike back at Hitler in
more important ways.
The MAD mutual terror defense strategy is nothing more than a nuclear age version of
the very technique that was proven to be useless over 30 years ago. We've all heard
countless times, quote: "The last thing the Soviet Union would ever want is a nuclear
exchange with the United States". This comforting statement tends to make one
accept the foolish MAD defense doctrine, if it is to be believed; but it is wrong. The
announcement by Nikita Khrushchev in 1956 that all-out war was not inevitable with
the West after all, appeared to be a renunciation of a basic Leninist principle, but it
was not. It was simply the beginning of an elaborate 20-year ploy to make us lower
our guard so that when the inevitable all-out conflict did come, the Soviet Union
would be in a position to win.
History is repeating itself. In the late 1930's many people made the mistake of
believing that Hitler did not actually want war but was willing to risk it in order to
obtain concessions, so the concessions were made with the idea that this would
prevent war. Only too late was it realized that Hitler was determined to have a war
one way or another.
In the past, the Soviet Union has been notably cautious when skirting the fringes of a
possible nuclear war, but that was while she was still at a disadvantage militarily.
Now for the first time the Soviets are emerging into a totally new situation in which
their military power is second to none. With the rapid collapse of free governments
now occurring around the globe, the over-all correlation of forces, as they call it, is
shifting rapidly in favor of the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union is now N° 1 in military
power, while the United States is N° 2 -- a situation that has never existed before.
The time is now ripe for the Soviets to press their advantage in an effort to seize
control of the world. The standing threat from Red China is often mentioned
hopefully as a major factor tending to offset any Soviet ideas of waging major war
against us; but this, too, is in error. The Soviet fear of Red China, far from acting as a
brake, is spurring them on. Right now Red China is leaning on the United States; but
should the United States be knocked out of action by a Soviet hammer blow before
China could take advantage of the situation, China would then be isolated. Red China
would then have no choice but to patch things up with the Soviet Union and

cooperate, at least on pragmatic matters. Of course with the United States defeated,
and the two Communist superpowers joining forces once again, the fate of the rest of
the world would no longer be in question. Thus, as I stated in monthly AUDIO
LETTER N° 15, if we fall, the world falls; and that is the basis of Soviet strategy.
Thus the Soviet Union does want nuclear war with the United States provided the
Soviet Union is prepared to survive with losses limited to acceptable levels, and
provided the United States can be destroyed as a military rival in the process. The
Soviet rulers emphatically do not think of nuclear war as something that could only
happen as the unwanted result of a confrontation, even though this is how we tend to
think of it. To them war, including nuclear war, is a tool of conquest to be used
whenever it is advantageous to do so.
People have asked the question: Why would the Soviet Union plant underwater
missiles in our waters when they already have ICBMs, missile-launching submarines,
and so forth? Even some officials who know about the Soviet missiles raise this
question in various forms as a smoke screen to create doubt. For once you understand
the basic Soviet viewpoint I have described, the reasons for the planting of
underwater missiles become far easier to grasp.
To begin with, the underwater missiles constitute a first-strike capability for the
Soviet Union -- that is, they are concentrated on military targets. Specifically, they are
intended to wipe out our naval bases, major ports, and a good fraction of our naval
fleet in one sudden, surprise blow without advance warning. This type of first strike is
quite different from those usually discussed, but would be extremely effective.
Consider the choice faced by an American president immediately after such a sudden
strike by the Soviet Union by means of its underwater missiles followed by a Soviet
ultimatum to surrender! True, the American naval forces at sea around the world at
the time of the attack would be unaffected and our missile subs could give the Soviet
Union an unpleasant pasting. Even our ICBMs might still be available to fire, but what
then?
First, the damage we could now inflict on the Soviet Union would be minimized by
the mammoth Civil Defense preparations that have been under way in the Soviet
Union for five years and more. If the president did choose to counterattack, several
million Soviet citizens would possibly die and a small portion of the military and
industrial facilities of the Soviet Union not underground would be destroyed. But the
vast majority of the Soviet population would survive our counterattack as would a
large part of their military-industrial complex. Now it would be their turn again.
The price we would pay for disobeying the Soviet ultimatum would be awesome. A
salvo of ICBMs, not the whole Soviet ICBM force, perhaps but a few hundred

nonetheless, would rain down on the United States, hitting both military targets and
big cities. Thanks to the well named MAD defense strategy we have followed, we have
no Civil Defense and the carnage would be beyond imagination, especially since Soviet
nuclear warheads are many times more powerful than ours.
As for our naval forces, attacks by Soviet antiship cruise missiles would rapidly take
their toll; and the inability of returning to port for fuel and more weapons would cause
our navy to wither away as a fighting force. It would only be a matter of time until our
vital sea lanes of commerce were totally destroyed. The process might continue
perhaps for some time, but the outcome would not be in doubt. The Soviet Union
would be able to outlast us and outblast us once the initial crucial strike against our
navy was made with the underwater missiles.
The secret of success of the Soviet plan is their use of a weapon system that would
enable the first strike against our navy to be a complete surprise with extremely
reliable results. The greatest possible surprise, of course, would have been achieved if
our navy had never even known the missiles were there off our shores until the
moment they were fired. That was the surprise element that my monthly AUDIO
LETTERS N° 14 and 15 were intended to remove last summer.
Another element of surprise has to do with the warning time if a missile is actually
launched. With ICBMs, satellite surveillance can provide a warning time of 20
minutes or so -- plenty of time to launch our own missiles in retaliation if the decision
is made to do so. Submarine-launched ballistic missiles may cut the warning time to a
few minutes. But in the case of the short-range underwater-launch missiles, there is
virtually no warning at all since they must travel only a short distance and the time of
flight is brief. By the time they are detected and our defenses alerted, they will be
exploding over their targets.
There is only one other kind of warning, which is probably the most important of all -advance warning of impending attack through Intelligence channels and through
reading the meaning of political tensions. Up to now, for example, NATO defense
planning has assumed that any attack on Western Europe by the Soviet Union would
be preceded by a warning of at least three weeks. And 35 years ago there were several
advance warnings before the attack on Pearl Harbor beginning a week or so ahead of
time, but at that time these warnings were deliberately blocked at high levels of the
United States Government because certain individuals wanted to insure that the
attack did occur! And now the chance of obtaining advance warning of impending
attack is once again reduced, thanks to the Intelligence gap created by Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger!
When the Soviet Union decides the time is ripe to attack, they do not intend to
telegraph their intentions in advance. In this regard, the underwater missiles lurking

along our shores can be invaluable to them. Their ICBMs have too long a warning time
and insufficient accuracy and reliability for the Soviet rulers to employ them with full
confidence in a world-wide naval Pearl Harbor attack, such as I described in monthly
AUDIO LETTER N° 15. And if they chose to use their missile-launching submarines
for that purpose closing in to short range to produce short flight times for their
missiles, they would risk alerting our navy that something was up because of the
peculiar deployment of their submarines.
On top of that, a world-wide surprise attack of the kind contemplated by the Soviets
depends for its success on a simultaneous strike everywhere. Not an easy thing to
achieve with missiles launched by numerous submarines all over the world; but the
underwater missiles are made to order for a surprise attack. They lurk unseen for days,
weeks, or months until they are needed; then when they are to be fired, the
preparations for the attack can be made without any outward sign at all, deep inside a
Command Post in the Soviet Union. To launch the attack itself, a signal need only be
flashed world-wide from the Command Post, while the observable activities of the
Soviet Union, military and otherwise, proceed in normal patterns giving no hint of the
impending attack!
When the surprise attack plan of the Soviet Union is known, the question is no
longer: Why would they plant those underwater missiles? The question becomes:
Why wouldn't they do it?
The Soviet Union is prepared to wage war with several times our own nuclear
firepower. At the same time, they are prepared to survive such a war as a viable society
with population losses of perhaps no more than 2%. That's around five-million lives,
and it is indeed very hard for you and me to imagine deliberately accepting such losses
for a political purpose. But remember, the Soviet bosses think their way, not our way;
and if they were to suffer losses that large, our own losses could be 50- to 100-million!
Provided they have the ability to disable the United States Navy at the outset with the
surprise attack they have planned, the Soviets believe they have little to lose and
everything to gain now by their standards in a nuclear war; and that is why the Soviet
Union wants nuclear war now.

Topic #3 -- How Governmental And Press Secrecy Are Destroying Our Chances For Peace.
Since early July 1976 short-wave radio communications world-wide have been
disrupted by what one ham radio operator describes as, quote: "A super-enormous
strong signal that sounds like a buzz saw". Not only hams have been affected but
maritime, aeronautical, and telecommunications channels have been rendered

practically useless in some cases. The signal is a rasping sound that pulses 10 times per
second, originating from Soviet transmitters.
The monitoring branch of the Federal Communications Commission has received a
flood of complaints and has written four complaints to Moscow about it, without any
reply whatsoever. According to Robert Kutz, chief of the FCC's International
Operations Division, this silence from the Soviet Union is very unusual, quote:
"Usually they have been very cooperative, unless there's something particularly unique
about this situation".
Indeed there is something unique about these Soviet radio signals, my friends. They
are transmissions between Moscow and Soviet submarines world-wide by means of
the Advanced Communications System I mentioned in a recent monthly AUDIO
LETTER. It is no accident that these signals first began early in July 1976. That was
the month when I first revealed the existence of underwater missiles in American and
Canadian territorial waters planted by the Soviets. It is also no accident that
transmissions like this were first heard in 1962 during the Cuban Missile Crisis.
The Government professes not to have any idea what these signals are all about, but
they know better. These signals are being used to maintain tight coordination of
Soviet naval activities, especially submarine movements, in preparation for war. But
one lie leads to another; and just as you are not being told about the Soviet underwater
missiles that threaten your life and your freedom, you are not being told the true
meaning of the Soviet buzz saw signals.
There are at least 13 transmitters broadcasting these powerful signals located mostly
in Soviet or Soviet-occupied territory. Transmitters are operating at Archangel,
Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev, Odessa, Gdansk, the Bosporus Straits, Rostov, Minsk,
Warsaw, Prague, East Berlin, and of all places Loch Ness in Scotland. The Loch Ness
transmitter is aboard a small submarine that entered the northeast end of Loch Ness
by means of the canal that connects Loch Ness to Moray Firth. If there wasn't one
before, there certainly is a Loch Ness monster now, compliments of the Soviet Union.
These Soviet transmissions make use of a technique known as "pulse modulation".
Each of the 10 pulses per second sounds like nothing more than a meaningless rasp to
the ear, but in fact each pulse contains a superimposed signal in code. The possible
codes are endless, and a computer is required both to create the coded pulses for
transmissions and to decode them where they are received. Therefore unless and until
Intelligence information becomes available on the details of the exact code, it is
practically impossible to intercept and understand the Soviet messages to their subs.
But matters even more blatant than the Soviet mysterious signals are being hidden
from you. For example: Do you know about the joint Soviet and Cuban naval and

aviation maneuvers that took place from September 15 to September 23, 1976, in the
Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico? These war games utilized not only the new Soviet
submarine base at Cienfuegos Harbor not far from the United States naval station at
Guantanamo Bay but also Marianao and Havana, right across from Florida! These war
exercises carried a clear threat for the Panama Canal, Puerto Rico, and our base at
Guantanamo Bay; and, in addition, ranged all along our Gulf coast as far west as
Galveston, Texas. Yet our so-called Defense Department said not one word about it,
and our sleeping press, following the non-existent lead of our controlled major media,
said nothing about it either.
Since "Red Friday", October 1, 1976, our Military from General George S. Brown on
down have been muzzled, ordered to flatly deny charges about Soviet missiles in our
waters, if pressed to comment on them. Meanwhile, top secret Civil Defense exercises
are now under way here in Washington, D.C. and other sensitive areas for top
Government officials only, while the rest of our people are left in the dark not only
without protection but without even any official warning that war could be
imminent!
But the last straw came in just the past several days, my friends. Last month I
reported that immediately after the "Red Friday" capitulation by President Ford to the
Soviet demands advanced by Andrei Gromyko, Soviet submarines along our east and
west coasts performed a chemical warfare experiment. Clouds of radioactive
plutonium were released into our atmosphere to drift inward and contaminate the
United States while the United States Government cooperated by claiming that we
were being plastered with radioactive fallout from a Chinese nuclear test 10 days
earlier. As I reported last month, we were spared major effects from that experimental
plutonium release due to weather conditions that did not behave as predicted by the
Soviets. But now they are poised to do it again!
On Wednesday November 17 a large Chinese atmospheric hydrogen bomb test was
announced, and immediately we were inundated with announcements that the
radioactive cloud would reach our west coast only three short days later -- today,
November 20, 1976. Last time they claimed that the Chinese cloud took 10 days to
cover the same distance, but that was because the Soviet subs were not ready at that
time to use the Chinese blast as a cover for their chemical attack against us. This time
they can hardly wait.
As of noon yesterday, November 19, 18 Soviet submarines were deployed at even
intervals along our west coast within about 35 miles of our shore line. They are not
missile launchers but are equipped specifically for the injection of plutonium into our
air today. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is telling us not to fear the
Chinese nuclear cloud alleged to be passing over our country, but is cooperating
completely with the Soviet Union in providing a totally false cover for the Soviet

radioactive plutonium attack on our country! In actual fact, the radioactivity created
by the Chinese test itself has not yet gone beyond Red China's own borders.
The media are reminding us how terrible Swine Flu might be, and we are also being
told of the disappointingly low number of eligible Americans who are taking the free
Government Swine Flu shots. We are told that Swine Flu, if it breaks out, could
spread like wildfire; and now certain persons in the United States Government are
cooperating with the Soviet Union in an attack on our nation by means of radioactive
plutonium, the effects of which can be mistaken for severe "flu" if intended dosages are
achieved.
My friends, the so-called mysterious signals from the Soviet Union stopped
temporarily on November 2, but then on November 10 they started up again because
Soviet war preparations were resuming. Since I talked with you last, 36 new missiles
have been planted in our waters in addition to those I referred to last month.
I have not given the locations of these to anyone, and for now I do not intend to do so.
Now let me tell you why. On one hand there are those factions within the shell of a
Government left here in Washington who are actively cooperating with the Soviet
Union. Some of these are outright Soviet agents; others are part of the Corporate
Socialist network that cooperates with the Soviets for mutual advantage at the
expense of the rest of us. Some in this second group still do not believe that a Soviet
double cross has been under way for months in the form of the underwater missiles in
our waters. On the other hand, there are many who are honestly trying to counter the
Soviet underwater missile threat acting within constraints imposed on them.
Prior to October 1, missiles were being removed as they were planted by the Soviet
Union, acting on information I was providing to General George S. Brown and to
Military Intelligence. In this capacity, I have been acting as an information channel to
go around the Intelligence gap created by Henry Kissinger.
But where is all this leading? What will happen if traitors in our midst continue to
cover up the truth about the Soviet underwater missiles, and if patriots in our
Government cannot summon the courage to tell the truth, regardless of the
consequences? What is going to happen if that situation continues, my friends, is
THERMONUCLEAR WAR and DICTATORSHIP here in America!
Even if the United States Navy were to continue removing Soviet missiles as they are
planted -- which they have been ordered NOT to do since October 1 -- this would not
prevent disaster. The Soviet Union is able to plant missiles far faster than we can
remove them. So the information I have been relaying is really being used now for just
one purpose -- to enable our leaders to keep abreast of the chances of attack, and to
minimize those chances until they are ready to run and hide in the 96 underground

cities of the "Federal Relocation Arc" to ride out the war -- then war can come,
scorching the land and consuming our people.
The top-secret information provided me by my sources, often at the risk of their own
lives, is not intended for the private use of cold-blooded traitors and spineless leaders
in the American Government. It is intended to bring about exposure of the truth as
the one and only thing that can prevent a war.
If war comes, it will be a devastating surprise to most Americans. The perverse
behavior of our public officials in misusing my information threatens to condemn
millions of us to a nuclear holocaust. Therefore it is only right that they condemn
themselves at the same time. Without the missile locations I am now withholding,
they, too, will be caught in the lightning surprise attack by the Soviet Union that
threatens to engulf the rest of us. Millions of our lives apparently mean nothing at all
to them compared to their service to the Soviet Union, and their jobs, and their
pensions. But now their lives are at stake along with the rest of us. Only if the truth
about the Soviet underwater missiles is exposed will I turn over the new information I
have on which not only our lives but theirs, too, now depend.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is December 18, 1976, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 19.
As our Bicentennial Year of 1976 draws to a close, the United States of America is in grave
danger. Our economy is ravaged by the twin plagues of high inflation and high
unemployment, a condition which I named STAGFLATION some years ago. Our Republic
is under attack in a far-advanced plan to bring our country under dictatorship. Our very
lives are under the threat of extinction in a surprise nuclear attack which would be the
beginning of NUCLEAR WAR ONE; and all of these terrible things have been brought
about deliberately by a handful of ruthless, powerful men here and abroad, bent on world
domination.
"But how can this be?", you ask. "How can so few people control the destinies of all the rest
of us?"
After all, it is easy to imagine how far our Secret Rulers and their henchmen would get if
they tried to take over even one city, much less all of America, with their own bare fists and
brute force. They would be stopped in their tracks in no time flat because everyone
understands that kind of threat and there are far more of us than there are of them. But
those who want to enslave us understand this all too well; they know better than to try any
kind of frontal attack on us that would be widely understood. Instead, they have perfected
the art of harnessing our own energies so that gradually, step by step, we are enslaving
ourselves under their control.
The Hegelian principle of thesis, antithesis, synthesis is being applied so as to gradually
merge our life with that of the Soviet Union at every level! The average working man and
woman in America would never knowingly allow this to happen, and yet it is happening -gradually, year after year.

1. The first step, called Thesis, is to create and publicize a problem in education, economics,
or otherwise in our daily lives. In other words, where there is peace, create discord and
trouble.
2. Step 2, Antithesis, is to create opposition to the problem.
3. The final step, Synthesis, is to offer a so-called solution to the problem.
This diabolical, roundabout approach psychologically conditions people to accept things
which they would otherwise oppose vigorously. Just a look around with this in mind and
you will see that this technique is being used all around you in a thousand ways; but the
real key to the success or failure of this method of manipulating the public lies in something
Abraham Lincoln said over 100 years ago, quote:
"With public sentiment, nothing will fail; without it, nothing can succeed".
So long as we, the people, are simply told the truth about things, public sentiment reflects
the truth. Under those conditions, real solutions can be found for real problems to
everyone's benefit; but when we are not told the truth, public sentiment reflects only what
we believe and we can be manipulated into supporting all kinds of things that are not in our
best interest.
Here in the United States a subtle, long-range propaganda technique -- known simply as
MISINFORMATION -- has been used to build up an artificial and false picture of the world
and our own nation. In the areas of foreign policy, national security, politics, and
economics, the truth has been suppressed and replaced with an elaborate structure of lies,
distortions, and half-truths. This false picture has come to be accepted as the truth with the
result that the truth itself has been rendered unbelievable. I don't think anyone in his right
mind could do what has been done to us. Our education, our CONSTITUTION, our free
enterprise system, everything possible has been perverted in order to confer ever more
power on our Secret Rulers.
Now, WAR IS COMING. The wars of this century have been fought far from our shores,
but this time it is coming here -- to our land, to our homes, to our people! It will not be a
conventional war but NUCLEAR WAR ONE. As in all modern wars, it will begin with a
surprise attack. Thanks to the silence of the United States Government and of the
controlled major media, most Americans will be caught completely by surprise, believing in
a lie called detente until thermonuclear fireballs erupt all around our nation.
To show how different the truth is from what we are led to believe by our Secret Rulers, I
will discuss these three topics today:

Topic #1 -- Why The United States Was Not First To Launch An Earth Satellite
Topic #2 -- Why Most Americans Cannot Believe Nuclear War Is Imminent
Topic #3 -- How The Major Tax-Exempt Foundations Have Cleared The Way For Soviet
Nuclear Attack.

Topic #1 -- Why The United States Was Not First To Launch An Earth Satellite
On the evening of October 4, 1957, Americans were stunned by the announcement that the
Soviet Union had become the first nation in history to place a man-made satellite in orbit.
Sputnik I, weighing 184 pounds, was circling the Earth every hour and a half sending out
beeps that became famous overnight. The world was thrilled, and the world press heaped
great praise on the Soviet Union. They inferred from this accomplishment that the Soviet
socialist system was superior to our own in scientific and technical progress. It was a
historical first that can never be undone -- the Soviet Union had beaten the United States
into space.
Less than a month later Sputnik II was launched. It weighed over half a ton and carried the
first live passenger into space, a dog. The dog died within a week but it was another
startling achievement nonetheless.
Meanwhile poor old America was struggling along trying to put a tiny 16-pound satellite
into orbit by means of the Navy's Vanguard rocket. Two launches were attempted, but both
failed. In one case the rocket lifted a few feet off the pad only to settle back into a
tremendous fireball as it exploded. It made exciting footage for the television news that
evening. Finally on January 31, 1958, almost four months after Sputnik I, America launched
its first space satellite from Cape Canaveral, Florida. It was called Explorer I, and it was
launched not by the Navy but by the Army. We were in space at last, but only after being
thoroughly humiliated before the entire world.
After the Sputnik shock, space flight and rockets were suddenly the "in" thing to be
interested in. Even then Senator Lyndon B. Johnson arranged for a new "Aeronautics and
Space Committee" to be set up, with himself as its Chairman. He was thereafter as visible as
possible in connection with space matters, and today the manned space flight center in
Houston bears his name. At the time, I could hardly imagine anything more hypocritical for
Johnson to do. Even though I was a lawyer, I had been a member of the then named
"American Rocket Society" for a number of years and had vivid memories of Johnson's
attitude toward space in the early 50's. At that time, four or five years before Sputnik, I was
a member of a group headed by Dr. Wernher Von Braun who approached Johnson in hopes
of obtaining support for a space program. I'll never forget Lyndon Johnson's reaction to the

whole idea. He did not merely say "No", but jeered at the whole concept as ridiculous and
worthless!
A few years later the United States was deprived of the chance to be first in space, but not
by Lyndon Johnson. What I am going to tell you doesn’t affect our national security now,
but it does provide a typical example of what has been happening to America for many
years. And as Wernher Von Braun lies on his death bed in a hospital near Washington,
D.C., I believe the time has come for the truth to be told about why we were not the first to
put a satellite into space.
In late 1955 or early 1956, the Joint Chiefs of Staff began the first act of planning for an
American space program. Their goal: To have the United States initiate the world's first
successful space flight at the beginning of the International Geophysical Year that was to
begin on July 1, 1957. After some controversy as to which Service should sponsor the space
project, it was concluded that the Army was most capable of doing the job. This was agreed
to and approved by the Joint Chiefs and by then Secretary of Defense Charles Wilson.
The Army's Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama was fortunate in having the services
of the world's foremost rocket expert, Dr. Wernher Von Braun. From a very early age Von
Braun had been fascinated with the idea of space flight, and he had spent his life working
with rockets. During World War II Von Braun was pressed into service by Hitler, and the
German rocket program was far ahead of other countries by the end of the war. When the
war ended, many of Von Braun's subordinates at the German rocket base were taken
prisoner by the Soviet Union and it was they who were forced to develop and direct the
Soviet missile and space programs; but Von Braun himself had resolved well before
hostilities ended that he would surrender to the United States, and he succeeded in doing
so. Our Government then prevailed upon him to enter governmental research where he
would have the money and resources to pursue rocketry in earnest.
When the Earth Satellite project came under consideration years later in the mid-50’s, the
Joint Staff project officers interviewed the Redstone Arsenal officials along with Von Braun
himself to ascertain their capability. Von Braun stated that his group could engineer a space
vehicle and have it ready for orbit in only a few months. The Joint Staff pushed for the Von
Braun project; and after it was approved by the Joint Chiefs and Secretary of Defense, it
went to President Eisenhower for final approval and allocation of Defense Department
funds -- but there it stopped! Strangely there was a long delay in getting the expected
presidential approval. Finally the word came down to the Joint Staff from the President.
Incredibly, they were to disregard the Army's capability and give the Space project to the
Navy instead. Such a decision was all but unbelievable. The Navy did not even have a
blueprint for such a space vehicle! They would be starting almost from scratch; but the
decision stood, so several large aircraft companies and Navy scientists gathered to initiate a
program called "PROJECT VANGUARD".

As a direct result of this decision, the Soviet Union was able to put Sputnik into orbit while
the United States was still struggling unsuccessfully with Vanguard. Joint Staff project
officers were most perplexed about the American political decision to allow the Soviet
Union to beat us in this endeavor when we had the capability to be far ahead of them. It
appeared to follow a pattern of withholding American capabilities and allowing the Soviet
Union the advantage. Later, an aide to President Eisenhower explained confidentially what
had transpired.
A select group of scientists and financial leaders got wind of the American space satellite
plans at an early stage. The group, headed by a man who was later awarded the Lenin Peace
Prize by the Soviet Union, went to the President and pressed him to sponsor a purely
American space project with only native Americans working on it. They didn't want by any
means for a former German, such as Wernher Von Braun, to give the world and future
historians the impression that the Germans of all people were superior in the field of space
science. This group, who were actually doing the bidding of the Rockefellers on behalf of
their Soviet allies, were instrumental in forcing America to take a back seat in the early
years of the Space Age when we were fully capable of being supreme!
Finally, after two Soviet Sputniks and two humiliating Navy Vanguard failures, Eisenhower
became exasperated and told the Defense Department to get Von Braun into action. Just six
weeks after he received the go-ahead, Von Braun's Army team launched Explorer I. He did
exactly what he had said he could do two years earlier -- and the very first time he tried it;
but the special place in history he so richly deserved had been denied him forever, just as it
had been denied to the new homeland of his choice, the United States of America. The antiGerman argument that had been used on President Eisenhower was, of course, a total fraud.
When Sputnik I was launched a short dozen years after World War II, the Soviet rocket
program was even more dependent on the efforts of captured German scientists than was
true in the United States. Thus only one thing was really accomplished by delaying the
Army satellite effort under Wernher Von Braun: A tremendous propaganda coup for the
Soviet Union and a setback to American prestige and self-confidence that persisted for
years. It is a grim fact that accolades go to the spoilers and traitors among us, but no
acclaim to our true heroes and men dedicated to American principles.
Under the enthusiastic leadership of Wernher Von Braun the United States was able to
come from behind to win the race to the Moon, but soon the world press will have
relegated him to the footnotes of modern history. Like General Douglas MacArthur,
Wernher Von Braun will "just fade away".

Topic #2 -- Why Most Americans Cannot Believe Nuclear War Is Imminent
When Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger was fired by President Ford just over a year
ago in November 1975, he said, quote:
"Some years from now someone will say, 'Why weren't we warned?' and I wanted to be able
to say: 'Indeed you were'."
But most Americans when reminded of this parting statement by Schlesinger tend to be
surprised. It is as if his words have gone out into thin air, leaving no lasting impression at
all. This is a perfect illustration of the way in which the American public have been left
comfortably asleep by the controlled major media of our country, oblivious to the steadily
mounting threat of war.
Around the world the alarms of impending nuclear disaster are jangling louder and louder;
but these alarms are muted, muffled, and silenced by the time they reach you. When
isolated facts about American or Soviet military developments are reported, it is done in
such a way that it has little lasting impact on most people. Thus, for example, you may hear
a news item concerning the debate over the new B-1 Bomber which the United States Air
Force is developing. Taken in isolation you may well wonder what all the shouting is about
and, for that matter, why such a new bomber is even being considered in this age of
missiles. Or you may hear a brief news item mentioning that the Air Force wants to buy
some F-15 Fighters to augment our air defense system.
Perhaps these things would make a little more sense to you if you knew that the Soviet
Backfire Bomber began to be deployed operationally over three years ago! The Backfire is a
supersonic long-range bomber capable of delivering nuclear weapons to targets here in the
United States -- and that, my friends, is precisely its purpose, not the so-called peripheral
missions mentioned by some. Knowing this, perhaps it would have struck you as a little
strange that in 1974 after the Soviet Backfire Bomber began being deployed, the United
States virtually dismantled its air defense system. At the very time that a renewed Soviet
bomber threat was developing, our network of interceptors was reduced to just six active
Air Force Squadrons plus six more in the Air National Guard! The extensive network of
Nike Hercules Antiaircraft Missiles under Army command was shut down completely. But
now, with war threatening to break out, the Defense Department is reversing its position
on air defense without telling you why.
The mounting controversy over the relative military strength of the Soviet Union and the
United States has taken many people by surprise. Almost 3-1/2 years ago the warning was
sounded that the Soviet Navy had become stronger than the United States Navy. That's
what the world's foremost naval authority, Jane's Fighting Ships, said in July 1973; but if
you saw this reported at all by the major media, did it make any impression? Or consider
the matter of long-range ballistic missiles. Over four years ago on November 27, 1972, the

Soviet Union successfully test-fired a submarine-launched ballistic missile with a range of
4,500 miles! By comparison, the most advanced American sub-launched missiles have a
range of less than 3,000 miles. In addition, the development of a whole new series of Soviet
missiles was underway.
Early this month the Soviet Union began a 20-day period of tests of the new submarinelaunched SSNX-18 Ballistic Missile, firing them into a circular zone 100 miles in radius in
the North Pacific southeast of the Aleutian Islands. The SSNX-18 now has a multiple
warhead capability; and these tests, which are full-operational tests, extend over the full
range of the missile which is now more than 5,000 miles! Particular attention is being given
to warhead performance in these test-proving flights. If all goes as planned, the SSNX-18
will be committed to full production and operational status within a year's time. The
SSNX-18 will give the Soviet Union a commanding lead over the United States in the realm
of submarine-launched ballistic missiles. But what have you learned from network news
reports or other major media about this missile? Practically nothing.
But the most tortured reasoning I have seen yet appeared on December 6, 1976, in the New
York Times. An editorial on that date entitled: MOSCOW'S SUBMARINE MIRV begins
with the incredible words, and I quote:
"The Soviet Union's first successful test of a submarine-launched ballistic missile armed
with MIRV multiple nuclear warheads is good news paradoxically for the United States
and the world".
The editorial then argues, in effect, that since this will eliminate the one remaining missile
advantage held by the United States, it opens the door for the Soviet Union to make
concessions in SALT negotiations that could prevent either side from acquiring a firststrike capability.
Such Alice-in-Wonderland reasoning may still serve the purpose of lulling millions of
Americans back to sleep, but it would not sit well these days with most NATO Defense
Ministers. For the first time many officials of NATO are generally alarmed by the
continuing relentless build-up of Soviet power in Europe where the best Soviet troops are
concentrated.
For example, consider Denmark which sits astride the channels which lead from the Baltic
Sea to the North Sea. Soviet activity in the Baltic has grown more and more ominous of late.
Early in September a Soviet task force suddenly materialized off the southeast coast of
Denmark, then left, then reappeared. All kinds of Soviet naval war games are now being
carried out practically on Denmark's doorsteps so close that they could suddenly turn into
attack that would give practically no warning. Danish Foreign Minister K. B. Andersen said
recently:

"I'm astonished at what is going on. This is completely contrary to the expectations created
by the Helsinki agreement".
And yet our kept press would have you believe that the new Soviet SSNX-18 missile I just
told you about is unimportant or even good news, because of possible agreements the
Soviet Union might make about it.
At the NATO Defense Ministers' meeting in Brussels earlier this month, Admiral Sir Peter
Hill-Norton of Britain warned that the trend of the military balance between East and
West is continuing to move in favor of the Soviet bloc. He declared that more money and
better planning are needed if NATO is to match what he called the "relentless
determination" of the Warsaw Pact countries to achieve military superiority. He warned
that NATO can no longer rely indefinitely upon the superiority of Western technology
because massive Soviet spending on research and development have resulted in vast
improvements in Soviet weapons.
As Dutch Defense Minister Vredeling said on December 8, the day after Sir Peter's speech,
quote:
"The situation as far as the balance of forces world-wide is more serious than many people
think".
And there are many other examples of genuine alarm at the vulnerability of Western
Europe to a devastating surprise attack.
What did Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, who was and is a CIA operative, have to
say to the NATO ministers? He gave a brief nod to the wide-spread concern over the Soviet
build-up, but what you heard reported in the news emphasized the following, and I quote:
"I think the alliance is healthy. I leave my post as Secretary of Defense next month with a
good deal of optimism about the Atlantic alliance -- the fact that it survived some 26 years;
the fact that it's working, I think reasonably smoothly at the present time; frankly reassured
by the fact that there is an Atlantic alliance, that it's on watch and doing its job."
And so, my friends, we can all go back to sleep, comfortably reassured.

Topic #3 -- How The Major Tax-Exempt Foundations Have Cleared The Way For Soviet Nuclear Attack
One week from today will be Christmas 1976. On that day most Americans will be
celebrating the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ by giving gifts to one another. The joy of
giving is something most everyone understands to a greater or lesser extent. When presents
are opened on Christmas Day, for example, parents of small children usually get their
greatest fun out of watching their children open presents, not from opening their own gifts.

In the same vein, people usually feel good about it when they give a portion of what they
have to help others or to support a worthy cause. This is the foundation of what is known
as charity -- but unfortunately there are always a very few among us who are motivated not
by a spirit of sharing but by runaway greed. Their only pleasure in life comes from amassing
more and more of this world's wealth for their own coffers and extending their power to
control the wealth of others as well. Ultimately those who are motivated this way reach the
point where they have so much wealth and so much power that it is no longer enough just
to add to it just still further. The only thing left in life for those who have acquired wealth
and power through greed is to use that power and that wealth to play with the lives and
destinies of people. In short, they try to play 'God'.
You may ask: Why would the Soviet Union go to war? Would the super-wealthy of
America want to create a dictatorship here with themselves in control? You might as well
ask: Why does the mountain climber want to climb the highest mountain? Common
answer is: Because it's there -- just like the United States, the richest country in the world,
is there. What a prize.
Early in this century a systematic long-range program was begun by a small group of
immensely powerful people. The goal of this program was to acquire ever greater control
over American society. This was to lead ultimately to America's merging into a One-World
Government with themselves and their heirs in control.
The method by which this would be accomplished was the dismantling of the basic
structure of American society and its reconstruction in the image desired by those who had
decided to play 'God'. And to carry out this long-range program, powerful tax-free
Foundations were established and given the halo of philanthropy. They were explained to
the public as simply a special means the wealthy had devised for giving to the public at
large. Each Foundation was thus given the image of an institutional Santa Claus.
Instead of questioning what they did, the American people were led to accept their
activities in the confident belief that they were just showering wonderful gifts on our
society day in and day out. This is the picture that is still accepted as the truth by most
Americans. They believe it just as fervently as millions of small children believe in Santa
Claus. The raw truth about this network of Foundations may therefore sound unbelievable
-- just as it sounds unbelievable to a small child if he is told there is no Santa Claus.
For months now I've been referring to the role that has been played by these Foundations in
undermining American society and placing us in the extreme peril we now face. Now I have
been given permission to reveal one of my primary sources of information about these
Foundations, and to repeat for you his own words about them. He is my friend Mr. Norman
Dodd. Mr. Dodd was Director of Research of the special committee of the United States
House of Representatives to investigate tax-exempt Foundations in 1953 and 1954. The late
Congressman Carroll Reece of Tennessee was chairman of this very important committee.

Recently Mr. Dodd gave a rare speech here in Washington, D.C., and he has given
permission to repeat it here for you. I will now be quoting him.
------------------"This is not going to be a speech. This is a sharing of ideas born of experience, and I'd like to
begin by qualifying myself in your minds.
I am a product of a strange type of education and schooling. The education of which I am a
product featured the importance of the question 'WHY?' and then went on to try to instill
in us the importance of the question plus our responsibility as individuals to find the
answers. I happen to have taken this education and schooling seriously and I have lived
accordingly.
In this schooling to which I was subjected, great stress was laid upon the history of this
country to illustrate the feature I have just mentioned. As a result I participated in and was
witness to something in the nature of a discovery -- which was that in the 200 years of our
history many more truths made themselves self-evident than motivated our Founding
Fathers. One of these truths bears heavily upon the experiences that I shall recite to you.
The truth, were it to be put in words, would read something like this. I'll repeat it slowly
because it is quite significant and deserving of considerable thought:
The condition or state of the members of any nation at any given time reflects the use to
which the wealth they have produced is being put by others than the ones who played a
part in its production.
That brings me to two experiences which I will describe to you.
The first was my response to an invitation from the president of the FORD FOUNDATION
in his offices in New York. His name: Rowan Gaither. Upon arriving there I was greeted
with the following:
'Mr. Dodd, we invited you to come because we thought that perhaps, off the record, you
would be kind enough to tell us why the Congress is interested in the operations of
Foundations such as ourselves'.
Before I could think how best to reply, he volunteered this:
'Mr. Dodd, we operate here under directives which emanate from the White House. Would
you like to know what the substance of these directives is?'
My answer was: 'Yes, Mr. Gaither, I would like very much to know'. Whereupon he said:

'The substance of the directives under which we operate is that we shall use our grantmaking power so to alter life in the United States that we can be comfortably merged with
the Soviet Union'.
Needless to say, I nearly fell off the chair. As soon as I could recover myself to reply, I said:
'Mr. Gaither, legally you are entitled to use your grant-making power for this purpose, but I
don't think you are entitled to withhold this information from the American people to
whom you are beholden for your tax exemption. So why do you not tell the American
people what you have just told me?'
His answer was:
'Mr. Dodd, we would not think of doing that'.
That was one experience that was very informative. It was incredible; nevertheless, it is the
truth.
The next experience involved the acceptance of an invitation from the CARNEGIE
ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE. This invitation came in response to a
letter which I had written the Endowment asking a few pertinent questions. By 'pertinent' I
mean that they related to the effort of the Congress to determine if Foundations were
engaged in what the Congress said could be 'un-American activities', without defining 'unAmerican.' I arrived at the office of Dr. Joseph Johnson, who was then president of the
Endowment. He was the successor to Alger Hiss. Present were two vice-presidents,
relatively new men, and counsel (a partner in the law firm of Sullivan and Cromwell). After
amenities, Dr. Johnson opened the conversation this way:
'Mr. Dodd, we have received your letter. We can answer the questions but it will be a great
deal of trouble. The reason for its being a great deal of trouble is that with the ratification
by the Senate of the United Nations treaty, our task was done; and so we bundled up
everything in the way of records and sent them to the warehouse, and adopted a policy of
constructing a building across the street from the United Nations which will serve as a
facility for the benefit of those many organizations which from this point on will be bound
to follow the activities of the United Nations. So we have a counter suggestion which is as
follows:
If you can spare a member of your staff and send him to New York for two weeks, we'll
provide a room in our library and also make available to him the Minute Books of this
corporation from its inception'.
My first reaction was that he had lost his mind. I had some suspicion of what these Minute
Books might well contain; but here was counsel and there seemed to be no disagreement on
the part of the vice-presidents -- and all of them were relatively young, so my guess was that
none of them had ever read the Minutes themselves. As a result, I accepted the invitation

and did send a member of my staff to New York. That member brought back to me on
dictaphone belts the following:
We are now back to roughly 1908 when the Trustees raised the question, asking
themselves:
(1) Is there any way known to man more effective than war, assuming they wish to alter the
life of an entire people?
They discussed this question academically and in a scholarly fashion for almost a year, and
came up with the conclusion that WAR is the most effective means known to man,
assuming that objective.
Then they raised question N° 2:
(2) How to involve the United States in a war?
This was in 1909. I doubt if there was any subject more removed from the minds of the
people in this country at that time than the possibility of involvement in war. There were
intermittent shows, you will remember, in the Balkans; and my guess is that not many
people in the country even knew where the Balkans were.
They answered the question this way:
'We must control the diplomatic machinery of the United States.'
That brings up question N° 3, which is:
(3) How do we secure control of the diplomatic machinery of the United States?
And the answer comes up:
'We must control the State Department'.
That fits in with prior findings which we had uncovered; namely, that the hand of the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace inside the State Department was a fact.
Finally, we are in a war. These Trustees have the brashness to congratulate themselves on
the wisdom and validity of their original decision because already the impact of our
participation in World War I has indicated its capacity to alter our national life. They even
go so far as to word and dispatch a telegram to President Wilson, pressuring him to see to it
that the war does not end too quickly!
Finally, the war is over. The Trustees then take up the problem which they face: namely, of
preventing, as they put it, a reversion of life in the United States to what it was prior to
1914. They came up with the conclusion that:

To gain that end, we must control education in the United States.
They realize this is a prodigious piece of work so they seek and obtain the assistance of the
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION. They then divide the task into parts, giving to the
Rockefeller Foundation the responsibility of altering education as it pertains to domestic
subjects. They retain for themselves the task of altering our education as it pertains to
subjects bearing on our international relationships. Then they decide together that the key
to this is an alteration in the teaching of American history, so they approach three of the
then existing prominent historians with the proposition that they alter the manner in
which, up to then, they had presented the subject. They are all turned down flat.
They then decide that it is necessary for them to build their own stable of historians. They
approach the GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION, which specializes in the awarding of
fellowships, and suggest: When we discover a likely young person who is studying and
looking forward to becoming a teacher of history, we will take him to London to pursue his
studies. So they take 20 to London, and these 20 are briefed in what is expected of them.
These 20 return and eventually become the most active influence in the American Historical
Society.
This coincides with the appearance which perhaps you will remember of book after book
the contents of which cast aspersion on the Founders of this country, cast aspersion on the
ideas which prompted the founding of this country, and relegates them to the realm of
myth!
Finally toward the end of the 1920's the Endowment grants the American Historical Society
$400,000 for the sole purpose of rendering a report as to what the future of this country
promises to be and should be! This appears in seven volumes. The seventh volume, of
course, summarizes the contents of the other six, and it ends on this note:
'The future belongs to collectivism administered with characteristic American
humanitarianism and efficiency'.
Well, in essence this was the whole story written down; and Mr. Reece who was chairman
of the investigation -- the last investigation of Foundations -- hoped to be able to
accomplish this. He was not able to do this owing to the disinterest on the part of the
committee's counsel and the violent activities of one of its members. I might mention that
that member whose activities barred the way was none other than Wayne Hays -- who has
come to the end of his career, although this marked the start of it".
------------------Mr. Dodd concluded his talk with some additional comments which I want to save for
another discussion, since they go beyond the subject of Foundations alone. But you may

want to replay what I have just recited from his speech, noting carefully how different the
truth is from appearances. And remember, the truth has many enemies!
And so it is that the 20th Century has been an unparalleled era of increasingly destructive
warfare, violence, and terror on a world-wide scale. By pursuing with relentless
determination the goal of merging the United States into ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT,
the Trustees of the key group of major Foundations have brought us to the threshold of
NUCLEAR WAR ONE -- to be waged primarily on American soil.
As I first revealed in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 12 for May 1976, some of the present-day
Trustees of these Foundations have been awakening to the threat of a Soviet double cross in
the grand plan for world domination -- and last summer this double cross got underway
with the planting of short-range underwater-launch nuclear missiles within the territorial
waters of the United States, as well as of many other countries. But the world-wide
economic and political empire that is today presided over by the Four Rockefeller Brothers
is so huge that it includes many individuals who still do not believe that any Soviet double
cross will take place, much less that it is already underway.

CHEMICAL WARFARE ALREADY UNDERWAY
For example, last month I reported that 18 Soviet submarines were deployed along our west
coast preparing to inject plutonium particles into the air on November 20, 1976. And our
own EPA -- the Environmental Protection Agency -- was cooperating by telling us that on
that date a radioactive cloud from a Chinese atomic test would begin passing over our west
coast, when actually the radioactive cloud from China had not yet left China's own borders!
By interesting coincidence, Russell Trane, the head of the EPA, arrived in a presumably safe
location, Moscow, on November 19 -- the day before the plutonium was to be released by
the Soviet subs. With appropriate irony, he arrived there as head of the United States
delegation to the "Soviet-American Commission for Cooperation in Environmental
Protection". Can you imagine?
The plutonium was released by the subs as scheduled on November 20; but just as
happened when this was done the first time in early October, unusual weather conditions
kept the United States from being badly contaminated. The plutonium cloud drifted across
the upper part of the United States and had little effect at ground level. But, my friends, the
Soviets never give up.
Five days ago on December 13 I learned that Soviet submarines were lining up along the
northwest coast of the United States for the third time for this purpose. This time there are
21 submarines loaded with plutonium poison to inject into our atmosphere. According to
my latest Intelligence sources, 16 are deployed along the coast from Seattle, Washington to

Eugene, Oregon, while five (5) more lie between Eugene and Eureka, California. All of these
are within 20 miles of the shoreline.
I've already explained in detail the connection between this radioactive chemical warfare
and the Swine Flu hoax being perpetrated by the United States Government, particularly in
monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 17. Therefore it is significant that the so-called Swine Flu
inoculation program was halted with great publicity two days ago owing to death and
paralysis suffered by many who have taken the vaccine. This serves to focus the nation's
attention once again on the terrible threat Swine Flu is said to be just at a time when the
Soviet submarines are once again prepared to inject a poison into our atmosphere that can
produce severe flu-like symptoms. It may be that, as was done the past two times, the
Soviet submarines will wait for another announcement from the United States Government
that it will serve as a cover story, such as a Chinese nuclear test, before releasing the
plutonium into our air. But now they have acquired some experience and it is possible that
they will release the plutonium at any time.
Meanwhile the build-up for war continues. While the mounting Soviet threat to Europe is
fraying the nerves of NATO Defense Ministers, the most immediate threat to Europe is once
again emerging in the Middle East. In my monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 6 over a year ago I
revealed the over-all plan that existed at that time for war to begin in the Middle East. I ask
you now to listen to that AUDIO LETTER N° 6 again. All is nearly ready once again for the
long planned war in the Middle East to be ignited. The Rockefeller oil interests now have
gotten most of their money out of the Arab region. Now the title to all the oil fields has been
sold to the Arabs themselves.
The Middle East war will also leave the United States in an even more defenseless position
that we are now in if the Soviet surprise attack on our country is allowed to take place.
CONTINUING THREAT OF SOVIET UNDERWATER MISSILES PLANTED WITHIN
AND NEAR UNITED STATES BORDERS
Last month I explained in detail why the underwater missiles that are being planted along
our shores by the Soviet Union are so crucial to them in their plan to defeat the United
States in NUCLEAR WAR ONE, but I also explained that they are no longer being
removed by the United States Navy.
Since I recorded that tape, 57 more nuclear missiles have been planted in our own territorial
waters. Added to the 36 I mentioned last month, this brings the total to 93 Soviet missiles
in the waters of the United States including Alaska and Hawaii. In addition, four (4)
missiles still threaten the Panama Canal, and five (5) more missiles now threaten Canada.
I declared last month that I would no longer reveal the locations of these missiles unless
and until responsible arrangements are made to inform the public of the deadly threat we

are under. Our Secret Rulers had been using my information from October 1st onward only
for their own benefit -- and that is not what it is for.
I intend to continue to hold my silence until action is taken for everyone's benefit.
Nevertheless I am going to make one exception at this time -- it involves Hawaii. World
War II began with a devastating surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, and now no less than nine
(9) Soviet underwater missiles now threaten Pearl Harbor and the Island of Oahu with the
same fate a second time.
I will now give the coordinates for these nine missiles only, in hopes that this time action
will be taken to protect the United States Pacific Fleet from the attack that could come at
any moment. These coordinates are:
Missile #1:
21 degrees/13 minutes/47 seconds North, 157 degrees/46 minutes/28 seconds West
Missile #2:
21-18-37 North, 157-57-21 West
Missile #3:
21-17-31 North, 158- 4-17 West
Missile #4:
21-21-19 North, 158- 9- 7 West
Missile #5:
21-36-12 North, 158-12-48 West
Missile #6:
21-36-33 North, 158-11- 6 West
Missile #7:
21-26-54 North, 157-47-17 West
Missile #8:
21-19-27 North, 157-38-36 West
Missile #9: About 25 miles east of Oahu and 8 miles north of Molokai at
21-21-13 North, 157-15-26 West.

I continue to hope, my friends, that a war can still be prevented. To find out what you can
do in the event war does come, I suggest you read issue 135 of McKeever's Multinational
Investment and Survival Letter, 1012 Russell St., Baltimore, MD 21230, but my prayer is that
you will never need that kind of information.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each and
every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is January 24, 1977, and this is my monthly
AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 20.
Just four days ago, on January 20, 1977, our nation witnessed the crowning
achievement of Rockefeller public relations propaganda, the so-called People's
Inaugural of Jimmy Carter. Through emotional appeals to the American Dream,
millions of Americans are being enticed to let their hopes soar based on nothing but
blind trust. But the most crushing disappointments are always those which follow the
brightest hopes; and the false hopes that are being raised by Jimmy Carter will come
crashing to the ground all too soon.
Even so, there is something to be thankful for that deserves a moment's reflection.
Nelson Rockefeller still has been denied the goal he has sought for so long -- seizure of
the Presidency and his establishment as America's first openly visible Dictator. Never
before has a bright light been focused on the real plans and actions of Nelson
Rockefeller and his brothers; but now, after developing a total of nine scenarios and
back-up plans for placing himself in the Oval Office through the back door of his 25th
Amendment, he has run through them all, and for the moment he has failed.
Major factors that have upset and delayed the plans of the Four Rockefeller Brothers
for total control have included such things as: the twin Gold and Plutonium Scandal
at Fort Knox which is still being covered up, Indira Gandhi's crackdown on the CIA
in the summer of 1975, and of course their double-cross by the Soviet Union that
began last summer with the planting of underwater nuclear missiles along our shores.
And according to my own Intelligence sources, the glare of the truth has played an
important role in keeping Nelson Rockefeller out of the presidency, so far. In recent
weeks, support for the leadership of the Four Rockefeller Brothers among their
corporate socialist allies has been weakened by the shock of the Soviet double-cross.
Nelson finally abandoned his ninth take-over scenario involving the Electoral College
scheme under pressure from brother David. Thus, David Rockefeller, the most

powerful of the Four Brothers, is now playing the role that their late uncle, Winthrop
Aldrich, always used to play in seeing to it that Nelson never became President. What
Nelson Rockefeller may do from this point onward remains to be seen. Only one thing
is for sure: Like the Soviets, he never gives up; and he has not given up on his dream of
becoming the President and Dictator of the United States -- and ultimately of the
world.
But for the time being it is his brother David who is now President-by-proxy through
his control of Jimmy Carter. What we are witnessing in the transition from the Ford
to the Carter Administration is nothing more than a changing of shifts in the one real
political party that runs America -- the Rockefeller Party. The Soviet Union is run
decade after decade by fewer than one percent (1%), who belong to the ruling
Communist Party; and the United States of America is now run decade after decade
by fewer than 1%, who belong to the ruling Rockefeller Party -- whether they call
themselves Republicans, Democrats, Liberals, or Conservatives.
Jimmy Carter, who campaigned as a Washington outsider, owes his come-fromnowhere election to the fact that David Rockefeller selected him some years ago as the
ideal puppet for his purposes. Carter was invited to join David's TRILATERAL
COMMISSION and was then steeped in Trilateralist thinking -- in other words, the
Rockefeller line. With such powerful support, Carter has no idea how dangerous a
position he is now in. Already a "Carter Watergate" is brewing to cut him down; and,
worst of all, the threat of war hangs over everything he does.
In his Inaugural Address, Carter expressed a preoccupation with war; and for the past
several weeks the American public has been under an avalanche of warnings about the
Soviet military threat, including statements that the Soviets are now preparing for
war. This is a complete turnabout from the virtual ban on anti-Soviet news that was
in force in the controlled major media until very recently; and the excuse that has been
provided for all these new warnings is a new study of Intelligence information that
was launched last summer as soon as it was learned that the Soviet Union was
planting offensive missiles in our waters. The threat of war, my friends, is very real;
but the intent of the controlled major media in relaying these warnings to you now is
another matter. We are now being psychologically conditioned to accept a
"Declaration of National Emergency" when the time is ripe, and to submit to the
dictatorial controls it will impose. The drive to merge the United States with the
Soviet Union to form an all-powerful World Government has already cost us two
World Wars plus Korea and Vietnam. Now, we are once again in a pre-war situation,
on the brink of NUCLEAR WAR ONE; and for reasons I can now reveal, the Four
Rockefeller Brothers still believe they can succeed in bending the coming nuclear war
to their own purposes.

My three special topics for today are:
Topic #1 -- Henry Ford's Parting Criticism of The Largest Foundation In The World
Topic #2 -- The Current Pre-War Hostilities That Are Leading Up To Nuclear War
One
Topic #3 -- The Great Secret Race In Super Weapons.

Topic #1 -- Henry Ford's Parting Criticism of The Largest Foundation In The World
One year ago in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 8, I publicly revealed for the very first
time the supersecret White House merge directive. Under this directive our lives in
America are to be so altered that we can be comfortably merged with the Soviet
Union. And since last spring I have also been drawing your attention to the little
known but central role that the major tax-free Foundations have played for two
generations and more to push our nation in the same direction.
Last month I was able to reveal one of my sources of information about the
Foundations -- my friend, Mr. Norman Dodd, and to repeat for you his own words
about the clandestine role they have played in progressively destroying the America
that was created by our Founding Fathers. Mr. Dodd's story is incredible, but it is also
based upon painstaking, carefully documented research which he directed with the
Congress of the United States. As one of America's foremost authorities on
Foundations, Norman Dodd is a man whose words carry a great deal of weight.
But since last April I have also been informed anew that there is a contingent among
the present-day Trustees of these Foundations who are becoming increasingly
worried about the direction in which they are taking us. Even before the Soviet
underwater missile crisis materialized last summer, their fears of a Soviet double-cross
were mounting rapidly. And now, no less than Henry Ford II has resigned in
dissatisfaction as a Trustee of the biggest Foundation in the world -- the Ford
Foundation; and he has warned in a criticizing letter that a change in direction would
be wise to consider.
In his resignation letter of January 11, 1977, he said in part, and I quote:
"The Foundation exists and thrives on the fruits of our economic system. The
dividends of competitive enterprise make it all possible. A significant portion of the
abundance created by United States business enables the Foundation and like
institutions to carry on their work. In effect, the Foundation is a creature of capitalism

-- a statement that I am sure would be shocking to many professional staff people in
the field of philanthropy. It is hard to discern recognition of this fact in anything the
Foundation does. It is even more difficult to find an understanding of this in many of
the institutions, particularly the universities, that are the beneficiaries of the
Foundation's grant programs".
Shortly thereafter he continues, and I quote:
"I am just suggesting to the Trustees and the staff that the system that makes the
Foundation possible very probably is worth preserving. Perhaps it's time for the
Trustees and staff to examine the question of our obligations to our economic system;
and to consider how the Foundation, as one of the system's most prominent offspring,
might act most wisely to strengthen and improve its progenitor".
If you are not aware of the concerted drive toward collectivism that has been
promoted for decades by the major Foundations, these words of Henry Ford II may
surprise you. Even so, you may be even more surprised at the reactions of the major
Foundations to his criticisms. Almost universally their bitterest reactions had to do
with Ford's defense of free competitive enterprise.
For example, consider the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. In AUDIO
LETTER N° 19 last month you heard of the chilling role the Carnegie Endowment has
played since 1909 in altering America's national life through warfare and twisting our
education. When a high official of the Carnegie Endowment was asked for his
comments on Henry Ford's letter of resignation, he reacted in the scornful words, "Is
that what the Ford Foundation is set up for -- to promote free enterprise?" He was
very upset at the mention of free enterprise -- the indispensable foundation of
Freedom itself.
Henry Ford II is not alone. Those Foundation trustees who insist upon continuing the
suicidal drive toward collectivism under the long-time commitment for a One World
Government are trying to put down all dissent within their ranks. But Henry Ford II
has courageously shown the way, and we can hope for others to follow.

Topic #2 -- The Current Pre-War Hostilities That Are Leading Up To Nuclear War One
In all the major wars of this century involving the United States, undeclared warfare
has been a consistent pattern. In the cases of Korea and Vietnam, in fact, the entire
wars were undeclared. In the cases of World Wars I and II, undeclared warfare and
provocations preceded the formal outbreak of war and marked the time period in each
case that has since been called "pre-war".

In that sense, we are now living in the pre-war days that are leading up to NUCLEAR
WAR ONE here in America! But as we are living out the days of the pre-NUCLEAR
WAR ONE period, undeclared hostilities have reached a level unparalleled in the past.
Consider first the repeated plutonium cloud attacks which have been mounted on the
United States by Soviet submarines in recent months. As I have related in previous
monthly AUDIO LETTERS, the first such attack was mounted in early October 1976
by Soviet submarines deployed along the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts of the
United States. Based on the results from that first full-scale experiment on our
country, Soviet chemical warfare specialists concluded that subsequent plutonium
cloud attacks could be mounted most efficiently from stations along the Northwest
Coast.
In late November 1976, a second experimental attack was mounted to test this out;
and while it was not completely successful from the Soviet viewpoint, it provided all
the additional data they needed. Both of these experimental plutonium cloud attacks
by the Soviet Union were accompanied by convenient cover announcements by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency, the EPA, to the effect that
radioactive clouds from Chinese nuclear blasts would be passing over us. Thus an
explanation was readily available should something unexpectedly severe happen -but it did not.
And on December 13, 1976, as I reported last month, 21 Soviet submarines loaded with
plutonium poison to inject into our atmosphere arrived on station along the
Northwest Coast of the United States. This time, my friends, experimentation was no
longer the goal. Certain individuals in the United States Government knew they were
there, and knew why, but did nothing whatsoever to interfere with their mission.
As of December 31, 1976, 13 of the 21 subs had emptied their load into our atmosphere
and headed out to sea, having timed their attack to make optimum use of severe
winter storm conditions across the United States. The other 8 subs remained behind
to reinforce the main plutonium cloud by continuing to feed it periodically over a
period of days. Finally on January 3, 1977, these 8 Soviet subs also departed out to sea,
having emptied their loads into our atmosphere.
According to my own Intelligence sources, this third and latest plutonium cloud
attack by the Soviet Union was very effective. The Soviets did achieve a very broad
dispersal of the plutonium poison throughout the continental United States. This, on
top of the record cold weather blanketing most of the United States lately, may well
lead to an outbreak of flu-like sicknesses in the near future, to which the Government
has been conditioning us now for nearly a year.

Undeclared warfare by the Soviet Union is also continuing by means of the shortrange underwater-launch missiles which have been planted in our waters by the
Soviet Union ready for use in a surprise attack. Last month I revealed that 93 such
missiles were in place in American waters, and I gave the navigational coordinates for
nine of them which were surrounding the Island of Oahu, where Pearl Harbor is
located.
I can now report that the United States Navy did remove all nine of these missiles,
completing the operation on December 31, 1976. But four Soviet submarines were on
hand to observe the complete missile removal operation by our Navy; and as of
January 17, just one week ago, two new Soviet missiles were already in place,
threatening Pearl Harbor again. In addition, four other Soviet missiles have been
planted since I recorded monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 19 last month -- two in Alaskan
waters, the other two on the West Coast. This brings the total back up to 90 as of
now.
My disclosures last month demonstrated to certain persons that I am not bluffing,
that the United States is indeed targeted by a massive new round of Soviet
underwater nuclear missiles. But for the reasons I gave two months ago in my monthly
AUDIO LETTER N° 18 for November, 1976, I do not intend to reveal the rest of the
missile locations merely to have them wasted in the deadly cat-and-mouse game now
under way. Instead, my own Intelligence sources have made it crystal clear that only
public exposure of the truth about this whole deadly matter has any hope of stopping
the coming war. For that reason I have already launched efforts through a number of
indirect channels which lie outside the Rockefeller sphere of control in an attempt to
bring about this public exposure.
If full-fledged war does come, my friends, America is in for a wide range of nasty
military surprises. In certain areas Soviet approaches to military technology are far
different from our own -- such as in the field of anti-submarine warfare.
One field in which they are literally decades ahead of the United States is in the area of
microwaves as they affect human beings. Since early December the Soviet Union has
been conducting a major experimental test program on a new satellite-based system
that uses microwaves to directly affect the behavior of humans. The test victims: the
crews of selected tankers and freighters in and near American waters.
Soviet researchers discovered long ago that prolonged exposure to microwaves, even
at intensities considered "safe" in the United States, can produce a long list of effects
on people. These range from dizziness and irritability to emotional instability and
alteration of brain wave patterns, as well as other effects. Starting from these findings,
Soviet scientists have developed microwave bombardment techniques which have the
basic effect of greatly reducing a person's capacity for exercising judgment and fully

comprehending facts at his disposal. A person under such bombardment, in other
words, is very prone to make mistakes, serious mistakes.
On December 15, 1976, the Liberian tanker Argo Merchant went aground on the
Nantucket shoals off Cape Cod, and the resulting oil spill of 7-1/2 million gallons was
the worst to date in American history. Many things were strange about the incident-such as the fact that the Nantucket shoals are a very well-known navigational hazard,
and the Argo Merchant was many miles off course. Hearings later revealed that the
ship's navigational gear was not in proper condition, but strange behavior by the crew
itself went unexplained.
The Argo Merchant was then followed by a rash of tanker incidents in and near
American waters; and in almost every case, errors of judgment were either primary or
contributing factors. It was a bad month for the Coast Guard; but it was worst of all
for the 38 nationalist Chinese crewmen of the tanker Grand Zenith, which was lost at
sea off the New England coast with over 8-million gallons of heavy fuel oil aboard. On
December 30, 1976, the Zenith reported its position as about 60 miles south of
Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. It was never heard from again. Several days later, after the
ship failed to arrive at its destination, the Coast Guard began a search for the missing
ship. However it was noticed that the last position reported by the Zenith was so far
north of its planned course that it did not seem to make sense. As a result, the search
was shifted to a seemingly more likely area far to the south of that location.
The story of the Grand Zenith is a tragic one, my friends. But it might have been less
tragic had the Coast Guard taken the last position report by the Captain of the Grand
Zenith more seriously and anchored search operations on that position, because on
January 7, 1977, I received Intelligence information to the effect that the location of the
sunken Grand Zenith was approximately 43 degrees 5 minutes North, 67 degrees 52
minutes West. Furthermore, my information indicated that as of that time there were
still survivors in the immediate vicinity of the sinking.
It was urgent that this be brought to the attention of the Coast Guard without delay.
The search had already been narrowed down to the wrong area -- over 200 miles to
the southeast of the correct position -- based on the finding of two life jackets bearing
the name Grand Zenith. I immediately contacted the J. F. Moran Company in
Providence, Rhode Island (the ship's agent in New England), and gave them the
information. They passed it on to the Coast Guard -- but there it stopped!
For days I tried directly and indirectly to get someone to check out the location I had
been given. On January 10 I contacted the Coast Guard directly to see what had been
done. I was informed that no attempt whatever had been made to check out my
report, and that no attempt was going to be made!! Instead the same fruitless area 300
miles east of Cape Cod was searched day after day for a week with no hope

whatsoever of finding the survivors. Meanwhile I could not persuade the Coast Guard
even to make a single flight over the actual site of the sinking in order to check out my
report.
The same information was also given to the Navy after the Coast Guard refused to
investigate; and the Navy, too, refused to check it out. Had either the Navy or the
Coast Guard checked the information I gave them about the Grand Zenith, they
would have found it to be true, and that would have demonstrated to the public at
large that my Intelligence sources about matters like this are extremely accurate.
My Intelligence sources had hoped that this would be exactly the outcome of my
relaying the life-saving information about the Grand Zenith. But, my friends, the
TRUTH has many enemies.

Topic #3 -- The Great Secret Race In Super Weapons
The brain-scrambling microwave weapons which are now entering operational status
in the Soviet arsenal are just one example of a whole new generation of superweapons
which are now under development in a secret arms race. The participants in this race
are none other than the Corporate Socialist Rockefeller cartel on the one hand, and
the State Socialists of the Soviet Union on the other. Thus, while they are allies in the
drive to take over the rest of the world, there remains a tension of rivalry between the
two. Each would like to achieve clear supremacy over the other, and each is trying to
prevent the other from achieving such supremacy. Caught in the middle as both pawn
and prize is the United States of America with her people, her resources, and her
industrial and military establishment. We continually hear about the military
relationship between the Soviet Union and the United States, but the real arms
struggle is between the Soviet Union and the Rockefeller empire -- and it is a wellkept secret.
Weapons which are under normal official Defense Department control in this country
are always compared with weapons which enjoy a similar officially acknowledged
status in the Soviet Union. Thus military planners think in terms of Soviet Backfire
Bombers versus the American B-1 Bomber; Soviet missiles and missile-firing
submarines versus their counterparts; and new developments such as Cruise Missiles
which, by the way, are not actually a basic new concept at all. All of these things are
real and important factors in the military equation. But there is another layer of
weaponry that you have never heard about, yet which is crucial to the real power
balance between the Rockefeller and Soviet empires. This is the realm of the secret
arms race in highly advanced super weapons. This realm is completely unaffected by
SALT treaties or other treaties, and involves a continual jockeying for pure raw power!

Thus, for example, timid reports are just beginning to be made public about the
possibilities that lasers might be used to blind military satellites, and that someday far
in the future they might even be developed into death rays like those of Science
Fiction. As for operational weapons in the supersecret category, the Soviet
underwater nuclear missiles that now infest our waters and the sonar-absorbing minisubmarines which are used to plant them are good examples.
One of the puzzling things to me until recently was the incredible "Red Friday
Agreement" of October 1, 1976, whereby the Rockefeller Brothers pledged, through
President Ford, not to harass the Soviet submarines planting missiles in our waters.
Even more puzzling has been the absence of a Soviet ultimatum or surprise attack so
far, given our heavy coastal targeting with these missiles. But now, I can give you the
answers.
When I first revealed the locations of Soviet underwater missiles around the world in
monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 15 last August, I did so with the knowledge that a
planned world-wide Soviet surprise attack was imminent, and that public exposure
was the only thing that could prevent it. Now I know more fully why the surprise
element was so crucial to the double-cross embarked upon by the Soviet Union. The
Soviets were trying to prepare and launch the attack before an awesome weapons
system that is under direct Rockefeller control could be activated; but ever since that
surprise was ruined, they have been forced to bide their time while they watch for
another opportunity to catch the Rockefeller empire in a vulnerable moment.
Meanwhile a standoff is being maintained between the Soviet underwater missiles
and the Rockefeller superweapons system I am about to tell you about. At the same
time, Rockefeller propaganda is being used to rapidly wash away the idea of EastWest detente in a flood of warnings about the Soviet threat and possible war. The
purpose of it all is to lead up to a "Declaration of National Emergency", as I have
already warned.
Finally, NUCLEAR WAR ONE is programmed to come. The purpose of the
Rockefeller superweapons is not to prevent this war. These superweapons are only a
club over the head of the Soviets to insure that the war goes according to plan. This
includes Soviet adherence to the "Nuclear Safe Zone" which was established by secret
agreement to protect the Rockefeller Brothers and their intimates.
I was first alerted to the existence of the Rockefeller superweapons system as the
result of my press release which was sent out to nearly 11,000 newspapers in the
United States late in October in connection with the release of monthly AUDIO
LETTER N° 17. The press release called attention to the pivotal role General George S.

Brown, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, had played in preventing a surprise
attack by means of Soviet underwater missiles.
On November 17, 1976, one of my associates received a call from a Mr. Tony Hodges, a
prominent environmentalist who lives in Honolulu. Mr. Hodges had been given a copy
of the press release, and called to find out more about it. He had good reason to be
interested because nearly a year earlier, unbenoticed to my associates or myself, he had
delivered a 47-page warning document to the ambassadors of more than 50 countries
who had signed the 1971 Seabeds Arms Control Treaty. In this warning document Mr.
Hodges alerted the reader to, quote:
"Probable violations by the USA and the USSR of the 1971 Seabeds Arms Control
Treaty".
He was careful to make clear that the material contained in the document did not
prove his suspicions that undersea weapons of the sort banned by the treaty had been
deployed by either the United States or the Soviet Union. Nevertheless he did explain
in considerable detail why such weapons, such as missiles and undersea silos, would
be militarily desirable; and he also presented the statements of several extremely
highly qualified experts in this field of technology contending that such undersea
missile systems are feasible.
One of these authorities is Dr. John P. Craven, who is presently (Jan. 1977) the dean of
Marine Programs for the University of Hawaii as well as Marine Affairs Coordinator
for the State of Hawaii. Formerly he was Chief Scientist on United States Navy
projects which involved both the development of this nation's submarine-launched
ballistic missile system and deep submersibles. He is also an attorney specializing in
Marine Law, and at last report continued to be a high-level consultant to the
Department of Defense.
In his warning document, Mr. Hodges lists the impressive credentials of Dr. Craven in
more detail, and also presents voluminous notes on a conversation he had with Dr.
Craven in November 1975 about the subject of undersea missiles. The entire Craven
interview as reported in the Hodges warning document provides a great deal of
insight into the whole subject of undersea missiles, which are discussed throughout as
being sealed inside a protective capsule while they dwell in their hiding places
beneath the sea. At no point did Dr. Craven admit to knowing of the actual existence
of any such system; but according to the report of Mr. Hodges, the feasibility of such
undersea missiles was strongly confirmed by Dr. Craven.
To illustrate this, I will now quote from page 26 of the Hodges warning document -Notes C-29 through C-31, quote: "Craven said he could develop a total weapons
system to do what I suggested in a maximum of four (4) years, longer if it needed to be

clandestine. The above is an enormously important statement by Craven, since the
author believes that Craven was intimately involved in the development of the
systems noted in this warning document. The figure Craven gave for carrying out the
system development in total secrecy, such as has been done, was seven (7) years. This
is significant because it is believed that the program to place nuclear weapons on and
within the seabed was begun in 1968 while Craven was still chief scientist of the
Navy's Strategic Systems project and its Deep Submergence Systems project. The
seabed silos and the tidal wave and earthquake-generating systems would certainly
fall in those two areas of responsibility of his. It should be noted that whenever during
the conversation we got away from whether or not the weapons system had actually
been implanted, Craven quickly warmed up to the subject as the 'can do' technologist
he is known to be. When he said he could develop such a program -- a 'total weapons
system' he called it -- in only (4) years, he did so with considerable gusto. It was in
this vein that Craven offered the next remark.
Craven said that the individual missile capsules did not have to be placed in silos on
the seabed, but could be dumped off the rear of a fast-moving destroyer. Craven said
that there would be some problem for the missile to know its precise location, but
that this could be worked out".
The Hodges warning document also reports the assessment of feasibility of
underwater missiles by two other experts. One who is identified as having worked for
16 years on American submarine-launched ballistic missile projects is Robert C.
Aldrich. He is quoted as saying, quote: "Quite feasible, though I was skeptical at first".
Another person quoted is Costa Tpsis of MIT Center for International Studies, a wellknown analyst of strategic missile systems. His assessment of the feasibility of
undersea missile systems, as described by Hodges, is reported to be quote:
"'Absolutely possible'. Tpsis said that such silos could be placed on the continental
shelf in water as shallow as 100 meters and still achieve the same protective purpose".
(End of quote from the Hodges warning document.)

My friends, Tony Hodges deserves a great deal of credit, both for the importance of the
material he uncovered and summarized in his warning document, and for the way in
which he has handled it. First, he tried unsuccessfully to get the Government to take
proper corrective measures without having to resort to embarrassing publicity about
it. Then, he turned to the press in the person of a syndicated columnist, whom I will
simply call "Mr. X." Mr. X took great interest in the Hodges warning document
material and in the plan to have it delivered to the governments of the signatories to
the Seabed Arms Control Treaty on December 17, 1975. According to Hodges, a big

news story was written ready to break on the same day the documents were delivered
-- December 17, 1975. But suddenly Mr. X decided to kill the story because CIA
Director William Colby, National Security Council Staff Director Brent Scowcroft,
and Richard Chaney of the White House Staff all asked him to kill it! Nevertheless the
warning document was delivered to the ambassadors of the Seabed Treaty signatories
in Washington and at the United Nations in New York City. According to Mr.
Hodges this, too, apparently fell on deaf ears. Nor have attempts to bring it to the
attention of the United States Congress apparently been of any use!
But, my friends, Tony Hodges was on to something very big indeed. Having been
alerted for the first time by his warning document that the United States might be
involved in some way with undersea missiles or other nuclear weapons, I began
checking my own Intelligence sources to find out whether it was actually so or not.
And, my friends, the answer is "Yes." The Hodges warning document provides a great
deal of very informative background material for what I am about to tell you; and I am
informed that as long as he has copies of it left, you can obtain a copy for $10.00 by
writing to him directly. The name and address:
Mr. Anthony Hodges, 3238 Paty Drive, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
His telephone number now is: Area Code 808-988-2557.
What I have to tell you now, my friends, is not the responsibility of Tony Hodges in
any way. It is what I have learned from my own Intelligence sources over the past two
months, and I accept full responsibility for making it public.
When I revealed the presence of Soviet short-range nuclear missiles in our waters last
August, I mentioned that the United States had not placed similar missiles in the
waters around the Soviet Union. I can confirm once again that this is the case. But
now, I have learned that an entirely different kind of underwater-launch offensive
nuclear missiles are targeted on the Soviet Union from resting places deep in the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
According to my own Intelligence information, only 14 of these undersea
supermissiles have been deployed -- 5 in the Pacific, 9 in the Atlantic -- but that's
enough. Each of these encapsulated supermissiles is more akin to the Saturn moon
rocket than to any ordinary ICBM. Each carries several dozen independently
targetable hydrogen warheads. Several of these on each missile are superyield
warheads, with the rest being similar to the normal Minuteman or Polaris warhead.
The superyield warheads are designed to devastate all the major ports and key
portions of the industrial heartland of the Soviet Union, in spite of the Civil Defense
measures that the Soviets have taken in recent years.

The huge number of lower-yield warheads are targeted on relatively soft targets
throughout the Soviet Union with the sole purpose of raising the Soviet casualty toll
as high as possible. The whole purpose of these undersea supermissiles is to confront
the Soviet Union with a threat of massive counterattack which cannot be neutralized
in a Soviet first strike, and which would ruin the Soviet Union as a functioning
society. According to plan, these missiles would virtually destroy the Soviet Union as
a modern civilization, killing over 100-million people in the process. But, my friends,
the purpose of these undersea supermissiles aimed at the Soviet Union is not to
protect you and me, nor to prevent war! They are under the direct control of the
Rockefeller Brothers by way of their controlled CIA -- not the normal chain of
command through the Department of Defense; and their purpose is to serve as an
awesome club over the heads of the Soviet rulers to make sure that NUCLEAR WAR
ONE goes as planned.
The world-wide Pearl Harbor attack that was imminent last August when I publicly
revealed the world-wide locations of Soviet underwater missiles was a daring Soviet
gamble. Its purpose was to eliminate the Four Rockefeller Brothers from the scene and
simultaneously prevent the CIA undersea missiles from being launched by making
such counterattacks seem pointless. But the key ingredient of that plan was secrecy
and total surprise.
My intelligence sources made it abundantly clear last July and August that the only
way to prevent immediate nuclear disaster was public exposure of the truth. And now
we know why. Now we also know why the Four Rockefeller Brothers felt that they
could get away with the seemingly suicidal policy instituted on Red Friday, October 1,
1976, agreeing to allow the Soviet Union to keep planting short-range nuclear missiles
in our territorial waters without harassment. It's all part of a nuclear standoff
involving weapons the public does not even know about and in which the
Rockefellers believe they hold the upper hand.
There are now strong indications that the Four Rockefeller Brothers, believing they
still hold the upper hand with their undersea supermissiles, plan to turn the presence
of the Soviet missiles in our waters to their own advantage. During the fall of 1976 they
re-established the strained alliance between themselves and the Soviet Union for the
time being; and now we are being built up rapidly to accept a Declaration of National
Emergency. The announcement by the Government that there are Soviet missiles in
our waters is now being arranged to be done with the advanced knowledge of the
Soviet Union. Just as Franklin D. Roosevelt declared an "unlimited national
emergency" on May 27, 1941 as part of the build-up for war, a similar scenario is being
worked out now to trap us all!

But the cruel joke may be on the Rockefeller Brothers themselves, who may yet be
buried by the Soviet Union along with millions of us. Something is going wrong with
the CIA supermissiles deep in the ocean; and as of now, one is completely disabled and
five more are deteriorating rapidly and probably are not usable. That leaves only eight
undersea supermissiles at the disposal of the Rockefeller Brothers; and their
reliability, too, is now open to serious question. In addition, the Soviet fears about
their corroding underwater missiles in the secret Soviet missile crisis of 1971, which I
described in monthly AUDIO LETTER N° 14 last July, apply again now. Several of the
undersea supermissiles are now leaking plutonium from their disabled warheads into
the surrounding water, and the possibility of an uncontrolled explosion cannot be
ruled out. Should this happen, tidal waves or earthquakes could be created that could
affect Hawaii, the Bahamas, or any place along the east coast from Nova Scotia to
Florida.
Just as my Intelligence sources emphasized last summer that public exposure of the
truth was the key to avoiding disaster, the same situation exists again now. The CIA
undersea supermissiles in the Atlantic and Pacific cannot protect us from war, and in
fact are not even intended for that purpose. Yet they sit there as a present hazard to all
of our lives, directly and indirectly. Therefore I am going to reveal the locations of all
14 of the CIA undersea supermissiles in navigational coordinates. At a minimum I
hope to strip the Rockefeller cartel of their ace in the hole that makes our survival
irrelevant to them; but even more, I hope to undo their continued cooperation with
the Soviet Union in a plan to sacrifice millions of our lives. This may well be our last
chance to prevent the present "pre-war period" from erupting as planned into
NUCLEAR WAR ONE. The missiles are located in water depths ranging from a few
hundred feet at several Atlantic sites to more than 15,000 feet at one Pacific site.
The following five locations are in the Pacific Ocean. Incidentally, these are in the
vicinity of locations which are shown on a map in the Hodges warning document as
probable locations of undersea weapons. As explained in the warning document, Mr.
Hodges believes that these locations were the subject of seabed weapons installations
or tests by the CIA-financed Howard Hughes mystery ship, the Glomar Explorer.
Pacific Missile N° 1 -- About 25 miles north of the Hawaiian Island Kauai at 22-37-14
North, 159-21-55 West. Plutonium leakage from this missile is badly contaminating
the surrounding water.
Pacific Missile N° 2 -- About 10 miles north of Kauai at 22-21-59 North, 159-36-19
West. Leaking, but not as badly.
Pacific Missile N° 3 -- About 650 miles northwest of Christmas Island at 9-20-0
North, 165-18-41 West.

Pacific Missile N° 4 -- About 550 miles northwest of Christmas Island at 8-0-0 North,
163-34-38 West. This missile is totally disabled.
Pacific Missile N° 5 -- About 420 miles west-northwest of Christmas Island at 3-2-0
North, 164-35-25 West.
Now for the Atlantic missiles:
Atlantic Missile N° 1 -- In Canadian waters near Sable Island at 43-52-0 North, 59-1054 West.
Atlantic Missile N° 2 -- In Canadian waters about 140 miles south-southeast of
Halifax, Nova Scotia, at 42-30-24 North, 63-1-5 West.
Atlantic Missile N° 3 -- About 225 miles due east of Cape Cod at 41-46-23 North, 6554-33 West.
Atlantic Missile N° 4 -- About 120 miles southeast of Cape Cod at 40-20-0 North, 6818-32 West. Leaking.
Atlantic Missile N° 5 -- About 50 miles to the southwest of Atlantic Missile No. 4 at
40-4-0 North, 69-17-27 West.
Atlantic Missile N° 6 -- Only about 30 miles southeast of Cape Hatteras, North
Carolina at 34-49-1 North, 75-17-27 West. Leaking.
Atlantic Missile N° 7 -- About 240 miles east-northeast of Charleston, So. Car. at 33-540 North, 75-43-38 West.
Atlantic Missile N° 8 -- About 290 miles east-southeast of Jacksonville, Fla. at 30-9-9
North, 77-8-44 West. Leaking.
And finally:
Atlantic Missile N° 9 -- In British waters about 100 miles east-northeast of Nassau in
the Bahamas at 25-19-21 North, 75-54-33 West.
In 1947 the Rockefeller Brothers arranged for the CIA to be created for their own
private purposes, and today it is the CIA -- not the normal military chain of command
-- that exercises control for the Rockefellers over the undersea supermissiles as part of
its expanding encroachment into military affairs. This is helping to bring our beloved
country to agony and ruin, unless, my friends, WE stop it!
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

